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HEN the "Venus" just 
completed by the San 
Pedro Boat Building Com-
pany and powered by Atlas Imperial 
Diesel Engines, puts out for fishing 
waters her skipper knows his only 
worry to assure a successful trip, is to 
find plenty of fish, as he can ® 
depend upon Westinghouse 
driven auxiliaries to do the ·m=· 
rest. 
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Pacific Coast Boatbuilders Recognize 
Indiana Bending Oak 
to be Absolutelythe Best 
Bending Oak Grown! 
The minimum breakage makes "Wybrock" the best 
as well as the most economical Bending Oak. 
We also specialize in highest quality hardwoods for 
boat construction of all types-Spotted Gum, lronbark, 
Keels, Plank and Timber, also Oak, ]enisero and Philip-
pine Hardwoods. 
Headquarters for 57 years for Hardwoods used by boatbuilders 
Fifth and Brannan Sts., San Francisco 
500 High Street, Oakland 
California 
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Congratulations and success-to our 
friends who are building the follow-
ing Tuna Fishing boats: 
CAMPBELL MACHINE CO. 
THE NAVIGATOR, INVADER AND 
SAN JOAO. 
SAN PEDRO BOAT BUILDING CO. 
VENUS AND CIPANGO. 
Whenever a fisherman decides to build 
a boat we are called on to furnish 
Marine Supplies of practically all 
kinds.. Our stocks consist of every-
thing necessary to outfit a boat for suc-
cessful deep sea fishing-whether it be 








EST CO ST FlS ERlES 
PUBLISHED IN THE INTEREST WESTERN fiSHING INDUSTRY 
~-~~\\l PROGRESSIVE: " 
I 
The Mackerel Industry • ln California 
REVOLUTIONARY EVENTS TAKING PLACE 
AS NEW CONTENDER IN THE FIELD 
Dy GEO. ROGER CHUTE 
C_\LIFOH .. NTA fish-packing. in times past, has been a two-phase, two-season, two-product business-say "Sardines" and "'J'una" and the story was 
tulcl. In general one could describe the old canning-
'calenclar as being sectioned in to a winter Pilchard 
period and a summer Tuna run. Of the two, Sardines 
greatly exceeded all five Tnnas in quantities landed, 
and supported the major activity of the packing plants 
in the southern ports of the state. ]'he Sardine -..vas 
king. 
\Vithin the last twenty-fiYe months re\'olntionary 
cyents ha\·e transpired, and a new contender for laurels 
has forced itself into the field. \V e now haYc a trium-
virate sharing the cliaz of greatness, and appearances 
:'~em to indicate that albeit the Sardine still is king, 
the .:\1 ackerel must he recognized ns cro-wn prince and 
perhaps eyen a very present pretender to the throne. 
:\n erroneous notion is abroad that all of this has 
tlCCtlJTed entirely with the compass of considerably 
les~ thnn three years-that this young l\ilackerel giant 
was horn an adult and strode immediately forth in long 
breeches to !·match the crown from old Rex Pilchardus 
the Fir~t. This, as Sam Clemens would say, "is a gross 
C.'\aggeratinn," for actually the thing-of-:i\fackerel was 
~ 1 orn lung years before public notice was arrested by 
1b growing one or two dozen times in size within a few 
lllnnths, more or less. 
Richa:-d S. Croker i;:; authority for the statement that 
·:the first :\lackerel canning in -California. of which we 
hnd a record, took place at the California Fish Com-
Pany cannery at San Pedro in 1893."* The pack, he 
says, was put up in oil in half-pound square cans as 
Well as in two-pound ovals, sauced ·with tomato, mus-
tard. and souse. It is explained that the product failed 
to find favor with the public, howe\·er, due to its dark-
ness in color and fibrous texture. 
No Subsequent ExploUution 
1~robably there \Yere no subsequent attempts to ex-
plntt the masses of :l\fackerel that school off our coast, 
-F"+;'The Co.mm~rcial Fi,;h Catch of California for tlte Year~ 1926 and 1927," F!~ 1 1 Bulletin No. 15 of the llurc;;u nf Cnmmtrcial Fishtrh~s Diyision of ls 1 a.11d Game of California, page 45. , ' 
. until 1914 and 1915. At that time N. G. Kuglis, then 
owner of the South Coast company of Long. Beach, 
attempted to utilize casual lots of lvTackerel that were 
brought to his plant by boats ordinarily working on 
Sardines. He made use of the 1-pound tall can, which 
he believes was its first introduction into the fishery, 
and recalls that he put up between 7,000 and 8,000 cases 
in a manner identical with that used toclav. 
But the experiment was not sttccessf~tl. financially. 
The prcicluct came into direct competition with Salmon 
sorts. and lv[r. Kuglis states that because the price of 
fish was very high the canned product hac! to be quoted 
at rates that gave it no ach·antage over it~ northern 
adversary. lVloreovcr, there existed a serious handicap 
in the irregularity of the supply. there being then no 
especially-conducted lv[ackerel fishery, spasmodic lots 
being the unlv landings. Another hindrance was that 
one ~annet-y o~nly was offering the ne\V product for sale. 
~~~hese obstacles were too many, and the project was 
gtYen up. 
B. Housels, of Van Camp. recounts that in 1917 and 
1918 that firm packed about 4.000 or 5,000 case~ each of 
1-puund tails and }0-pound Tuna sizes. The talls were 
put on the market under the "Cove Brand"-a red 
label, having a picture of a T\'lackerel upon it. ln com-
ment on this pack l\:lr. Hnuscls has said that it was 
unique for its brief exhaust pet·iod. Instead of a 20-
minutc trip through the steam box, a mere 2 or 3-min-
ute exhaust was then deemed adequate. and much 
lower temperatures were used than are now employed. 
It was a war-time product, and was discontinued after 
a two-Year trial. 
In 1922 and 1923 the same company again directed 
attention towards the possibilities of deYcloping- a busi-
ness from the I\1ackerel stocks so constantly a-bundant 
off the coast. This time their purpose was- to create a 
fancy article that could find sale within the United 
StatCs, and on that ambition they achieycd to a degree 
that is famous. Frank Van Camp has described the 
pack as nne of the finest ever put up at San Pedro, and 
in this opinion he has a hearty second in Dr. Hcnclt·ick-
(Continued on Page 22) 
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Another Stride • 1n Tuna Boat Building • 18 
FOVR NEW BOATS CONSTRUCTED, ONE REBVILT 
.4T S,-1N PEDRO AND SAN D;fEGO SHIP YARDS 
T HREE more class A Tuna clippers will be added to the ·world's finest fishing fleet during. July from 
the ways of the Campbell 1\fachine Company, San 
Diego shipbuilders. The three craft, the San Joao, the 
Invader and the Navigator, represent a total invest-
ment close to $300,000. They are among the most 
powerful of the 'l'una Aeet and vary in length from 117 
feet to 120 feet. 
The San J oao is the largest of the three, all of ·which 
will be launched in July. 'l'hc Joao is being huilt for 
Captain Sabina Y. I nos. l\l edina Sabina and associates. 
It is 121 feet in length, with a depth of 11 feet, 6 inches 
and is costing $95,000. The cruising radius will be 
7,000 miles and the craft will carry fourteen men. It 
is power.ecl hy a 400-h.p. Union Diesel engine and has 
York refrigerating equipment and two live-bait tanks 
?-nd two Jiyc-bait wells. It is to be equipped with \Vest-
m?housc electrical apparatus throug-hout. The craft 
wtll carry 12,500 gallons of fuel. The San Joao will 
operate as an independent fisherman. 
The Tn\'adcr. being built for Captain Joe C. 1-Tonisc 
and l\'lathew ~\'lonise, is 117 feet long-, 10 feet, 6 inches 
depth, and 25-foot beam. It also cost $93.500 and ·will 
(Continued on Next Page) 
B OAT building, like many of the great crafts, is an art which has grown with civilization, which h<iS 
flowered only in the due course of experimentation. 
Thousands of mistakes perhaps have been made since 
the first aboriginal put sharpened stone to tree and 
wrought himself a canoe in which to catch fish for his 
campsidc meal, but application of new ideas has per-
sisted in the building of fishing boats adapted to their 
environmcn t. 
Develop1nent of Netv Fleet 
Idea has followed idea until most rapid has been the 
development of the fleet of new Tuna craft on the 
coast of the Paciii.c Southwest. To recount the taie 
would be but repetition, for it often has been told when 
ii.sh-ing men g-et together-this magical creation-in 
scant more than a year of a live-bait fleet with a cruis-
ing radius of 5000 miles. But it's not all history; it's 
still in the making. It is highly probable that this fleet 
has not reached its peak of evolution, that there are still 
radical improvements to be made. This thought is· 
suggested by the fact that another new boat, a critft 
which does have some new and novel feature, is being 
Upper left photo shows the Cipango, partly planked at the San Pedro Bo at Building Co yards; below it is the Venus, first large boat built at JhC 
yard, just completed June 25; upper right is a close-up of the bow of the C ipango, iUustrating the raised deck, for which the designer- and boatyard 
superintendent, Anton Brajevich, inset right, may become famous; inset I eft is Captain Y. Nalmsuji; in lower comer, right, is a view o£ the yard'S 
ways, with the framework of the Cipango in the background 
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Taken as California Crafts Are Launched 
built on Terminal Island at the yard of the San Pedro 
Boat Building Company, for Y. Nakasuji. 
7'/w Jlaitwtl Deck Idea 
This Tuna boat, just named the Cipango and sched-
ulerl for launching on July 18 and completion the last 
of August, is being built with a raised deck. It is the 
first of the live-bait boats in California waters to have 
thi=' feature. Under the raised deck in the bow will be 
sleeping quarters for members of the crew. A pilot 
house and stateroom for the captain will be above and 
aft of this four more staterooms for the personnel. The 
craft will carry a crew Qf ten. 
It is 100 feet in length, of 25-foot beam and lO_Y:!-
foot clepth. A 3i5-h.p. six-c.ylindcr \Vestern Enterprise 
Diesel engine will give it a speed of 12 knots. "\iVest-
inghouse elec:.tric motors will he supplied for all auxil-
iary needs. A 5-ton Lipman refrigerating unit will be 
installed and the boat will have two live-bait tanks on 
the deck and h\ro in the .hold. 
[t;; cost in all will be approximately $70,000, making 
it one of the finest, if not one of the largest, of the Tuna 
craft. Ivlr. Nakasuji, the owner, will fish for the Cali-
fornia Packing Corporation of Terminal Island, the 
rebuilt plant of which has been particularly adapted to 
the handling of Tuna. 
The hoat is the second large craft built at the San 
Pedro Boat Building- Company yard, which is the new-
est concern of its kind at San .Pedro. It was organized 
as a co-partnership of business and fishing men at the 
first ot the present year and was recently incorporated,· 
(Continued on Page 17) 
have a .150-h.p. Union Diesel engine and York refrig-
erating unit, with \\Testinghottse electrical equipment 
throughout, two bait wells atid two bait tanks as in the 
case of the San Joao. 'I'he Invader will fish for the 
Van Camp Sea Food Co., Inc. Joe and Mathew Mon-
ise are the owners of the Mariner, badly damaged in a 
collision and which was almost completely rebuilt at 
the" company's yards recently. 'The Invader will have 
a crew of twelve men. 
The Navigator, third of the high-powered new Tuna 
trio, another $95,00 boat, is under construction for 
Captain I\.1anuel H .Freitas, who will fish for the Cali-
fornia Packing Cofporation. This craft is 120 feet in 
length, has a depth of 11 feet, 6 inches and a beam of 
27 feet. It, like the San Joao, will have a 400-h.p. 
Union Diesel engine, York refrigerating equipment, 
two bait tanks, two bait wells and will carry fourteen 
men. It has a fuel capacity of 12,500 gallons, giving it 
a cnti-;ing radius of 7,000 miles. VVestinghouse elec-
trical equipment will give complete electrical control. 
Fir.d Time in History 
Each of thcJJoats is to be launched from the Camp-
bell ways during the month of July, the first time in 
the history of the California Tuna tleet that one yard 
has eased three of the big boats into the water in one 
month. The Navigator will slide down first. Its 
launching, ·with appropriate ceremonies, is set for July 
6. Ten days later, or ahout July 16, the Invader will 
In\ low and tcnvard the end of July the San Joao, by one 
(Continued on Page 17) 
~ro.gress at the Campbell yard, San Diego, on the. three big Tuna clippers, the San Joao, upper_ right, the Navigator, down center, and the Invader. next to 
It, In the center photo, is shown, as White Brothers' apitong, bending oak and other woods are welded into fishing craft; inset at top is picture of David 
~- Campbell, ManueL Madruga, designer of the boats nnd George C. Cnmpbel~ left to right (the Camp bells are owners and opemton1 of the yard); inset 
!'tght is Cnptain Joe C. Monise and his son, who with Mathew Monise is owner of the Invader; inset left i~ the Navigator, about ready for Jnunching; left 
~e have Manuel Pastana, Manuel Coelho nnd Fransisco Coelho, fishermen on the San Jo<!.Oi below them is the Navigator on the ways; lower comer left 
15
- a view of the yard and wayS>; upper comer right is Captain Sebina Y. !nos of the San Joao, belo.w him the San Joao on the ways and below that the 
Invader, also under construction; lower insert is Capt. Manuel Frietas of the Navigator 
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Swordfish Fleet is Active 
By GEO. ROGER CHUTE 
_ The Brnadbills arc coming, Oh-ho! 
Uh-ho!--:111d \\'C don't mean Scotchmen 
or ducks. This is a tale of swordfish--
the ocean g-ladiator of short temper and 
long ieatu[es, who assails bull whales 
with his nose. 
The first Inca! swnnlfish oi which we 
have heard this year ·was hoisted to the 
wharf at San Pedro on lvlav 15 and a 
-..vild scramble ensued for this favorite 
delicacy. There have been other occa~ 
sional landings, but nothing of con5e-
qucuce until the last ten davs, when sev-
eral sizeable lot:; have cc~mc to dock 
:rvreanwhile, San Diego has been doing a. 
rousing business in this species. To date 
at least four or five carloads of the 
prized table stock have been expressed tu 
Boston and Kew York, these quantities 
having heen preceded hy two L.C.L. 
shipments early in the month. 
The L.C.LI consignments were unique. 
The fish were whale-like, averaging more 
than 45U pounds a piece, dressed. Each 
was nailed into its own individual coffin, 
packed \Vith cracked ice, and sent on its 
eastward excursion. The first shipment 
of these big, casket-like containers wa::; 
made up of seven fish; the second, eight. 
It appears that the advance-guard of 
the annual swordfish invasion is com·· 
posed of larger individuals than those ar-
riving later, for although the first speci-
mens that ·were struck dressed to an 
average ·weight of 450 pounds each, later 
landings figured out at 34G pounds. 
Dealers in San Dieg-o estimate that dur-
ing 1928 the catch ran in the vicinity of 
325 pounds per fish. 
California's swordfish business i~ onlv 
three or four years old. It amounted tO 
almost nothing until 1928, when of a sud-
den it leaped into astonishing proportion;;, 
This -..vas the result of the Van Camp 
fresh fish company having offered a mar-
ket for it at about 12 cents standard. 
C. F. 1v1addox, in charge of the San 
Diego office of the Division of Fish and 
Game, has said that the harpoon Aeet of 
his port includes some 22 vessels. Six 
of these make of the fisherv a serious 
occupation, and are manned l~y experts-
most of them East-Coast men. Ten 
others shipped how-planks and pulpits "in 
desperation, owing- to the failure of the 
albacore," and so added to the band. 
Finally, 1laddnx states that the other (J 
made only occasional catches, and arc 
hardly to he considered as harpooners at 
all. 
C. 1T. Small, of Van Camp, has said 
that durin.(! the 1928 season 10 carloads 
of broadbills were expressed by hs com-
pany to eastern markets. T n the ag-gre-
gate thi::: renresented a total quantity of 
;dlOut 300.000 pounds of dressed stock. 
These trans-continental shippings, he 
says, ·are entirely feasahle. and the Pacifi'.:' 
fish actually arri\'c in the metropolitan 
di..-trihuting centers sooner and in fresher 
state than is often the ca..-e ·with New 
Redfnrd or Block Island catches. Mr. 
Small explains this seeming paradox by 
pointing out that in California the hoats 
find the fish close to port, and trips arc 
of only two or three days' duration. Five 
more days takes an expressed car to N l'1'i' 
"'{ork, and so our swordfish arrive at 
market in 8 days or 9 days or 10 days at 
most. As against this, manv of the At-
lantic iron-hurlers are out a·t sea on 10-
DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE 
A 455-pound Swordfish, first of the 
season, is landed at Fishermen's dock, 
San Diego, and one more big rapier-
snouted beast is checked off the list of 
armed denizens of the realm of pisces. 
This !llay have been one of the first, but 
was by no means the last brought in 
since the seasoned opened on 11.fay 25. 
I-f. L. 1-..-1 iller of San Diego snapped the 
photo. 
Swnrdfish brought into San Diego since 
June 20 totaled 250, \Yith a total weight of 
about 75,000 pounds. The fish during the 
last week of June led the San Diego 
market catch. 
For the week of June lG to 23 the 
fish and game commission reports a total 
catch uf 2!cl,886 pounds, indicating a 
marked increase toward the last of" the 
month. Sixty Swordfish were brought to 
dock one day, it was reported. 1-fost of 
the Swordfish caught in San Diego and 
San Pedro is shipped to Boston for dis-
tribution to East coast points. One car-
load recently shipped contained 8~ Sword-
fish. 
day cruises, and 1vith the hunt becoming 
constantly keener, distances traveled in·-
crease. 
An interesting fact of the fishery i:; 
that there is only one species of broad-
bill. This lone sort is found cvcnwhcre 
throughout the tropical waters -of the 
world. It must be a tremendous traveler, 
swimtlling from San Pedro to Gloucester 
via Table Day and the Cape of Good 
Hope-for it is hardly to be expected that 
this Ull-fttrred equatorial navigator would 
essay the frigid waters of ~Jagcllan's 
Straits, or Cape Horn. 
Earliest catches always are landed in 
San Diego. The fish strike in from deep 
water, nearing the shore along Baja, Cali-
fornia, Mexico, say the men. Then they 
gradually move northward, making a 
schooling ground of the Santa Barhar.:t 
Islands' channels until cool weather in 
the fall. This northerly rnigrntion results 
in the fares of the latter end of the season 
being discharged at the markets of San 
Pedro. At that time practically all of 
the pnlpit-bowed outfits from hath south-
ern ports arc congregated there, and the 
landings are large. 
But "large" for our fisherv would he 
"small" for Boston's. In !:he Pacific, 
where this activity is a new nnd unaccus-
tomed thing, the 1928 record of 60 fish 
brought to .port in a single day provider! 
a water-front conversational topic for a 
long while. As against this, Boston's 
market is said to have received 1,500 on 
the high day of last season, and' without 
weakening. However, it should be n:. 
marked that the fish \vere smaller, com. 
parati\'ely. 
It has been predicted that within two 
years our local markets will welcome our 
Pacific take of swordfish with such eagei:'-
ness ::wei aviditv that there will be an ad. 
vance in price ~vhich will put distant con-
sunH:rs nut of mind. Certainly it iS true 
that there is no finer meat on land or 
sea than the juicy steaks cut from the 
round of a hroadbill. Once eaten, other 
fishes are valued less. Therefore the 
local demand is growing phenominally, 
and what is tu happen will be watched 
with interest. Of one thing we can be 
sure right now: l\o over-production or 
g-lut of this product can ever take place 
in the future-as happened once in 1927, 
Too manv epicureans appreciating excel-
lence airCach· have tasted of the marine 
warrior who- fights with his face. 
The lilv-iron rigs now in San Pedro. 
are the F·unchal and Madeira, locals, and 
Captain 0. M. Seely's Nuchum, of San 
Diego. A number_ of others will arriv!.': 
this week. 
FISH BOATS FOLLOW UNCLE 
SAllf Ll'i' PROGRESS 
That the men in charge of construc-
tion of new fishing boats are following 
Uncle Sam in usii1g the most modern 
conveniences is indicated by the fact that 
cooking fuel. of the same make as the 
governi1H'nt installed on the U. S. dirgi-
hle Los Angeles, Protane bottled gas, is 
being installed on the three new Tuna 
cruisers. the Navigator, San Joao and the 
Invader, nearing completion at the Camp-
bell boatyard at San Diego, 
The equipment was furnished by the 
Protane Dottled Gas Company of San 
Diego, which is the authorized distributor 
for the entire Pacific Coast, with agen-
cies in the principal western cities. 
Each dnllll of Protane gas contains 
6.000 cubic feet, costing practically the 
same as any municipal gas and less than 
one container nf gas was used on the 
six-daY crnise of the. Los Angeles to 
Paua1i1a last spring. , rrhe equipment is 
accepted a~ standard by all underwriters. 
SAN PEDRO DOCK FEE 
RESCINDED 
San Pedro's fishing fleet, through sup~ 
port of the city's chamber of commerce, 
won a victory at a meeting of the harbor 
conllllission on June 26, when the com-
mission rescinded its dockage tax affect-
ing boats of over ten tonS. A resolution 
re~·oking what was designed as a marine 
way dockage tax was adopted, 
The tax:, recently levied, was to assess 
$3 for l'ach 24 hours or $1 for each eight 
hours or any part thereof in which a 
fishing boat of more than the ten tonnage 
was tied up to a city wharf. 
Injustice of the tax was pointed out 
in protests, which cited the fact that ten-
uants of the wharves already paid rental 
to the harbor department and the boat 
owners tht'mselves are charged a high 
personal property tax for their boats-. 
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MONTEREY BOAT OWNERS 
BURY HATCHET 
By STAFF CORRF.SPOKDEKT 
;.,.\ 0 i\- T ERE Y, Calif.-Pnu.::tically 
everY boat nwner in the 1viontcrev Sar-
dine fi,dling fleet-and there are over 
sixty ui them-is once again a member 
uf one and only one hoat owners' or-
ganization. 
Early in 1vlav an unwritten agreement 
\\·as reached between members oi the 
two ri\·al boat owners' groups on Mon-
terey bay to bury the hatchet and com-
po!'e their differences in the interest of 
ueneral harmony and a tmiform price for 
Squid. 
Later the unwritten agreement became 
a \\'rittcn agreement stating the grounds 
on· which members of the Boat Owners' 
organization came back into the fold of 
the :L\lonterey· Sardine Fishermens' or-
ganization. Needless to state the action 
was one of first importance to the Mon-
terey Day fishery. 
As a result the Boat Owners' organiza-
tion, founded a year ago by Peter Fer-
rante and his followers in protest to 
the rise of 0. Enea to power in the 
1Ionterey Sardine Fishermen's organiza-
tion, has been disbanded. The Jvionterev 
Sardine Fishermen's organization, alsO 
iountled by Ferrante, incidentally, rules 
once again ·with undivided sway. 
Price-Cutting Ruinous 
The need of complete union among 
boat owners \YaS clearly seen during the 
month of March,- when Squid fishing got 
il,nder way. Price cutting in a most de-
Cided forrn prevailed for a time between 
members of the rival groups. It was 
~een, furthermore, that the fishermen 
could deal more advantageously with the 
outside 'market" working in unison. 
Points In Compromise 
following is a list of the main com-
prises reached between the two parties: 
willingness of the Monterey Sardine Fish-
ermen's organization to vote back into 
membership men belonging to the Boat 
. Owners' organization, waiving of all fines 
plnced against members of that group 
a yectr ago for alleged violation of Mon-
terey Sardine Fishermen's organization 
hy-laws, and decision to pay all legal 
expenses incurred lw members of the 
Boat Owners' org:lllization during the 
nast vear. These expenses amount to 
$15oo: 
1.femhers of the Boat Owners' organi-
zation agreed to pay all back dues upon 
entering the other organization. 
FisherrD.en~s Annual Election 
When the Monterev Sardine Fishn-
t~len's organization hefd its annual elec-
tiOn of officers, 0. Enca -...vas returned 
as president of the union. The election, 
one of the hottest ever held, resulted in 
three old members being re-elected to 
the board of directors. They are 0. Enea, 
S: Ventimiglia and S. Russo. A. N. Lu-
r·trlo anrl Joe :\llotti were the new mem-
ht·::~- ~elected. Russo is tu act ,as yicc•-
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president of the tmion:- \~ entimiglia as 
secretary and Aliotti as treasurer. 
Men voted back into membership from 
the nmv dead Doat Owners' organization 
are the following: C. Balho, F. Cardinalli, 
Frank and S. Lucido, P. Buffo, Frank 
Tardio, 0. B. Cardinalli, C. and B .. Aiel-
ln. G. Riiso and D. Com]Jagno. 
All In One Organization 
\Vith boat owners of lvfontercv, almost 
to the last man, once again jOined to-
gether in one organization hopes for 
helter times have been widclv voiced. 
Price cutting is now a lhing o( the past. 
Sqllid on contract is sold at $15 a ton. 
A uniform price for all fishermen pre-
vailS at the fresh fish markets on the 
old 1-fonterey wharf, 
Peter Ferrante, it might he mentioned, 
is no longer a boat owner. One of the 
oldest and mo.'it respected figures in the 
l\.fonterey Sardine industry, he has sr_lld 
his boats and is now one of the owners 
of the San Carlos cannery. 
NEW METHOD OF PUTTING 
OUT FIRE RELATED 
The morlern method of c:xtinguishmg 
fire of fishing boats and other craft is ex-
plained by \Vatter Kidde & Co. of New 
York City, producers of Lux which for 
the past eleven years has been developing 
and installing fire extinguishing systems, 
until there arc todav over 40,000 Lux 
cylinders in use in alf parts of the world. 
Among the larger users are the United 
States Navy, Coast Guard, American 
(Bell) TelephoilC & Telegraph CompanY 
and 1500 vachts. · " 
Carbon -dioxide gas is used for driving 
out the oxygen in the air and fire lannot 
c..xist once this ha.s been introduced into 
an engine room or compartment. The 
gas is ~tored in steel tanks and is good un-
til used and -...vhen it is called upon to ex-
tinguish fire there is no offensive smell. 
nor does it do any harm to the electrical 
machinery in a hoat. There is no mess 
to dean up and no damage other than 
done by the fire . 
\Vhen Charles A. Landers of San 
Dieg-o first considered the question of 
fire protection for his. Tuna Clipper 
Shasta he learned that Lux was approved 
by the Underwriters Laboratories and got 
in touch with Raymond V. ).Torris of 
R. V. Morris & Co., the San Diego 
at:::"ents. The Shasta being fitted ·wiih 
electrically driven auxiliaries needed the 
hest protection available and a three-
cylinder Lux system controlled from the 
bridge -..vas installed, 
"TIDAL WAVE" HITS BOATS 
\Vhat was described as a young tidal 
wave hit Capitol:t Beach, Californi~l. on 
.f une 25, doing $5,000 damage to fishing 
hoats. No explauation could be made 
of the swell runs. which were obsPrved 
onlv <Jt Canitola Beach. Several boats 
were damaged. 
NEW LAW CURTAILS SALMON 
FISHLI\IG 
1\y HOXll~ I-Il.LT 
Curtailment of the Santa Cruz Salmon 
industrv for some time to come will be 
the resltit of the Hew legislative measu.re 
which defers the opening of the season 
from April 1 to June I -from Monterey 
to· the Ortgon line. This ruling cuts out 
:\fay, the month during which the high-
t.:st catches are made. 
The law prohibiting crawfishing until 
January, 1932, affects fresh water streams 
in the Santa Cruz mountains, where 
crawfish are abundant. 
ln the plan now under consideration 
for improving the municipal wharf of 
Santa Cruz is included the transforma-
tion of the commercial fishing section in-
to a miniature Italian fishing village with 
the definite garlic-and-cheese atmosphere 
uf a Genoese waterfront. Malia Stagna-
ro. Fish King of the wharf, \vhen inter-
viewed on the proposition stated that 
the change was totally unnecessary as 
the pier is already, without expenses, a 
"little Italy." \Vhy gild the lily? "E sol-
amente una questione di justicia," the 
monarch further explained, reverting to 
the >ipeech of his forefathers under the 
stress of powerful emotion. 
1Ir. Jackson, a Santa Cruz fisherman. 
gives a helpful hint on frying fish. "Do 
not,'' ;:;ays he, "salt fish until it has part-
lv cooked and browned. When the salt 
iS rubbed on the fish before it is cooked 
it helps tn lhdract the flavor." 
The only crab harvest reported re-
centlv was seven dozen by B. Bregantc 
and ;on Frank from Moss Landing, June 
10. On the same ·date Dante Canepa 
landed 900 pounds of smelt for the In-
ternational company. These were netted 
at Capitola, ahout four miles east of San-
ta Cruz. 
Due to a scarcitv of Hat fish the four 
pair nf' drag boats operated by Booth, 
International, \\'estern California, and A. 
Paladini companies respectively, have de-
parted. They remained in Santa Cruz 
about one month and landed many tons 
of sole and flounders. 
A sun fish attracted much attention 
at the Stagnaro Fish Market June 18. 
It was landed bv Steve Ohio. Among the 
lt,1lian people t-he sun fish is con..,idered 
edible and is much sought after. Ameri-
cans. however, are repelled by the Eu-
mpean custom of discarding the flesh nf 
the ~un f1sh and using only lhe ''iu-
mlnls" for food. The ideal Another cu-
rious fish is the skate, of \vhich only 
the fins are eaten . 
FISHERMAN'S LUCK 
Rememher this-luck comes tn 
tlwsc who fish the most. 
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MACKEREL MARKET WEAK 
\Vith the market on canned 1fackerel 
weak, packers at San Pedro cut down on 
their handling of this fish tO\vard the 
latter part of June. The price \vas $4.00 
for cases of 48 ones, ·which me~ms some-
thin)! like $3.70 per case to the packer 
after the usual slices have been made. 
Had not the price been discouraging 
it is evident that se\·eral canneries would 
have continued to put up Mackerel 
through the Bluefin Tuna season, as such 
announcement was made bv more than 
BLUEF1N SEASON UNDERWAY 
\Vith approximately 1000 tons of Blue-
fin Tuna caught toward the end of June 
by Southern California. fishermen, the 
season was well under way on July 1, but 
moving slowly. HO\vever, prospects in-
dicate future heavy runs which may bring 
the catch up to 2000 tons, in which case 
it is feared by some packers that there 
will he a slight slump in the market. 
off San Diego. It resulted in catches of 
450 tons, tiwst of which was brought 
back to San Pedro canneries, although 
that taken by Van Camp Sea Food Co111-
pany boats was returned to San Diego 
for packing. Other packers who got fish 
during the run \Yere the Coast Fishing 
Company, Southern California Fish Cor-
poration and French Sardine Company, 
one packing house head. ¥ There was one big run during June 
Of the two score or more" of boats 
participating in the run, less than a score 
got the bulk of the fish. 
Luis M .. Salazar I I C. J. HENDRY CO. 
SHIP BROKER 
Unsurpassed Service to Fishing Boats 
306 Municipal Pier Building 
Telephone Main 1225 SAN DIEGO 
Fred W. Schellin, Pres. E. j. Ghio, Secy. and Treas. 
American Fishermen's Protective Assn. 
ACTIVE AND PROGRESSIVE 
Membership-103 Boats, average 4 Fishermen to Boat 
Transacts all business contingent to our association 
Telephone: 3-1804 
867 Harbor St. P.O. Box 875 San Diego, Calif. 
l F. BUONO, Gen. Mgr. P. CRIVELLO, Secretary 
San Diego Fishermen's Association, Inc. 
-KEENLY ALERT-
Directing the wants of our Membership, aggregating 
85 Boats, average 4 Fishermen to the Boat. 
Telephone Franklin 2714 
825 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
SAN PEDRO GROCERY AND 
SUPPLY CO. 
Wholesalers and Retailers of Imported and 
Domestic Groceries, Meats and Canned Goods 
Ship Supplies 
Telephone 1348 
NICK POBOR, Prop. 
Municipal \Vholesale Fish Market Bldg. 
San Pedro, Calif. 
I 
Marine Supplies 
OF ALL KINDS 
I San Fran cisco San Pedro San Diego 
H. YOKOZEKI, Secretary. 
Southern California 
Japanese Fishermen's Association 
WHOLESALE DEALERS 
Enterprising and without question loyal to the interestt 
which it tends to serve 
Telephone 3595 Terminal Island, Calif. 
I S. C!AMINCINO, Pres. A. FARINA, Secy. 
Crab and Salmon Fishermen's 
Protective Association 
MEMBERSHIP OVER 250 BOAT OWNERS 
Directing the requirements of its membership 
Telephone Franklin 4989 Meigg's Wharf 
San Francisco, Calif. 
M. P. SUGLIAN, Secy. 
Fishermen's Cooperative Association 
MEMBERSHIP 65 PURSE-SEINERS 
Average 8 Men to Boat 
Correspondence invited relative purchases of 
our members. Information gladly given. 
Municipal Fish Wharf--San Pedro, Calif. 
"Goods of the Woods" 
E .. K .. WOOD LUMBER CO .. 
Wholesale and Retail Yard Main Office 
Telephone 21 Telephone Midland 3111 
San Pedro, California 4701 Santa Fe Ave. Los Angeles, Calif. 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 
Lumber, Mill Work, Sash and Doors 
. 
1929 THE 
"l\IAHOGANY" NOT MAHOGANY, 
BUT GOOD BOAT WOOD 
A ·word that is troubling the lumber 
industry to about the same extent the 
word ''Tuna" has troubled the canning 
industry, is the word "l\fahogany" used 
in connection ·with a variety of Philippine 
timber which somebody for convenience 
and lack of a bc~,ter term dubb~d "Philip-
pine 11ahogany. Of course tt was not 
nnhogany but it comes in fine, clear 
b;ards, takes a beautiful finish and an-
other important feature is that the price 
is yery reasonable, and for these reasons 
J;as been growing in popularity on the 
pacific Coast. 
Somebody who felt the world was being 
swindled because this wood was Jaheled 
;,Philippine Mahogany" filed complaint 
with the Federal Trade Commission. The 
Commission a year ago ruled that con-
necting the world "1viahogany" with 
Philippine wood was unfair trade prac-
tice. Kow petition has been filed to try 
the case all over again. 
Hardwood for the Shasta, launched at 
San Diego on ] unc 10 and for the N avi-
gator, the Invader and the San Joao 
\\·hich are scheduled to be launched early 
in July ·was furnished by \Vhite Broth-
ers, San Francisco. The firm of VVhite 
Brothers is one of the oldest on the Pa-
cific Coast, having been in business for 
n:ore than fifty-seven years. 
DIESEL ENGINES REPLACE 
OTHER POWER 
The rapidity \vith which Diesel engines 
are replacing all other propulsion ma-
chinery in fishing craft is so astonishing 
as to excite special interest. In new con-
. struction Diesel-electric power is a matter 
of-course, but conversions from steam 
and gasoline constitute the regular order 
of the day. The Tuna fleet of Southern 
California is fast approaching a standard 
in size, power and general ef)uipment and 
is therefore taking on a uniformity here-
tofore not in evidence. 
X ewest of the Tuna craft to contract 
for a Diesel engine is the Cipango of Y. 
:Nakasuji, being built at the San Pedro 
Boat Building Company yard at Termi-
nal Island. The Cipango will have a 
3?5-h.p. \Vestern Enterprise, six-cylinder, 
d1rectly reversible marine engine and a 
30-h.p. \Vestern Enterprise auxiliary. 
According to engine men, the success 
of the Diesel is attested by repeat orders. 
Nakasuji is also the principal owner of 
~he \Vesterll Enterprise, in which he 
mstalled a 200-h.p. six-cylinder \\Testern 
Enterprise engine. In ordering a second 
. Diesel for the Cipango he commented on 
tl;e s~tisfactory performance of the en-
g-me 111 the first boat, which was one of 
the nw.st successful at the recent Cae 
San Lucas Yellovdin Tuna season, from 
which it not long ago returned to port. 
It was fotmd unneceSsarv to overhaul the 
en,~ine or even grind fhe valves. The 
\\'estern Enterprise craft has been in 
operation for about three years. 
Tl)e \Vestern Enterprise Engine Co. h~s Just completed a 210-h.p. six-cylinder 
{l!rect reversible marine full Diesel en-
gme, for the Rio Vista Lighterage Com-
pany, embodying in it the latest and most 
~oderr~ features in Diesel engine design. 
he h1gh-pressure fuel pump is practi-
cally fool-proof, the lubricating oil pumps 
ye rugged and simple in their design and 
t 1e crankshaft is of exceptionally strong 
construction to eliminate vibration and 
critical speeds. 
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PUTTING IN HARD KNOCKS 
FOR FISHERMEN 
Boat Boilers in the Making 
A concern that is putting in a lot of 
hard knocks for the fishermen operating 
out of port of San Diego is the Shockey 
Boiler \Vorks. Jvir. H. K. Shockey is the 
owner and head knocker. A year ago, 
or such a matter, he bought the Johnson 
Boiler \Vorks, knocked the Johnson out 
of the name, substituted Shockey and 
went ahead. He has been going ahead 
ever since. 
The Shockey Boiler \Vorks caters ex-
clusively to the fisheries industry, and 
building fuel tanks for the boats is one 
of the specinlties of the concern. The oil 
tanks of the Shastn, recently launched 
by the San Diego 1farine Construction 
Company, and the fud tanks for the In-
vader, the Navigator and the San Joao, 
nearing completion in the yards of the 
Campbell Machine Company, are all the 
product of this institution, which is not 
the largest in the world, but the twelve 
men employed can make as much noise 
as the biggest and best of them anywhere. 
Besides making tanks for the hoats the 
Shockey Boiler \Vorks also makes fish 
cookers for the canneries. Among the 
contracts alreadv in hand is one with the 
Van Camp Sea Food Company, Terminal 
Island. 
18,597 FISHERMEN ON COAST 
There nre 4,60-1- fishermen on vessels 
and 13,993 in shore or boat fisheries on 
the Pacific Coast, making a total of 
18,597 in all according to a 1-ecent survey, 
·which also tabulated fishing vessels, fish-
ing boats and apparatus. Pacific Coast 
vessel fishermen, the survev shows, are 
exceeded only by those of New England, 
who number 4,736. Men engaged in shore 
or boat- fisheries in New England, how-
ever, total only 10,271. 
Motorized fishing vessels on the Pacific 
Coast number 685, v,·ith a net tonnage of 
10,867. Only seven steam fishing boats 
were in use on the Pacific Coast when the 
survey was taken, which was 1926. They 
had a tonnage of 212. Total fishing ves-
sels numbered 703 and total net tonnage 
\Vas 14,588. 
Fishing boats with motors numbered 
.c;ome 6,326, according to the survey. 
There were also 415 lampara nets and 
169 purse seines in use. 
BOAT TOWED DOWN COAST 
FOR NEW TANKS 
\Vhen a man will tow his boat all the 
·way from San Francisco to San Diego 
to have the water tanks installed, it is 
a strong indication of exceptionally high 
regard for the firm to which he takes 
his work and finn belief that he will 
get a job of exceptional merit, for there 
is more to a water tank than just top, 
bottom and sides, and that little more 
is just what is \Yanted. 
The concern thus favored is the Cen-
tral Sheet l.Jetal \Vorks, 718 Front Street, 
San Diego. The proprietor is l.Ir. C. E. 
Lewis ~md his reputation amongst fisher-
men is that he knows his business, par-
ticularly with regard to the construction 
of tanks on fishing vessels. 
\Vater tanks for all three of the boats 
nearing completion in the vards of the 
Campbell Machine \\i orks, "the Invader, 
the Navigator and the San Joao, are be-
ing built by the Central which serves to 
keep the 10 men employed for the time 
being along with volume floating in. 
1\[r. Lewis has been a resident of San 
Diego for fourteen years and has been 
engaged in the sheet metal business dur-
ing the period of his business life. 
MODERN EQUIPMENT FOR 
NEW BOATS 
Fishing boats, particularly the large 
Tuna cruisers such as the three new ones 
to be launched soon at San Diego, which 
ply the seas wherever they will for fish, 
must be ef)uipped with the most modern 
hardware, according to P. E. ),.fcCaffrey, 
who is in a position to know. 
The McCaffrev Company furnished the 
interior hardwa"re, deck -hardware and 
hulk of the finishing hardware and light 
hardware for the three latest Tuna boats 
under constn1ction at San iego, the Vav-
igator, The Invader and San J oao. The 
company has been established at San 
Diego for 17 years and. in the course of 
carrying all kinds of fishermen's supplies 
and acting as agents for Columbian pro-
pellers, :,\Ionarch carburetors, 1\Iarine 
hard·ware, motor boat vessel supplies and 
exclusive represe11tatives for the \Vilcox 
Crittenden Companv, Inc., has learned 
that just the right Cquipment may avert 
disaster in time of emergency for a fishing 
boat. 
BRANCH OF ITALIAN FEDERA-
TION AT SANTA CRUZ 
A Santa Cruz branch of the Italian 
Federation was formed here on the eve-
ning of 1\Jarch 7. Many of the Genoese 
fishermen signified their intention of 
JCnnmg. The organization, while pre-
dominately religiol1s, also has as its pur-
pose the education and Americanization 
of its melnbers. It has insurance benefits 
and maintains em11loyment bureaus. 
CLOSE STREAMS TO FISHING 
On 1fay 15th fishing in many of the 
streams of California was forbidden by 
United States Forestrv officials. The re-
strictions are in the in-terests of consen,a-
tion and the prohibition will continue 
until further notice. 
SHAD CATCH VERY LIGHT 
The Shad catch on the Sacramento 
River has been very light for the season 
closing May 15th. The catch is estimated 
to he about 50 per cent of last year, 
thou8'h the season opened very promis-
ing. 
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Clams Farmed and Lassoed, Stories 
From Honolulu Claim 
Silent has been the clam until he has 
become the synonym for stolidity and 
reticence of speech, but there now emi-
natcs two clam yarns from Honolulu 
which might stir the incredulcnce of 
many: Capt Ralph E. Peasley, the orig-
inal 1J~ttt of Peter B. Kyne's Capy Ricks 
stories, is responsible for one, which has 
to do with hssoing clams in \Vashington. 
The other is the reported find of a 200-
~crc clam farm at Kaneohe, Hawaii, -..vith 
JO tons of clams to the acre, according 
to George Ronitz. 
Regarding the lassoing of clam.s, Capt. 
Peasley speaking: 
'The kind thcv lasso is the Gooey 
Duck. I don't Inlow that that is the \\'aV 
to spclt the name, and in fact I think it- Cs 
Goey Ducy, but the Indians give it the 
~ound of Gooey Duck ·when they speak 
tt, and people generally speak of it as 
the Gooey Duck. , 
"In size it is our largest, about four to 
se\·en pounds per clam. I think thev 
dress about three to four and a half 
pounds to the clam and will go more than 
than seven pounds. Sliced across the 
grain and fried, they are delicious. 
"The last I ate was in Port Townsend. 
\Ve had t-wo clams and seventeen people 
for supper and we had all the fried 
clam we could get a\vay ·with, and the 
next day we had clam chowder marie 
A GOOD NET PRESERVATIVE 
The formula for a good preservative 
for pound nets in salt water has been 
·worked out and tested by the Bureau of 
Fisheries. This preservative is one for 
general all-round use in salt water and 
costs one-third as much as the best com-
mercial treatment available before this 
was worked out. 
5% pounds cuprous oxide. 
2 oz. mercuric oxide. 
12 pounds coal tar. 
6 pounds pine tar. 
\'Vater gas tar oil to make lO gallons. 
Use cuprous oxide of the standard for 
paints, having not less than 88 per cent 
Cu~O and 98 per cent passing a 350 mesh 
screen. The water gas tar oil can be ob-
tained from refiners of crude liquors from 
gas -..vorks and is sold at about 25 cents 
per gallon in 50 gallon drums. 
This preservative can be used at ordi-
nary temperatures, hut is better if heated 
to around 180 degrees F. This oil should 
be handled with as much care as in hand-
ling kerosene, as it is combustible. 
In the experiments with this preserYa-
ti-.,-e, nets remained free from marine 
growth and with almost no loss of 
strength after being in the water for a 
se;lson. 
SEATTLE WHALING FLEET 
LEAVES FOR ARCTIC 
SEATTLE, \Vashington.-The Seattle 
whaling fleet sailed northward 1-fav 15. 
Six sturdy little craft pulled out ·from 
their winter haven in Lake \Vashington 
and started for the Arctic seas, where 
they will scout off the north Pacific coast 
and down through Bering Sea in search 
of whale of any and all kinds. Seventy 
men comprise the crews of the ships. · 
from the top of the shoulders and tile 
necks cut below the back portions. 
"I should think the neck would be 
about the size of your arm ant! about as 
long. Capt. Harvey 1\.'.c!ton would go at 
low tide and find their holes and sec them 
pull their necks down. Then he would 
set a loop of copper wire around the 
hole and fasten it dO\ni with small splin~ 
ters so the tide would not ·wash it a\vay. 
"To the wire he would bend on several 
feet of hanging twine. Next tide the cap-
tain would walk down very softly, haul 
the noose tight around the clam's neck, 
then dick him out." 
The Kaneohe Clam Farm 
The Kaneohe clam farm has been dis~ 
covered on the properly of Mrs. Julie 
Judd Swanzy. Already tho clams have 
been placed on sale in Honolulu and it 
is e:->timated that an average of 1000 
pounds could be offered for sale daily 
without danger of exhausting the supply. 
The farm consists of a series of ponds. 
About two years ago the fish and game 
commission planted "seed clams" in the 
ponds. hut it is believed that the present 
crop has grown from an earlier planting. 
although there are no records of such a 
planting. 
The species grown in Ha-waiian waters, 
kno·wn in some quarters as Hawaiian 
clam, is really an inJportation from Japan, 
according to fish and game men. 
Fishm·mcn us Drivers 
According to Collier's 'VVeekly, there i,; 
no parking problem in Ocracoke, hut it 
occasionallv has its traffic tangles, despite 
the fact that there are onlv about hali a 
dozen automobiles on tJ-iis overgrow11 
sand spit, which stretches for fifteen miles 
below Cape Hatteras off the North Caro-
lina coast. Indeed, when we first visited 
the little fishing hamlet with the incred-
ible name, there were only two cars anrl 
it -.,yas quite a surprise to learn of them. 
Inquiring of Cap'n Bill Gaskill, veteran 
fisherman of Ocracoke, as to the possi-
bilities of getting an island pony on 
which to travel to Hatteras Inlet, -.,ye 
were amazed when Cap'n Bill suggested 
getting one of the two flivver,; on the 
island. 
\Ve expressed our surprise at this indi-
cation of progress. 
''Sure," put in Jne Moye, a visi.tnr from 
Greensboro who had been spendmg ~111n~ 
mers :>I· Ocracoke sincC he was a young--
ster. "Suttinly they gut automobiles. And 
theY L!:Ot some magnificent drivers too. 
T-.,,:n 'illltomohiles nn the entiah island, 
fifteen miles of unobstructed sanrl to 
drive ovah. and dam' if they don't have a 
haid-on collision!" 
ALASKA MAKES APPROPRIATION 
F-OR FISH PRODUCTION 
The territorial leg"islature of Alaska. 
which adjourned Ma~y 4th, appropriated 
$40,000 fur use in the improvement of 
streams to facilitate the ascent of Salmon 
and for the production of spawning" hed.-;. 
The work is to he conducted under the 
direction nf the Bureau of Fisheries. A 
tax of $150 is imposed on non~resident 
trolling boats fishing with more than one 
line. On single line fishing the tax is 
only :-!;50.00. The object nf the new law 
is to discourage trawlers from the states 
OUT FISHIN' 
Edgar A. Guest 
A feller's glad to be a friend, 
Out fishin'; 
A helping hand he'll always lt:nd, 
Out fishin' · 
That brotherhood' of rod and line, 
:\n' sky an' stream is always fine; 
J\.Ien come real close to God's design 
Out fishin'. 
.c\ feller isn't plotting scheme::;, 
Out fishin'; 
He's only busy with his dreams, 
Out fishin'; 
His lin~ry's a coat uf tan, 
His creed: To do the hest he can; 
.A feller's mnstlv always man 
(Jut fishit;'. 
A MALAYAN MODE OF FISHING 
Some fish as thev swim in the sea make 
sounds that enab!C the expert listener to 
know where and what they arc. The fact 
is revealed by a method of fishing pe'-_ 
culiar to the East Coast of 1vialaya, re-
lated by the Fishing News, of Aberdeen, 
Scotland. This is the "Pukat Payang," 
A ''juru salem," or expert listener-inj 
paddles out in his tiny boat, and slips 
into the water, completely immersing 
himself, except for the hand that clutches 
the gunwale. \Vhen he hears the ap-
proach of fish and locates them, he waves 
to the big boat, the "Pukat Payang," 
that is following him. The wildest ex-
citement ensues among the 15 to 20 pad-
dlers, and a net is cast in a circle arouud 
the "juru salem," and finally dra\vll in 
amid a pandemonium. Another curious 
method is the "unjang." A plaited cord 
of rattan is buoyed on the water by a 
float, and anchored by stones or by bags 
of sand. Six feet apart, the stalks of a 
number of feathery palm leaves arc in-
serted in the plaiting, so that the leaves 
float out on the surface with the tide. 
And uuder these the nets are spread. 
Fish gather under the "unjang" to play 
and spawn. As it is left out for long 
periods, sea growth covers the under side, 
and among them a quaint creature that 
is found in nbundance in the stomachs of 
some of the fish. This is a small crus-
tacean, which lives in a self~madc tube of 
mud and other substance. 
MONTEREY FlSHERMEN PICNIC 
The Japanese Fishermen's association 
of Monterey held its annual picnic at 
Pacific Grove on ] une 9. Fish in all its 
various forms \Yas served, as well as 
many other dishes pleasing to the palate. 
There were manv prominent guests pres-
ent. 
[ncluded among the visitors were Sen-
ator Christian of Oakland, Assemblyman 
J ost of Hay-..vard, Assemblyman Park-
man of San Mateo, Mr. ]. A. Sanetta of 
}.Ionterey and B. n. Florence. 
ROCK FISH CATCH FAIR 
Monterey and Santa Cruz fishermen 
kl\re been getting a fair catch of Rock 
Fish during the last few weeks, acconl-
ing to reports. A light supply of Salmon 
was also taken. 
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Three ore For Campbell 
General View Campbell Yards Showing the three Tuna 
Fishing Boats, Invader, Navigator and San Joao under con-
struction about ready to be launched. 
Years of exacting experience have 
taught us the fundamentals of TUNA 
FISHING BOAT Construction. Fish-
ermen of California have since 191 7 
recognized us as leaders-we have up-
held our reputation to the remotest 
detail. 
A Master is known by his work-our 
creations are monuments and we are 
proud of our work-the following 
boats were constructed by us: 
Atlantic, Mariner, Del Monte, Cali-
fornia, Olympia, San Joaquin, St. 
Veronica, Abraham Lincoln, Balboa, 
etc.-and now the Navigator, Invader 
and San Joao. 
The Campbell Machine Co. 
15 
David C. Campbell Established 1906 George E. Campbell 
Marine Railway Service, Marine and General Machinery Repair 
SAN D IE G 0, C A L IF 0 R N I A 
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MODERN WORLD SAFEGUARDS 
ITS FISHERMEN 
Storm or calm, the fish must come in 
-they must be caught wherever they 
are to satisfy the appetite of a nation, 
and they do not come right up to the 
fish ·wharf and climb into the boats. The 
fact that fishermen must go to sea and 
wrestle \vith elements for their liveli-
hood is of too common knowledge ·to 
bear repetition. 
The workers of this ancient calling 
have been doing it for centuries, al-
though as civilization has grown up it 
has equipped its fishermen with better 
and better tools with which to fight the 
discomforts incident to their calling. 
\Vhereas early fishermen went forth 
in small sail boats and scanty clothing 
and caught their fish, sometimes drenched 
to the skin, the modern world equips its 
fishing sons \vith all kinds of safcguan.ls. 
\Vaterproof clothing bas been developed 
for their comfort. 
According to George C. Shouse, who 
is the manager of the Empire Rubber 
Co., and should know, fishermen no 
longer need suffer the uncomfortable 
things undergone by their forefathers. 
The Empire Rubber Co. 1vas established 
in 1909 and has grown apace with the 
development of weatherproof clothing for 
fishermen. 1Ir. Shouse says that they dis-
tribute the Tower Fish brand weatherproof 
clothing, oil slickers, hoods, aprons and 
similar articles and are the largest \vater-
proof clothimr manufacturers in the 
whole world. The Empire Tower Co. only 
sells to jobbers. The Empire Rubber CO. 
also represents the Hood Footwear Co., 
one of the oldest and largest manufac-
turers of footwear in the world. Hood's 
boots, the red boots with the grey soles, 
are knuwn to every fisherman. 
The Union Ice Company J. R. Upjohn R. T. Upjohn 
Just Call San Pedro 329 for Prompt Delivery 
Central Sheet Metal Works at San Diego 
These Capable Women 
Himself: 1fay I hold your hand? 




W. Murray Little Phone 349 Res, Phone 2425-J PROTANE STOVES AND EQUIPMENT 
HARBOR SHEET METAL WORKS 
Makers of Gasoline, Fuel, Oil Tanks, Boat Worl~ Ventilators, 
Retinning Gailey Ware, Brass, Copper and Sheet Iron Works 
248 Cannery St. Terminal Island, Calif. 
"Best That Your Money Will Buy" 
The McCaffery Co. 
Marine Hardware and Fishermen's Supplies 
Phone Franklin 1715 311 West Broadway 
Phone 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
MARINE WORK A SPECIALTY 
TIN, SHEET IRON, COPPER AND BRASS WORK 
Main 5405 BOAT TANKS 718 Front St., 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
Phone 2740 
Cor. G I 
2809 University Avenue San Diego, Calif. 
H. K. Shockey, Prop. 
Shockey Boiler Works 
FUEL OIL TANKS 
Abo 
Fish Cookers for the Canning Trade 
125 Market Street San Diego, Calif. 
Phone Main 4448 
"If It's Rubber We Have It" G. C. Shouse, Mgr, I 
Empire Rubber Co. i 
DISTRIBUTORS OF ' 
HOOD FOOTWEAR, TOWERS WATERPROOF CLOTHING AND 
APRONS, RUBBER TUBING, RUBBER MATS AND MATTING, 
RUBBER HOSE, AND FIRE EQUIPMENT 
Telephone VAndyke 2907 Salesroom, 717 East 9th Street 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
Residence Phone 2126-W 
Marine Sheet Metal Works 
Heavy Steel Fuel Oil and Water Tanks- Industrial and Marine Work 
ACETYLENE AND ELECTRIC WELDING 
CHAS. De VRIES, Proprietor 
813 So. Seaside, Terminal, California 
NEAR BETHLEHEM SHIPYARD 
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SAN DIEGO BOATS 
(Continued from Page 9) 
foot longer than the Navigator, will be eased off the 
wavs. 
All three boats will be tied up at the Campbell yard, 
where they will be completed and all equipment in-. 
stalled. \Vhite Brothers' apitong, bending oak and 
other w-oods will be put into the boat, "Shockey boilers, 
metal work from the Central Sheet Tvietal \Vorks, 1\lc-
Caffrey Company hard·ware and a Protane stove and 
store of Protane bottled gas from the Bottled Gas Com-
pany. San Dieg-o. for cooking stm'e fuel. All hea\·y 
hardware is being supplied by the C. J. Hendry Com-
pany. 
Activity in San Diego 
Considerable other boat building activity has been 
under way in San Diego during recent months. The 
Campbell l\Iachine Company alone, whcih has been in 
business in San Diego since 1906 and in 1915 started 
building- boats, has constructed quite a few live-bait 
Tuna clippers. Chief among them are the St. V cron-
ica, lHariner, Del 1\Tonte, Olympia, Atlantic, San Joa-
quin, Abe Lincoln and Balboa. The Campbell yard 
is managed by George E. Campbell and David C. 
Campbell, who are pioneers in the construction of the 
li\'e-hait type of Tuna dippers. PreYious to building 
boats, the Camphells ran a machine shop and garage 
in San Diego .. 
Evolution of Tmw Craft 
Construction of three more of the big Tuna boats 
seems to revive the question, sprung when those in the 
industry first awoke to the fact that a fleet of new-type 
craft was fast forming, of what are the limits of the 
new Diesel drive, refrigerated high-seas fishing clipper. 
By this problem is meant not the limits of the distance 
it can run, for that is a matter of supplies, but at what 
di::;tance can she operate to profit? This is a matter 
that remains to be full~r demonstrated. The develop-
·mcnt of both the craft and the engine has been so rapid 
as tn leave ordinarv hasises of calculation out of the 
reckoning-. The general impression preYails that the 
big· tender with its fleet of small boats is impractical 
fo:· fishing in distant waters. In fact, several operators 
at San Pedro indicated on the close of the Cape San 
Lucas Yello\vfin Tuna season this spring that they 
ne\·er again would send a fleet of small boats that far 
south. 
1Tany factors enter into the proposition: The immo-
. bility and attendant ~xpense; the handling of the catch 
and many small fishing crews; the slow service to the 
cannerv and various other reasons whcih indicate the 
abancl~nment of the tender idea in southern waters and 
the general adoption of the high-seas craft large enough 
to carry a good load and fast enough to land rapidly. 
All three of the new boats to be launched at San 
Diego this month have a cruising radius of 7,000 miles 
and the recent cruise of the Hermosa to Central Ameri-
can waters and westward to the Cocos Island rs ar41 
indication of possible range of these boats. 
SAN PEDRO BOATS 
(Continued from Page 9) 
with Andrew Xitco as president. Anton Brajevich is 
r:1anager of the yard and other officers of the corpora-
han are: George 1\latkovich, vice president; Joe Tet-
rasich, secretary, and Anton lviason, treasurer. 
The new Nakasuji boat is a tribute to the yard 
which is producing it. It was designed by 1\Ianager 
Anton Brajevich, who is superintending the construc-
tion. The raised deck, mentioned above, is the inspira-
tion of l\Ir. Brajevich. It will give the lOO~ft. craft the 
space of a 115-foot boat in exceptional broadness of the 
bow. 1\.-lr. Nakasuji is one of the o-wners of the \Vest-
ern Enterprise, one of the larger Tuna boats and the 
design of his ne\v craft is the subject of nutch discus-
sion and her behavior in the sea will be a matter 
,,~atched with keen interest by all in the industry. 
N. l\1 aecla will be engineer of the Cipango, which w·ill 
carry a crew of twelve men. Captain Nakasuji is at 
present skipper at the \Vestern Enterprise, of which he 
is the principal owner. \Vhen Nakasuji takes over the 
Cipango, his brother and partner, I. Ona, will become 
captain of the \Vestern Enterprise. Captain Nakasuji 
has been fishing off San Pedro since he was a boy and 
his father, I. Nakasuji, was one of the pioneer Albacore 
fishermen of this port and commanded successively the 
Asia I, II and III. 
In addition to a \Vestern Enterprise engine and \Vest-
inghouse electrical equipment and Lipman refrigeration, 
the Cipango has Byron-Jackson pumps and a cooking-
stove supplier! by the C. J. Hendry Company. E. K. 
\Voocls supplied the lumber necessary for its construc-
tion and the 1\.larine Sheet :l\Tetal \Vorks is suppl.ying the 
metal work. 
Venus Com pletecl 
The principal addition to the San Pedro fleet during 
the past month was the Venus, 85-foot Tuna and purse-
seine boat, which was delivered bv the San Pedro Boat 
Building Company on June 25 io the owners, Peter 
Zanetich, Leon Gelgleries, P. Rezis, F. Sumaris and 
James Alias, who is captain. The Venus stood out June 
27 for the Dlucfin Tuna hanks for its first fishing. Its 
cost complete ran over $50,000 and it was the first large 
boat constructed by the San Pedro Boat Building Com-
pany yanlrs. It will fish for the Southern California 
Fish Corporation. 
The Venus is po\\'erecl by a 250-h.p. Atlas-Imperial 
Diesel engine and complete \Vestinghouse auxiliaries 
and switchboard. It will have a speed of 11 knots. C. 
J. Hendry Shipmate stove was installed and 5000 gallons 
of fuel. The craft has a net capacity of 77 tons. It will 
carry a crew of 12 men. 'I'he boat is also equipped with 
a three-ton Lipman refrigerating unit, Byron-Jackson 
pumps and Cunningham winch . 
\n Does Pay to Adverti:( 
. I 
Use the Medium Which 
Reaches Your 
CUSTOMERS 
West Coast fisheries 
18 THE 
BIGGEJ1 BfM.TS CALL FOR 
LARGER SMOKESACKS 
'To make things bigger, tn expand on 
a mammoth scale is the order 11f the dav. 
E·...eryone knows how well this appli~s 
to f-ishing fleets and most particularty 
to the fleet at San Pedro, which is rap-
idly being dnmitlatc(l by the big, live-
bait boats and other craft of e:xtraordin-
arv size. 
bigger hoats dcm~nd everything else 
larger 111 proportion, according to 
Charles De Vries of the Slarinc Sheet 
1'Ictal \Vnrk!', who has noted this fact 
while installing smokestacks, tanks ami 
other metal equipment on the boats. lvfr. 
De Vries has particular\\' become inter-
ested in the stacks, wh-ich he has ·de-
veloped into a hobby. He has hceu in 
the business inr 20 years, five years on 
Terminal ish.u1d and before that in San 
l'edro and equipped the new huat built at 
the San Pedro Boat Building Company 
yard. 
Steel tanks were designed hy De Vries 
four years ago, proving- by t;xperiment 
that the galvanized iron tanks were too 
light. The tanks are different than anv 
other. Thev are riveted, lap ·welded and 
strengthened inside by using baffie plates. 
The 1vfarine Sheet :,\fetal \Vorks i5 at Fish 
Harbor ncar the Southern California Fish 
Corporation. 
THE CODFISH AND THE HEN 
S. T. Ray 
The codfish lays a million egg>., 
And the helpful hen lays one, 
But the codfish doesn't cackle, 
To tell us what she's done, 
And so we scorn the codfish cov, 
And the helpful hen we prizC, 
\Vhich indicates to you and me, 
It pays to advertise. 
WHEN IS IT REALLY COLD? 
In Siberia, the mercury commonly goes 
down to ninety degrees below zero dur-
ing the winter; test balloons, sent to high 
altitudes have recorded temperatures four 
degrees colder, and sixtv degrees below 
zero is not uncommon at.the poles, 1Iuch 
lower temper;1tures are reached in the 
laboratory. In the production of liquid 
air, according to an article in Popular 
Mechanics, a mark of 320 degrees below 
zero is reached and liquid hydrogen has 
a temperature of 422 degrees below. 
Articles such as pieces of metal, paper, 
meat or other solids are shattered like 
china by a slight blow after thev have 
been plUnged into a vessel of liqUid air, 
\Vhat scientists regard as the ultimate 
degree of coldness is the abo:olute zero, 
459.6 degrees below the familiar zero of 
the Fah-renheit thermometer. Such is 
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CANADIAN FISHERIES ASSOCIA-
TION BIENNIAL MEETING 
The biennial conYention uf Canadian 
Fisheries Association \\·ill be held in 
Prince Rupert, D. C., on Augtlst 1 anti 2. 
Their business ,,·ill include a discussion 
on the policy for regulating and improv-
ing all branches of the fishing industry, 
formulated at a mr:eting in D.Jontrcal, the. 
reading of papers hy fishery experts, and 
the further urging of the Dominion Gcn--
ernor to appoint a special :Hinister of 
Fisheries. 
Among those \\·ho have been invited 
as guests arc: Hon. P. J. A. Cardin, 1.fin-
ister of 1.farine and Fisheries, \V. A. 
Found, deputy minister, Henry 0' )if alley, 
Commis::;ioner of Fisheries, from \Vash-
ington, D. C., F. \V. Bryce, president 
United States Fisheries Association, Prof. 
\V. 1L Th0111pson, of the Pacihc Halibut 
Cornmission, and Hon. Hector Laferte, 
new 1-Iinister of Fisheries of the Pro·dn-
cial Gon~rnment and other o!licials prom-
inent in the fishing industries of Canada 
and the United States. 
The last hi-annual convention was held 
in 1{ontreal. ]. T. O'Connor of 1-Ion-
treal, who was elected president then, \Yill 
retire. The first vice-president, T. H. 
] ohnson, of Prince Rupert, will he the 
new president. Roy Lang5kill, or Tor-
onto, second vice-president, will be first 
vice-president. and T-T. G. Connor, of Hali-
fax, third vice-president, will he secnml 
\·ice-president. 
CLOSING DOWN AT LOMITA 
Harry Tregarthen, who has hecn pack-
ing- 1Jackcrel and other varieties of fish at 
this point. is closing down for the se:Ison, 
finding !'vfackerel too lean for No. 1 pack 
at this time. 
THE NEW SYSTEM 
).'Iiss \Vilcox kept a private school and 
one morning \\·as interviewing a tle\v 
pupil. "\Vhat docs your father c\o to earn 
his living?'' she asked of the little girl. 
"Please, ma'am," was the prompt reply, 
"he doesn't live with us. Mother takes 
care of us." 
"\\Tell, then, what does your mother do 
to {:arn her living?" 
"\Vhy," replied the little girl in an 
artless manner, "she gets paid for stay-
ing away from father." 
the cold of space through which the 
earth and other planets move. Atmos-
pheres shield many from this terrific cold, 
but the mark is reached on the dark side 
of the moon, although boiling tempera-
ture sare experienced during the day on 
the side turned to the sun. 
FiRST GERMAN HALIBUT BOAT 
11EACHESGREENLAND 
The first German fishing boat to he 
equipped for Halibut fishing in Green-
land waters is now on its way to those 
distant grounds. and the experiment will 
be watched with the keenest interest by 
hoth the Cerman and British fishing in-
dustries, 
A trawler of the most up-to-date type, 
the "lJr. Rudolph \Vahrendorf," of Gees-
temunde, a nl'\Y boat, has been chosen. 
for the experimental Yoyagc. The adapt-
ing of the trawler for line [1shing h:1.s 
been undertaken in Germany by .Messrs. 
Harry Franklin, Limited. 
The collaboration of Grimsb~' fisher-
men who are familiar with linC fishing 
in these waters has also been sought, for 
five of the crew of 21 hands are British 
fi::;hermen, 
The "Dr. Rudolph \:Vahrendorf" is 
equipped \vith a wireless sending appa-
tus capable of sending out messages ·with-
in a radius o( 600 miles, as well as re-
ceiving app;:~ratus. 
lvfeanwhile, Grimshy owners arc devot-
ing attention to Halibut fishing at Green-
Iaild, and the Crampin Steam Fishing 
company, who may be regarded as tl1e 
pioneers of line fishing in these waters, 
are increasing their fleet of liners. An 
addition to their fleet, the steamship 
"Hammond," arrived in Grimshy last 
week from the shipbuilder's yard. 
LIKE TO HAVE AN ELK? 
T ust an elk tooth is all well and gooU, 
hu·t if vou are an enthusiast why not have 
a whole live one? Uncle Sam is giving 
them awav to \vhosoever will accept. Sur-
plus elk from the National Bison Range, 
in Montana, are being offered by the Bio-
logical Survey of the U. S. Department 
of Agriculture to anyone who will remove 
them without cost to the Government. 
Because the elk have increased beyond 
the carrying capacity of the range, it -is 
necessary to reduce their numbers. The 
National Bison Range is administered 
primarily for the maintenance of a herd 
huffalo, the original stock of which was 
supplied by the American Bison Society. 
It is the desire of the Biological Survey 
to make immediate reduction in the 
numbers of the elk so as to avoid feed-
ing them hay during the \vinter and 
earlv spring, which otherwise would be 
necCssary, as well as to preserve as much 
forage as possible for the buffalo. 
Ask the Subconscious 
''Is my face dirty or is it my imagina-
tion?" \ 
"Your· face isn't, but I 
about ynnr imag-ination.' 
don't know 
Phone San Ped!"o 2790, 2791 
PARKE & KIBELE Inc. 
DRY DOCK AND REPAIR SPECIALISTS 
Agent for Hunt 
Offering Complete Service to Ship Owners 
Spiller Grutmt•lal Iron for piston rings anti cylimler liners for Dh!M•l engines 
, Main Shops Located at Berth 94 San Pedro 




Day and Night Service Berth 160, Wilmington i 
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CHANGES IN SAN FRANCISCO 
F'ARANZELLA FLEET 
By l_;I~O \UlGER Ccll:TI~ 
\\.hen the 1{artinclli Fish Company of 
~an Francisco decided to wind up 1ts 
husiness aiTair:s this spring, its t"\\:o spleH-
did tra\d sh1ps were. put up tor sale. 
These were nearly new, hav'i~1g been 
cOJlllllcted in the Sausalito yaqls ol }dad-
den & Lewis, master caqienters, on the 
7th of 1\lay, 1928. Each is an exact du-
plicate of the other; in dnnensions 60.~x 
I7.2x7.45 feet (U. S. Customs scale) and 
(l.J-.7 feet over all. They measured up at 
-t2 tons gross, 19 tons net; are of wood, 
one deck, two derrick-masts, a plaii1 head, 
•111 d round stern.· Both- are engined with 
;1 135 H.H.P. \Vashington-Estep Diesel, 
and although this power i;; considerably 
Jess than that of the most heavily mo-
tored trawler in San- Francisco, still it 
i:; co'nsiderably more than the average. 
This fact, coupled with the fine model 
dc:;igned by the builders, makes the boals 
the swittest of the entire Paranzella fleet 
-according to declarations made bv fish-
ennen who arc not too intensely pa-
triotic when the craft of their own com-
panics come in for unfavorable compari-
son. 
The novel feature of the operations of 
the Martinelli set was the manner in 
which they got their fish to market. All 
oi the other Paranzella concerns operate 
a run-boat or tender between the scene 
of the fishing (at Point Rayes or Bodega 
BaY) and the wholesale fish markets at 
Sail Francisco. !viartinclli did not do this. 
He spared the expense of a special, extra 
n;ssel by using one of his same trawlers 
to pack in the catch. The thing ·was ac-
complished by carrying an extra tender-
crew on the head-boat; these were in the 
bunks, sleeping, all during the d:ly ·while 
the fishing was being done. In the eve~ 
ning, when the last drag and lift had 
heen made, the tender crew came up 
on deck ailCl took .charge of the vessel. 
The trawlmen -who had worked all dav 
tl)en were transferred to the other boa~, 
which at once stood in for Drake's Bav 
or Borlega to lie at anchor foi- the night. 
The head-boat immediately commenced 
the run to San Francisco, arriving about 
11:00 p. m., discharged the catch, took 
on Sllpplies or fuel, went to sea again at 
once, and appeared on the grounds at 
dawn, there to meet _with the partner 
sl!iP in time to begin the day's dragging. 
Operating on this schedule, the \Vashing-
ton-Estep Diesel -was hardly stopped at 
a!l, but "mated" along ·day after dav, 
as though on a trans-oceanic cruise. 
\:Vith the dissolution of the 1'fartinelli 
organization the t\vo vessels -were in re-
quest by several companies of dissimilar 
activities. in Sa·n Francisco. Finally, the 
Jforfillclli No. 1 was acquired by Mr. G. 
Alioto for the San Francisco-Internation-
al Fish Company. It was thereafter com-
tdetely overhauled, repainted in the com-
pany colors of the new mvners, and on 
:\[ay 2nd, 1929, a new Customs House 
license was take11 out for it under the 
name of the S. F.-fnt. No. 8. It now 
is fishing. 
The other of the twin set ·was solrl to 
the Bristol Bay Packing Company which 
Proposed to utilize it as a towboat and 
f.;encral cannery tcflder. But the concern 
l_lad no immediate or really pressing need 
tur the little fish-tug, so it happened thrtt 
w_hcn the Paladini corporation suffered 
the loss of the Diesel boat Three Sisters 
iu the Point Bonito wreck of April 1-!th, 
the J!artinclli No. 2 was chartered froll\ 
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SHASTA LAUNCHED AT 
SAN DIEGO 
Launching of the Shnstn, new Tuna cruiser, at the 
San Diego Marine Ccnstruc;_".m comptny yard at 
San Dic~o, on June 10, was an occasion of moment 
for the fishing fratern ty d that city. Top photo 
shows Captain 0. ]. Gosser at the bow of his boat 
as she slid- dawn the ways. Below, seatei, are 
Fred W. Schellin, president oi the American Fisher· 
men's Protective Association and Charles A. 
Landers, owner of the Shasta. Standing, left to 
right, are E. ]. Crowley. radio operator on the 
boat; Lawrence Oliver, half owner; R. L. Prewett, 
superintendent of the San Diego Marine Construe. 
tion Company and Paul Ames. nav:gator and fishing 
expert of the boat; in center is photo of the boat 
in the water 
the Bristol Bay people to act as helper 
to the Catherine Pa!adi11i. It is the intcn~ 
tion of the Paladini organization to pro-
Yide itself with a permanent unit to fill 
the vacancv created bv the loss of the 
Three Sisf1;rs. \Vhen t"hat is done, the 
Jiarliul'l/i No. 2 no rluubt will go to Alas-
1m. 
L. A. H;mBOR DEPARTIHENT 
RELINQUISHES WAYS 
)..\ arine ways and facilities of the Los 
Angeles harbor department at berth 160 
have been taken over by Park & Kihele, 
providing facilities for the docking of 
vess·_ls and harges, wooden or steel, up to 
1000 tons gross, it is announced. 
General Ship repair and work incidental 
to dry dock requirernents will be provided. 
The new plant -..vill include a complete 
mill and will he able to haudle not only 
steel construction equipment but all 
nther classes of craft. Some of the fish-
ing boats recently overhauled arc the 
Vnity, Hermosa and 1viary S. 
The new plant is a distinct addition to 
their present shop located at berth 94-, 
San Pedro, where they are in exceptional 
condition to give complete service to ship 
owners. New equil?ment is being added 
from time to time to take care of their 
rapidly expanding business. At present a 
new boring mill, capable of handling 
work up to 80 inches diameter is being 
installed. This firm i:; agent for Hunt 
Spiller gunmetal iron for piston rings and 
cylinder lining for Deisel engines. 
CO-OPERATION BRINGS NEW 
LIFE TO GASPE FISHERMEN 
A 1{ontreal dispatch to' the Christian 
Science Monitor relates hmv a ~eprcssed 
industry can quickly blossom mto new 
activity is seen in the remarkable chatige 
that has taken place among fishermen of 
the Gaspe coast of Quebec. Co-operation 
among the fishers and up-to-date methods 
of preparing and marketing- fish taught by 
government experts, has brought the 
Gaspe peninsula into new relations with 
the economic life o-f Quebec and the rest 
nf Canada, and greatly improved the liv-
ing condition;; of its population. 
Until recently Gaspe fishermen sold 
111ost of their catches to a few big firms, 
who salt~cured the fish, m<linlv for the 
markets of Bmzil and the 1\Iedii:erranean. 
Some years the fishermen made money, 
hut mostly they lived from hand to 
mouth. 
About three years ago Bishop Ross 
beg-an to advocate en-operation among 
the fishermen. The Quebec government 
hecame interested. It induced the farm-
ers co-operative to add a fisheries depart-
ment am\ place it tmdcr a man of large 
experience in tlte flshing husi11ess. 
-
_l' 1~--·- Westinghouse electrical apparatus on the Venus, newest fishing boat completed 
at San Pedro is shown herewith. Left is the modern switchboard and right 
_____________________ _ci~·~th~oc£g~en~e~c~''~'~'----
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CANNED FISH EXPORT TRADE 
FOR YEAR 1928 
Iri. 1928, exports of all canned foods to-
talled 662,470,611 pounds, valued at $71,-
006,010 as compared with 571,819,499 
pounds, valued at $62,700,000, in 192(, 
according to report just issued by the 
Bureau of foreign and Domestic Com-
merce. The exports of canned fish in 
1928, totaled 135,298,419 pounds valued 
at $16,134,641, or about 20 per cent of 
the total volume of canned foods and 
nearly 23 per cent of the total value. 
The export trade by products was as 
follows: 
Pounds Value 
Salmon . . . . . . . . . 40,951,505 $7,661,5.16 
Sardines . . . . . 80,253,474 6,522,711 
Shellfish . . . . . 4,730,944 1,011,106 
Other . . . . . . . 9,362,496 939,288 
Canned salmon exports exceeded those 
of the previous year by nearly 2,700,000 
pounds and canned Sardines by only 800,-
000 pounds. Over 87 per cent of the 
canned Salmon \vent to five countries as 
follO\vs: United Kingdom, 75.2; Australia, 
9.6; Canada, 2.8; Nether.Jands, 0.9; and, 
Cuba, 0.8. 
Sardines were much more widely and 
evenly distributed, exports to the five 
leading countries amounting to only 52 
per cent as follows: Philippine Islands, 
1.18; France, 13.5; British Malaya, 11; 
British India, 6.9; United Kingdom, 6.8. 
Despite duties, marking regulations and 
labeling requirements, France was the 
second largest buyer of Sardines. 
Exports of the other products to the 
five leading countries follow: 
Shellfish-Canada, 27.1; United King-
dom, 19.4; Australia, 9.1; 1-£exico, 7.8; 
Venezuela, 2.8. 
Other fish-Philippine Islands, 77.4; 
Canada, 5.3; Greece, 3.0; United King-
dom, 2.8; Mexico, 2.0. 
Because of larger shipments of Sar-
dines, Salmon and shellfish to Australia, 
increctse of exports to that country 
amounted to about 14 per cent over 1927. 
FISH EXPENDITURES IN 
1929 MQUNTING 
Public preference for fish items in diet, 
increasing rapidly, is credited with being 
responsible for a gross income of $112,-
000,000 in 1928 for the fishing industry, 
according to Lewis Radcliffe, acting fed-
eral commissioner of fisheries. The 1929 
figures \Yill be eycn higher, current ex-
penditures indicate, says the commission-
er. 
NEW SALES MANAGER 
Edward AJ. Burch, who was selling 
Tuna in San Pedro when there were few 
in the business, is the new sales manager 
of the Franco-I tali an Packing comp;:lny 
at Terminal Island, according to announce 
ment by Joe I\fardesich, manager. Burch 
has been in the East for some time re-
cently. 
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THE FOREIGN FISHERY TRADE 
FOR MARCH, 1929 
Statistics used in the following were 
compiled and assembled from reports re-
leased by the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce. 
Exports: During March, 1928, 21,239,-
966 pounds of domestic fishery products, 
valued at $1,994,051, 1vere exported from 
the United States. compared with 18,-
750,185 pounds, valued at $2,002,005, f.or 
the same month a year previous. This is 
an increase of 13 per cent in amount and 
a decrease of less than1 one per cent in 
value. These exports consisted of 3,008,-
321 pounds of canned Salmon, valued at 
$430,954; 13,341,667 pounds of canned 
Sardines, valued at $1,021,569; 1,686,744 
pounds of other canned fish and shellfish, 
valued at $204,480; and 3,203,324 pounds 
of fresh and cured fish products, includ-
ing shellfish, valued at $337,048. 
The United Kingdom alone received 
53 per cent of the canned Salmon, 1vhile 
the Philippine Islands, Netherland East 
Indies, British Malaya, and all European 
countries received 65 per cent of the 
canned Sardines. 
Imports: Imports during 1viarch, 1929, 
amounted to 23,898,567 poun_ds, valued 
at $2,695,617; as compared with 23,045,-
114 pounds, valued at $2,830,184, for the 
same month a year ago. This represents 
an increase of 4 per cent in amount and 
a decrease of 5 per cent in value. These 
imports consisted of 10,562,380 pounds of 
fresh and frozen fish, valued at $1,023,-
367; 11,661,924 pounds Of cured and 
canned fish, valued at ~1,281,954; and 1,-
6i4,263 pounds of fresh and canned shell-
fish, valued at $390,296. 
The imports during :March, 1929, com-
pared with those for the same month a 
year ago show that fresh and frozen fish 
increased 23 per cent in amount and 26 
per ce.nt in value; cured and canned fish 
decreased 4 per cent in amount and 11 
per cent in value; and fresh and canned 
shellfish decreased 28 per cent in amount 
and 32 per cent in value. 
LARGEST FISH RECEIVING 
PORTS OF THE WORLD 
"Editor, \Vest Coast Fisheries: I note 
in the monthly summary of conditions 
compiled by the Research Departmerit, 
Los Angeles-First National 'T'rust & Sav-
ings Bank, the following statement: 
"The Los Angeles Harbor district haS 
within a few years become the largest 
center in the world of one of the oldest 
of the world's industries-the fishing in-
dustry. Is this correct?'' 
The expression "center" is meaning-
less. As a fish receiving port, Los An-
geles harbor is one of the four largest 
in the world, and second largest in the 
United States. Grimsby, England, has 
long held the distinction of being the 
largest fishing port in the world, and 
Hull, England, ranks second. Then comes 
Portland, Maine, in the United Statess, 
and next Los Angeles harbor. Tokyo, 
Japan, is one of a half-dozen of the 
world's largest fish receiving ports, but 
exact figures arc not at hand. 
The 1928 report of receipts at the 
world's five leading- ports are gi\•en as 
follows, in pounds: 
Grimsby, England .. , ......... 365,000,000 
Hull, England . , ............. 292,000.000 
Portland, )..Jaine ............. 264,000',000 
Los Angeles Harbor .......... 200,004,000 
Boston, 1hss ................ 195,000,000 
Tokyo ......... 240,000 tons .. 480,000,000 
Imports of fresh and frozen fish con-
sisted mainly of fresh-\vater fish and eels, 
Halibut and Tuna. Imports of cured and 
canned fish consisted principally of cod, 
Sardines and Herring; while imports of 
shellfish were principally crab meat, 
shrimp and lobsters. 
So1e Means of Support 
"\Vhy does a stork stand on one leg?" 
"I don't know." 
"\:Vhy, if he lifted it, he'd fall down."-
Mugwump. 
The latest thing in Diesel engines, a Westem Enterprise 
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Sardine 
Off 
Eggs, Larvae Found 
Point Vincent 
LINDE PACKING CORPORATION 
BUYS L. A. SEA FOOD 
Sardines, famous California fish, are 
well. known both commercially and oth-
ennsc, but onlv 1vithin the past fc·w days, 
the eggs and larvae or young sardines 
have be~n among the most elusive known 
to the hsh experts. 
as a part of the hydro-biological sun·cy 
being made to assist the canners and fish-
ing interests in learning something of the 
habits of the Sardines and the effect of 
hydrographic conditions on the move-
ment of the Sardine in California waters. 
T'he Linde Packing Corporation of 
\'Vilmington has purchased the assets of 
the. Los Angeles Sea Food Company, 
takmg control June 10. Sardines, Tuna 
an~ 1fackerel 1vill he packed at this plant. 
Juhtis E. Linde is president. Linde must 
vacate the \Vilmington site in order to 
make way for expansion of an oil dock 
However, E. C. Scofield, scientific as-
~istant in the bureau of commercial fish-
.cries of the Division of Fish and Gam~::, 
has finall:r located large numbers of Sar-
dine eggs and larvae five miles off Pt. 
Vincent in Southern California, after a 
search \Yhich has extended over a long 
period of time, a11d covered the entire 
coast of California from Eureka to San 
Diego. 
'The discovery, the first made in Amer-
ica, i.s very important as it will no doubt 
lead to other discoveries and eventuallv 
will give information regarding the 
::pawning habits of the sardine, hereto-
fore a deep and dark mystery. 
Scofield faun~ schools qf sardines arJ-
parently spawmng and ·was able to se-
cure eggs and larvae for scientific ilwesti-
gation.- which should furnish information 
of the greatest importance to thC can-
ners of sardines as well as those inter-
ested in the fish from a purely scientific 
standpoint. 
Fishermen know that just before s<).r-
cline eggs arc ripe and the fish readv for 
spawni-n-g. the fish disappear, but~ they 
h<n·c never been able to locate their hid-
This survey is being mad~ as a co-op-
eratiYe investigation ·with the Hopkins 
1Jarine Labratory of Stanford LTniYetsity 
and the Bureau of Commercial Fisho.:ries 
of the Division o£ Fish and Game ;.;harii-ig 
equally in the expense. 
It -.,yill be continued until further data 
IS gathered which should give the inves-
tigators definite information, not only 
regarding the movement o£ the fish, but 
the abundance or scarcity of young ii~,h 
based on the degree of success of the 
yearly spawning, which may be cff:::ctcd 
by -.,yeather or other conditions. · 
"This discovery is of great importanct:~ 
as it gives us something to work with re-
garding the first stages in the life h;story 
of the sardine and should be of inesti-
mable value in determining the rnigrat;on 
of the adult llsh a11c1 the drift of tht• Vt'l"\' 
y~~ntng, and we exp:ect Cventually to _pr.;..: 
d1ct seYeral vears in advance what the 
commercial sUpply of sardines wtll be for 
any one year," N. D. Scofield, he.:td of the 
Bureau of Commerci:1l Fisherie•;, ,-;ai..:!. 
after carefully examiuing the rt'•JC•rt of 
the discovery. ' 
ing places. After the eggs are deposited BUCKS, PEACHES, FISHERIES 
~·the sardines reappear and can be taken Bucks, peaches and fisheries are ·words 
hy the fishermen. Eggs found were al- all used in a letter received bv \VCF 
mnst entirely transparent, the\' hatch from ~vi. E. Stewart of the Stu-art cor-
floating i_n the -..va.ter, and the tral1sparent poration, Seattle, who says: 
condition is nature's method of protect- "VVell, gentlemen, here it 1s. "You 
ing them from natural enemies, other fish passed the huck to us and we arc enclos-
FRANK VAN CAMP, Pres. 
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THE MACKEREL INDUSTRY 
(Continued from Page 7) 
sun. who had a hand in compounding the recipe and 
establishing the paramount tone of the goods. Every-
one who saw the pack speaks of it in highest praise. and 
laments that it could not have continued indefinitely, 
But it was a development ahead of its time 1 a clelica~y 
for which the market \Vas not yd ready. 
'1'he ne\v specialty appeared labeled "Van Camp 
Brand," and for descriptive title it bore the words 
''Fancy Fillet of 1\Iackerel." The cans were pound 
ovals; t'he retail price \Vas supposed to be 35 cents 
each; the canner's quotations hovered around $7 a case. 
As tu procedure, the frcshl.y-landed fish were split 
(some by hand, but mostly by machine) and the back-
bone discarded. No effort ·was made to renwve the 
ribs, -which -were rendered so-ft in the retorting. The 
fillets "·ere dried as to exterior, fried in cotton seed oil, 
cooled, the skin peeled away by hand, and the meat 
packed into cans. 
There is a difference of opinion among those \Yho 
witnessed the work as to whether or not the fillets 
were smoked. However. the man who was fish-conk 
still is employed in the canneries of the port, and he 
declares that the smoky flavor which all remember as 
an appetizing feature of the product, was not imparted 
by an actual application of smoke, but instead arose 
from a trick in the processing-a trick discovered by 
the factory help as the result of an accident to the ma-
chinery one day. 
Souce sauce was used, and the top of each can deco-
rated with a large slice of dill pickle, two or three small 
1·ecl peppers, whole cloves, allspice, pepper kernels, 
mustard seeds, and a bay leaf. In many respects the 
pack closely simulated fancy brands produced in the 
northern fishing countries of Europe. Each can was 
separately wrapped in paper of fine quality. 
"The product sold well so long as the company had 
specialty salesmen in the field," a yetcran of the indus-
try has said. "Dut about that time a reorganization 
took place 1 there was a change in policy, the specialty 
men ·were called in, and the non-staple products such 
as fancy lVIackerel fillets, special sandwich spread, 
olives, pimientos, and so on, were discontinued for 
want of market. The lVIackerel was a splendid thing· 
and met with good sale 'vhen pushed, but it did not 
sell itself, being a high-cost good." 
About 20,000 cases of the fillets are said to have been 
canned. lVIr. Houscls recalls that there still were 2,000 
of these in the warehouse in 1924. 
S fJUSm.mlic Canning 
Spasmodic canning of small lots of I\-1ackerel contin-
ued at the three southern ports until 1926, when Geo. 
.K. Ogawa of the 'royo Fisheries at \~Vilmington began 
experimenting with this fish. His Japanese boatmen 
brought in word of seemingly limitless quantities of the 
species; l\lr. Oga·wa knew of the esteem in which dark-
mcatecl fishes are held by Latin peoples. After consid-
erable research he decided that the type of pack com-
bining the greatest number of practical features for the 
market that he had in contemplation was the 1-pouncl 
tall, so that was the can adopted. In 1928 the Toyo 
firm went into the business in earnest, canning 8,000 
"cases before the end of the year. Almost at once other 
concerns became intereste(f in the possibilities of the 
heretofore neglected Iviackerel, hut Tovo continued to 
lead the van. · 
===== 
The new activity spread m popularity both north-
ward and southward. In April the Cohn-Hopkins peo-
ple at San Diego commenced to run on this sort, and 
have been at it rather steadily en:r since. Durin.e; 1\-"fav 
and Tune five J\{ontcrcv factories-Booth, San Xavie; 
Sea .Pride, San Carlos~ and Hovden-madc elahu-::-at~ 
plans to handle an agg1·egate of 50,000 cases, and in-
stalled high exhaust boxes to ccnmmoclatc the 1-pound 
tails. Btlt at I\Jonten·y the fish failed to show, and at 
the close of the season nnlv 1.000 cases had been ware-
housed hy a1l of the oper~tors comhined. J\Jcanwhile, 
Cohn-Hopkins at San Diego had put up 25,000 cases; 
that company was the only one interested in the bnsi-
ness in the extreme south until late in October. 
The Toyo example stirred San Pedro into early and 
larg- scale action. The French Sardine fi~·m entered 
the game with a vengeance in July, packing 70',000 
cases by the first of ~o\·emher. During- August and 
September four. more nntfits joined the band-the 
Coast, General Fisheries. \Vedum. and the Southern 
California Fish Corporation. T n October there was 
Halfhill; in November. Van Camp. There were not 
many left outside the pale, and all of these have since 
capitulated. The 1928 pack was 3R3,276 cases, San 
Pe(1ro contributing- 357.1:36 cases nf that total. 
The standard l\fackcre1 pack of all the ports. is at 
present, the 1-pound tall. The preparation of this 
package is the simplest that the fish canning- industry 
knows. The raw stock is beheaded and guttCd by Jat{-
anese and Filipino dressing crews; expert knife-wielders 
-most of them Filipinos, again-sever the dressed 
bodies int osegments. a sort of mitre-box being used. 
The cuts arc made with a view of producing chunks 
just the length of the can. \;Vhatever tail pieces _are 
left over are utilized as packing to bring up the weight 
of cans otherwise not entirely full. 
Brining Process Stressed 
Althoug-h practices are not entirelv uniform in this 
respect, l)rining of the cut fish will r probably become 
universal so soon as refinements 1n the method arc 
worked out. Immersion for an hour and a half to two 
hours in brine between SO per cent and 90 per cent 
salinity hardens the stock (making it easier to insert 
in the cans), greatly facilitates the removal of blood 
adhering to the internal cavity, and cuts the last of the 
slime from the cxterio•: of the fish. Brining is impor-
tant, being a principal contributor to bettered quality 
in the product. 
lVIovng platforms or draper chains carry the filled· 
cans through an exhaust box -where during- 20 to 35 
minutes they arc subjected to as g-reat heat as can be 
procured by steam at no pressure. -These temperatures 
range from perhaps as high as 210 degrees to as low as 
180. clepe~Hling- 11pnn the quantity of steam used and the 
construction of the tunnel. This sustained high heat. 
nver a comparatively long period, is cited as a chief 
factor in improving the present pack over :Similar prod-
ucts of past years-the cannery men state that the new 
method not only gives the cans a vacuum of from 8 to 
20 inches, hut that the body or flesh gases arc thereby 
expelled completely from the fish. causing the contents 
to present themselves far more attractivelv to the con-
sHiner at the time of being opened. i3cforc being 
sealed, salt is added to the cans; this usually previous 
to the exahusting. Retorting is for an hour and fifty 
minutes at ten pounds pressnre-240 degrees. 
The market for mackerel is a wide one. Its first 
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demand cleYeloped in the southern section of the United 
State;;, ·which still is claimed to be the largest single 
consumer of the article. Recently, ho-wever, 1\Ianila 
has come to the fore as the conspicuous other pur-
chaser. IvJanila is the chief foreign depot, hig ship-
ments being ordered to that oriental marine junction 
fnr re-distribution throughout the antipodal regions 
g:enerally. British houses in South Africa also are large 
bu-vns, and both South and Central America arc impor-
tar;t and growing markets. A recent happening has 
been a rapid increase in orders from Holland and other 
nether countries, the movement extending into French 
territory. 
[Twadt~s Domestic Field 
_\t the time that the California mackerel began its 
in\·asion of domestic fields, its progresses were vie-wed 
with admitted alarm bv manv in the salmon trade. 
Especially Alaskan intirest h3.ving as their specialty 
the pink and chum sorts, felt acute concern over the 
new product that so closely resembled their mvn. It 
.-:;eemed that confidence in the future was about to he 
undermined, and that northern operations might be 
cramped in consequence. However, the scare is said 
to ha-ve blown over. A census that was recently made 
by a large org-anizatiqn intimately dependent for pros-
p~rity uPon the success of the fish canning industries, 
i.s declared to have revealed that none of the salmon 
packers have actually suffered declines in markets that 
could he: t•·aced directly to l\Tackerel competition. Tt is 
concluded. therefore, that the California fish has in 
~ reality made its own market-developed a demand for 
itself independent of the fish field as a whole-and is 
proceeding solely upon its own merits and without de-
tracting from the good will or previous position of any 
related product. 
Looking- to the future, and with attention fixed upon 
"Del ::\:fonte" standards of perfection, the San Pedro 
plant of the California ·Packing Corporation is evolving 
a ne\\. 1\T ackerel delicacy that .stands apart. in an isola-
tion of excellence. 'I'his is a 1-pound oval pack of 
fancy fillets-a revival of the old Van Camp idea o£ a 
~upreme quality good. The Corporation has not made 
public its system of dealing with raw stock, but from 
the appearance of the can one can see that after the 
fi::;h have been dressed and scrupulously cleaned, they 
are hand-cut into fillets. No doubt these fillets are 
thl'n brined-a fair assumption, since nothing- would 
he left undone which might improve the temp"t:ing-nes~ 
nf the final procluct-anCl then packed into tlfc ·can:;, 
raw. '1'hc skin is left upon the fillets, and utilized a:; 
a decoration and to give attractive coloration to the 
packag-e when opened. ;Four fillets normally fill a can 
completely. Large stock is especially selected that 
thi~ may he clone. The two bottom slabs arc laid in 
~ki:1 drn~'ll, hacks to the outside, and bellies overlapping 
tn.stdc. 'l'he top pair is laid in skin up, hacks outward, 
a_rouncl the edge of the can, as before. Thus when the 
tm is npencd the natural dark blue color-ing of the i\fack-
erel. together with the beautiful markings of its hack, 
are ~ecn encircling the perimeter of the container, while 
the interior portion shows silvery, with shadings in 
between. The sight i:'l as appealing as Herring.s. hi."-
lllarkecl in glass. 
rt is probable that the filled cans are given a heavy 
exhaust. the contents being--cooked in the pro'cess, for 
the ovals have a very high \·acuum. Two types of 
this nack have been prepared, the one plain and with-
out ;;:mce, the other with tomato catsup of high grade. 
It is said around Fish Harbor that the Corporation has 
some 20,000 cases of fillets warehoused, ready for dis-
posal as suon as marketing plans h·ave been worked out 
and the demand of the trade is cletenninecl. Although 
of fancy quality, the pack is comparatively inexpensive, 
it being thought that the fillets will wholesale at about 
$1.35 per half case of 24 cans. This rate should make 
possible a retail price of 20 cents per can, or even less. 
'.rhese facts duly weighed, it seems not at all unlikely 
that these California Packing Corporation fillets may, 
ven· suon, become a conspicuous factor in the Ivlack-
crel fishery, and constitute a model for general imita-
tion. 
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HAWLEY TAIUFF BILL HOLDS UP TRADING IN FISH MEAL; 
WOULD ABANDON 20 PER CENT DUTY 
Trading in fish meal on the Pacific 
Coast ha5 been proceeding very slowly, 
due to the Ha\vly tariff bill presented to 
Congress by the House \Vays and 
means committee. The reason is that the 
bill would abolish the present 20-per cent 
duty on imported fish meal, which is 
naturally making buyers reticent for they 
are -..vaiting to see ·what happens and if 
there ·witt be any reduction in price. 
The action in abolishing the duty is in 
line with the administration's policy of 
reducing the cost of materials consumed 
in American agriculture. Although it 
may be felt to some extent, it is not be-
lieved bY observers that the action ·will 
have an}· great eiTect upon Pacific fish 
meal. Importation of British Columbia 
pilchard meal uncloubtedl\· -will be stimu-
lated. Europe usually h-as no meal for 
export. 
N c\·erthelcss it is expected that Pa-
ci1icCoast Senators will be asked to seek 
restoration of the tariff on fish meals. 
There has been little recent movement 
in Sardine oil. Likewise, salmon oil was 
recently reported as quiet, with buyers 
offering 36 to 37 cents and sellers asking 
38 cents. 
Canadian fisheries department, accord-
ing to reports. has made an a11propriation 
to pay half the cost of an investigation 
of the pilchard resources of British Col-
umbia waters, which is before the parli-
ment for approval. 
FISH BY-PRODUCTS 
Sardine by-products produced by the 
fourteen plants in the Los Angeles har-
bor district in 1928 runs very close to a 
million dollars in value. This includes 
fish meal, fish oil and fertilizer only. The 
total production of Sardine oil is given 
at 1,172,796 gallons and other fish oils 
at 2,000 gallons. The value of the oil 
was not far from half a million, the mar-
ket price being from -1-0 to 4Sc per gal-
lon. The qualitity of the oil has been 
better and the yield per ton of fish greater 
than in any previous year of which there 
is record, and 25 to 50 percent greater 
than 1927. In all the district along the 
Pacific coast the production has ·been 
greater than the year previous. 
Record Breaking Meal Production 
The fish meal production for 1928 was 
the largest in the history of the industry. 
\Vhilc the meal tonnage for 1928 was 
the greatest the industry has known, its 
t'atio of increase was twt so great as i11 
the case of oil, a fact traced to the unusu-
allv high oil content of the Sardines and 
thC British Columbia pilchards. The Cali-
fornia production of SardiP • nil was a 
full 1,000,000 gallons larger than that of 
1927. 
CoiJtrary to popular belief inspired by 
misleading newspaper articles the ton-
nage of fertilizer produced is very small: 
Fish meal is rapidly being recognized as 
a valuable· stock food and brings upwards 
of $60 per ton. The value of the fish 
meal productirm in Los Angeles Harbor 
district for the vear 1928 was some\Yhat 
a how hal£ a milfion dollars. 
CURED AND ~L;\NUFACTURED FISHERY PRODUCTS OF 
CALIFORNIA FOR THE YEAR 1923 
FISH MEAL AND FISH OIL PRODUCTIONS OF CALIFORNIA FROM 1916 TO 
Ye:tr-
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SALMON OIL AND VITAMIN A 
According to experiments conducted 
by D. E. Davis and J. R. Beach, the re-
sults of which are recorded in "A Study 
of the Relative Value of Certain Root 
Crops and Salmon Oil as Sources of 
Vitamin A for Poultry," published by the 
University of California at Berkeley, sal-. 
mon oil was fed as a supplement to poul-
try rations. The bulletin relates: "Fish 
oils in general have Leen found to contain 
vitamin A, but cod liver oil is the one 
commonly used. Salmon oil is available 
in large quantities on the Pacific coast, 
and is less expensive than cod liver oil. 
It -..vas, therefore, thought worth while 
to determine if this oil would make a 
satisfactory substitute for cod liver oil as 
a source of vitamin A for poultry. The 
general plan of the experiment ·was to 
feed fowls a basal ration which previous 
experiments had shown to be deficient in 
vitamin A and to supplement this ·-with 
salmon oil." 
The amount of salmon oil fed was one 
ct1bic centimeter per bird per day, This 
dosage was doubled if individual cases 
continued to show symptoms of vitamin 
A deficiencv. Not onh' did the birds fail 
to show signs oi nut;itional disease but 
they gained 4-1-.5 per cent in weight during· 
ninety-six days of experimental feeding. 
Six birds. which were suffering from 
vitamin A deficicncv and had ceased to 
grow or to lay, wCre administered one 
cubic centimeter each of salmon oil daily; 
and in twenty-eight days after the salmon 
oil was added to the diet, these birds had 
entirelv recovered from the effect of vita-
min A- deficiency, had increased 13.1 per_ 
cent in ·weight and had produced 29 eggs. 
Salmon oil was pro\'en to be a valuable 
supplement to the diet. Not onhr that, 
but its curative powers were excellent. It 
was found to compare favorably with cod 
liver oil, unit for unit, as a source of vita-
min A for poultry, and is recommended 
for such a purpose in poultry rations. 
THE FISH MEAL MARKET 
The fish meal market on the Pacific 
Coast has been rather weak due to the 
heavy production in Europe. The Nor-
wegian Herring oil output has been 
extraordinarily large. The aggregate 
catch of N onvegian fisheries to" April 
20th amount to 380,200,000 pounds and 
the f]Uantity of medicinal oil produced-
was 1,779.700 gallons with 179,500 gallons 
of li\·ers left over for other oils. 
OIL MARKET STEADY AND 
STRONG 
Notwithstanding the landing of large 
cargoes of -..yhale oil in New York h:Y 
Norwegian whalers \\'110 have been sig-
nally successful in the Antarctic, the mar-
ket has held up and remains firm on 
account of the demand for lvlenhaden, 
which for several months has exceeded the 
supply. 
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West Coast Fisheries Staff Enlarged 
PUBLISHER ANNOUNCES APPOINTMENTS OF 
NEW EDITOR AND A. BUSINESS MANAGER 
By JOHN T. WATTS 
T HIS article is manifast-!y difilcuit to write, be--ing partly about one's 
self. For more than a year 
-we have been fishing editor 
of the San Pedro News-Pilot 
and with this issue became ed-
itor of the vVest Coast fish-
eries. \i\Tith much valuable 
aid from the rest of the staff 
and the many contributors 
and correspondents, this July 
number has been issued. 
JOHN T. WATTS 
Your new editor will de-
vote his entire time to the ed-
itorship of the vVest Coast 
Fisheries and will strive to 
maintain an editorial excel-
lency deserving of the prom-
inent and responsible position the \Vest Coast Fisher-
ies has taken in the fishing industry of \i\1 estern 
America. 
A word of introduction: After seeing the first light 
of clay in a little midwestern town, the writer came to 
Calif(Jt·nia at the age of 3 years and has lived close 
to the Pacific since that time, barring occasional so-
journs and periods of school and university life in the 
East. l\1uch of the writer's youth was spent in San 
Pedro and he has written for newspapers of Los An-
geles and other Southern California cities. In addition 
to experience on the editorial side of publishing, the 
writer, at the age of 14,· stood up to a case and set his 
first stick of type, since which time he has absorbed 
his share of practical work in the mechanical depart-
ment, gaining a familiarity with type and its com-
position and makeup. After completing a play in col-
laboration with Ralph lVIorehouse, New York stage di-
rector, the writer was drawn back to the home of his 
(Continued on Page 27) 
C 0IARLES w y N N E ( D 0 C) TILBROOK, former army officer, en-
gineer, fishing executive, 
sportsman and member of a 
family long engaged in the 
fishing industry, has become 
the business m an age r of 
\~Test Coast Fisheries. In an-
nouncing the appointment of 
Mr. Tilbrook, !vi. vV. Eley, 
publisher, declared that the 
rapid growth of this magazine 
has pyramided such a volume 
of business detail on his shoul-
ders that it was necessary to 
engage a business manager 
and that :Mr. Tilbrook, well-
CHARLES WYNNE TILBROOK known to the industry 011 this 
coast, was the ideal man for the position. 
l\1r. Tilbrook knows the industry and its needs. Two 
years ago he \Vas assistant man~ger of F. E. Booth 
Company at San Pedro and all his life has been close 
to fishing. His uncle, Layban Tilbrook, is the owner 
of a fish dock at Grimsby, England, the largest fish-
ing port in the world. 
Born in England of Scotch parents, lVIr. Tilbrook 
received his education in that country and is a grad-
uate of London University. l--Ie served throughout the 
\Vorld \i\Tar and was wounded five times. In Sef.l-
temper, 1914, he went to the front with the Royal En-
gineers, was wounded at Loos and discharged from the 
British army. He came to Canada, secured a com-
mission in the Canadian forces and was back at Ypres 
three \Veeks later, where he served until 1918. One of 
his wounds made it necessary for him to remain in 
a hospital for eighteen months. \Vhen he came to 
California he weighed 130 pounds, ·which he reports 
has been increased to 190 pounds. 
(Continued on Page 27) 
MeCallum-Legaz Fish Co., lne. 
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AN UNDESIRABLE TARIFF 
Flow the fishing industry will benefit from tariff on 
::\fanila otter trawls ·which practically doubles the cost 
is difficult to sec. It simply means incrcasi.ng the price 
fishermen must pay for equipment by 90 per cent. 
\\That justification is there for this? 
The otter trawl has come into use by American fish-
eries within a very few years. \Vhen the 40 per cent 
ad valorem duty was removed by the tariff act of 1922 
tra·wls began to come into use, and within the past year, 
according to reliable authority, there has been a 25 per 
cent increase in their use. The effort to bar manila 
otter trawls appears to be in behali of manufacturers of 
ma~hine-macle trawls. The argument is made that 
owmg to the harshness of the twine from which these 
trawls arc knitted it is impossible to secure people who 
will do the work in this country, because they must he 
hand-knitted. Fishermen sa.r the machine..:made trawl 
is not satisfactory. The hand worker can avoid kinks, 
twists and loose -knots, which, it is claimed, is impos-
sible by machine. }\nother thing is, the hand-knit trawl 
i~ built up somewhat on the bias which gives it a pecu-
liar pull which materially increases its efiectiveness. 
1t is not consistent with industrial progress to protect 
an inferior article against a superior. The common 
practice is precisely the opposite-protecting the super-
ior article against the cheaper and inferior. If there is 
good reason for penalizing the fishing industry for the 
benefit of trc:nvl manufacturers who cannot tl;rn out a 
~atisfactory article, it dues not appear. 
·This seems to be a case where a tariff wendel be more 
than a tax. It would be a penalt:v. 
SARDINE LARVAE DISCOVERED 
Sardine egg-s and larvae have heen cliscO\·ered five 
miles off Poitlt Vincent, Southern California, by E. C. 
Scofield, assistant in the bureau of comme1'Cial fish-
cries, according to a bulletin issnecl hv that orrraniza-
• . f ' . • - • ::-, • bon. l he lhsco\·erv should lead to some mformatwn 
nf practical Yalue t~J the industry as to the spawning 
habits of the Sardine. Now that the small fish hav(· 
rctir~d from the limelight as a snur'cc of dispute be-
~\:'cen the packers and the California fishing author-
Ities, some work of benefit tn all seems fo be underway. 
2jth of the month previous to elate of Issue. Copy for 
Ad\rertisements or directions for changes must be in 
the publisher's hands '!.'en Days Uefore Closing date. 
Advertising rates on application. 
WHY NOT TRY AND GET ALONG'/ 
Dissatisfaction exists in relations with our neigh-
bors on the north as well as upon the south, engen-
dered by conditions surrounding and affecting the fish-
ing industry. Relations with both have heretofore 
been amicable, c·nrdial and co-operative. There is every 
reason for continuance of these pleasant relations, not 
merely for the pleasantness, but because they are mu-
tually profitable, materially as -..veil as socially. 
British Columbia fishermen harbor resentment be-
cause of the proposed tariii of hvo cents per pound on 
Halibut and Salmon. T'hey say American fishermen 
operating in direct competition~ with Canadian fisher-
men outside the three-mile limit make a convenience 
of Canadian ports and that the spirit of reciprocity is 
lacking in the tariff action. American fishing boats 
have been seized charged with Yiolating the treatv 
under which they make port, and turned over to th~e 
court of admiralty. Agitation to close the port of 
Prince .Rupert to American fishing- vessels is rife and 
pnblic sentiment has reached a l;igh pitch. 
1 n l\lexicn dissatisfaction exists hut nf an cntireh' 
different nature, though also in connection with th~e 
tarili. lt is charged that some of the American fish-
ermen operating in l\'Iexican waters CYade the tariti, 
<.mel the 1\I exican government is seeking some arrange~ 
ment by which lt is certain to secure its jnst dues. 
Cannery operators, howe\·er, arc not inclined to as-
:-;ume responsibility for the actions of fishermen, even 
though contracting tn take their fish. 
These matters cannot he handled by indi\riduals in 
any .department of ~he industry. An~ organization is 
reqmre(l representative uf the -...vhole industry and re-
sponsible to il. It is of the highest import~mce that 
amicable relations with both countries be continued and 
the wrinkles nf difference ·be smoothed uut. If the 
~lexic~l11 tariff is too high, it may on prc1per repre-
sentc:_ttton be lowered. If the proposed American tariff 
i~; laying it on.:~r too strong- there is vet time for mod-
ification. - -
Countries can get along- as \\'Cll as indiYiduals if 
proper efforts are put forth in that direction ·with the 
determination to do the right thing. 
Cnnf1irting opinions should he :mbmittcd to arbitra-
tion fnr the good nf all. 
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WCF STAFF ENLARGED 
(Continued from Page 25) 
youth with the idea in mind of creating a play of the 
fishing port and its converging- nationalities, which 
(\rama is still in the course of ·writing. 
Editor Outlines Policy 
It is the policy of the publisher and cc.litnf tl) print 
a magazine which will be of the greatest utility to the 
industry it serves, an ideal which can be realized only 
I 
aitcr. a great c~cal of study, :xperim~nt and appl~ca~iuu 
nf the recogmzed truths ot trade JOurnal puhhshm_:,r. 
which arc written in bold letters on the history of 
American business. Journals of commercial life. 
whether they be salesmanship sheets, merchants' mag-
azines, or manufacturers' papers, have contributed 
much to the bringing about nf the concerted action 
that marks business today. 
[t is no longer a \Vorld of individuals and of incli\rid-
ual bu:sinesses, but a world of groups of men and 
groups of businesses, massed together for the promo-
tion and protection of their interests. And those who 
are not thus organized suffer, just as a mob suffers 
when attacked by a body of soldiers; a small body, it 
may he, but a well-knit, co-ordinating unit. 
Promotion of such harmony in the fishing-industry of 
the Pacific is one of the prime concerns of the \fl....' est 
Coast Fisheries and can it point to no other achieve-
ment in the time to come, yet will its existence amply 
hr:n·e been justified. 
But there is still more work mapped out for this 
jnurnal. It must place itself in the van of progress, 
keep itself informed on the newest manners and meth~ 
ods in usc in the industry the world throughout and 
publish them in the light of their possible influence on 
the fisheries of this coast, mellowed, of course, by a 
background of the past eYents which have brought 
thc~e new practices about. '.I.' he \Vest Coast 'F'ishcries 
will striYe to make its articles as informative and of 
<l:'i much practical assistance tu the man .in the fishing 
industry as is possible. lt is a job in which it expects 
lhc co-operation of everyone connected with fishing. 
It is needle~s to detail the g~-eat success with which 
publication of the \Vest Coast Fisheries has met. 
EYcryhncly in the fishing industry already knows that. 
And it is as unnecessary, also, to say that this magazine 
!s now recognized as the first and best means of reach-
lllg those in that industry. That is known, too. and 
taken ad,·antage oL Ad\'ertisers are quick to usc a 
nu:dium which is read by most fishing men west of the 
Mississippi flyer. But- these facts l1aYe not swelled 
the heads of thn;:;e in charge uf the \Vest Coast Fish-
:rics. They realize that every possible means of scrv-
mg the industry must he seized and they are doing that. 
\V~ hnve the 
TEXAS SHRIMP 
\Vest Coast Shipments solicited. 
supply nnd know how to ship long distance orders. 
WIRE US NOW. 
TWO BROTHERS FISH MARKET 
Wholesale Distributors 
Ingleside and ~-ort O'Connor, Texas 
FISHERMEN GO TO SEA WITH BETTER 
STOVES THAN HOUSEWIVES 
Photo shows the main San Pedro store, in large nicturc, the San Diego office, 
upper right, San Francisco office left, and the Fish Harbor, Terminal Island, 
store of the C. ]. Hendry Company, ship chandlers 
Developments in the bottling- of gas under high pressure and 
the perfectio11 of gas cooking stoves to stand the roughness of 
seas into which fishing craft venture have come to a stage where 
fishermen have better cooking- stoves than the average housewife, 
according to \Villiam J. )ifaggio, manager of the C. ]. Hendry 
Company, ship chandlers, which supplies boats with Shipmate 
stoves and Hendry bottled gas. 
Floats are able to carry gas stoves out to sea and use them far 
from any municipal gas main because tanks, -..vith gas under 
high pressure, but absolutely safe, are carried along. The 
Hendry bottler! gas container holds 550 cubic feet o[ gas, which 
is equivalent to 500 burning hours. The latest San Pedro 
fishing boat to be equipped with the Shipmate sto\'c and Hen-
dr)~ bottled gas is the Venus, recently completed at the San 
Pedro Boat Building Company yard. 
The fuel is liquified petroleum gas in drums under 900 pounds 
pressure. The Hendry gas is 11on-poisot1ous and non-explosive 
and has been passed by the Interstate Bureau of Explosive~. 
It conlains 3000 British thermo! units, as compared to 1100 oi 
the average domestic gas, which makes it necessary to use a 
!lame of only three-eighths inches in size. This flame will 
bring a gallon of water to a boil in seven minutes. Under nor-
mal usage, one tank will last a month. 
The Shipmate stoves are durably built and the combination 
stove, which has an <1uxiliary unit for burning wood or coal in 
case gas is all used up, weighs 445 pounds. 
The C. J, Hendry Company, as shown in the photo, operates 
stores at San Pedro, Terminal Island, San Diegn and San Fran-
cisco, for the convenience of fishermen and other seafarers. 
NEW BUSINESS MANAGER 
(Continued /rom Page 25) 
~1 r. Tilbrook has fished on the banks of N e\duund-
land for Cod, the Great Lakes and Canada for \Vhite 
Fish and Herring; in practically all of the waters of 
tie world, with the exception of India, Australia and 
New Zealand. He is an ardent ~portsman and has 
studied the habits of fish as a hubby. Some of his 
experiments with f1sh havl' prnved highly successful, 
particularly in the salting !l[ l\Tackerel which in appear-
ance and flavor was as guml as salt J\Tackerel from 
Nprway or Ireland. 
-l\f r. Til brook as a civil engineer has sened in many 
important po:-;itions, including that o[ field engineer on 
tfe recent coustntctinn of the Goodrich tire factory. 
Los Angeles. 
''Due" is married. and i~ a good cook. 
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HELP YOURSELF PLAN FOR 
FISH HATCHERY PROVES 
SUCCESS 
Director Percy Viosca, Jr., director of 
Louisiana State fisheries reports a highly 
successful experiment in fish farming. It 
is just the simplest thing imaginable in 
connection with fish culture, being the 
adoption of the ''help yourself" cafeteria 
idea in bringing up the fish. 
A ton of game fish an acre can be 
produced by the pond culture method just 
tried, if the "fanning" continues beyond 
the first year, 1fr. Viosca says. Fish 
hatched in a 12-acre pond were raised on 
food grown along the shore line and in 
the shallow water. Explaining the ex-
periment, he says: 
"This culture station in Concordia 
Parish, Louisiana, is different from an 
ordinary fish hatchcrv in that it not only 
hatches" the young "but raises them to 
maturity. The hatchery itself conlPrises 
one acre, and the total area on which 
young bass and other game fish were 
grown is 12 acres. 
"The fisheries division devised this 
hatcherv because it has ascertained that 
the policy of planting fish fry is an eco-
nomic loss to the State. The young fish 
have so manv enemies that only a small 
percentage of them ever reach maturity 
under the old method. The plan of this 
culture station is to raise the food upon 
·which the young fish are fed, and allow 
them to do their own feeding instead of 
providing them with prepared foodstuffs. 
"No expert is needed to supenise the 
project. It is ,vithin the means of each 
parish." 
The Louisiana Department of Conser-
\'ation has offered to furnish all specifica-
tions and plans necessary to those in-
terested. 
COLD STORAGF PLANT 
FOR PORT OF TACOMA 
Construction will soon be started on a 
$300,000 cold storage plant for the Port 
of Tacoma on Pier 2 of the Tacoma 
waterfront. The structure will be four 
stories high and 150 by 200 feet in dimen-
sions. It is understood the plant will 
be leased for 30 years to Pacific Coast 
Terminals, Inc., of Tacoma, which is 
affiliated ·with Pacfic Coast Terminals, 
Ltd., of Canada, \vhose big cold storage 
plant at N e\v \Veslminster, B. C., was re-
cently completed. 
----
SALT HERRING PACK SHORT 
Salt Herring will be scarce this year, 
and the price comparatively high, accord-
ing to late reports. The total Canadian 
pack on the Pacific Coast up to the end 
of the season on February 5, was some-, 
what over 7,000 tons, as compared with 




The striking fact that Baste, in the 
heart of Europe, is rapidly becoming one 
of the most important fresh fish markets 
of the Continent is revealed in a report 
on the Transport Section of the Swiss 
Industries Fair, -..vhich opened at Basle 
on April 13. Basle is eight hundred miles 
from the sea, yet for the year 1927-28 
nearly 30,000 cwt. of fish >Vas imported, 
representing ~a value of five million francs. 
1-lost of the fish comes from France and 
Germany in specialh'~equipped fish trains. 
Upon arrival at Basle the fish is dis-
tributed to the wholesale merchants, who 
store it in refrigerating chambers. The 
careful organization of the new industry 
makes it possible for the fish to be con-
veyed with the utmost sp·eerl to mountain 
resorts at the highest altitudes. 
The auxiliary motorship, Sequoia, ar-
rived about the same time as the 1Jin-
danao with a fair catch for the Franco-
Italian Packing Company, and it is ex-
pected the Homer will arrive about 1-lay 
Day, also fairly well laden. 
The purse-seiner, Excellent, left on the 
22ml for Cape San Lucas for the French 
Sardine Company, and the Glendale and 
the John F. Craig departed the following 
day for the same firm, co-operating with 
J obn E. Heston of San Pedro and the 
Halfhill Packing Corporation of Long 
Beach. The vitality has also gone to 
Cape San Lucas for the Italian Food 
Products Company. 
It is confidently expected that May will 
bring heavier receipts with improved 
weather conditions. Failing, it is morally 
certain the season's pack will be abnor-
mally short. 
SHIPPING IN BOND THROUGH 
CANADA 
Pacific Coast shippers have forestalled 
any atkmpt to interfere with the ar'range-
ment bv which thev ship in bond through 
Canadiitn ports to United States markets. 
Information from \Vashington, D. C., 
states that, when the House ways and 
means committee held its hearings on the 
tariff, representatives from the State of 
\Vashington submitted that the bond 
privilege should be maintained. The_y 
anticipate some interference from Atlanttc 
Coast fishermen with the arrangements 
wherebv United States fishermen can 
bring iheir catch to Prince Rupert for 
shipment to Eastern United States points. 
Somt: opposition to the arrangement also 
\vas expected from Alaska shipping cmll-
panies, but none developed, and the im-
pression gained from the discussion was 
that the committee was impressed with 
the necessity for maintaining the shipment 
in bond privilege through Canadian terri-
tory. 
SAVED SHIP BY STOKING 
WITH DRIED FISH 
Using dried fish for fuel, the Norwe-
gian steamer "Eina," of Bergen, was 
saved from foundering during a terrific 
storm, is the extraordinary experience re-
lated by Norwegian newspapers. The 
vessel sailed from Iceland recently bound 
for Scottish fishing ports, with a cargo 
craft had sufficient coal in the bunke·rs 
for nine days, but owing to the bad 
weather-very heavy southerly gales and 
heavy seas were encountered-the supply 
of fuel ran perilously low when the jour-
ney to Scotland was little more than half 
completed. 
\Vhen the elements were at their worst 
the coal supply gave out altogether, and 
it was a case of keeping up steam by 
hook or by crook, or perishing in the 
trough of the heavy seas.. For a time 
wood was used by the stokers, and in 
every way possible steam was consen,'ed. 
\Vhen the wood available gave out, the 
desperate expedient of feeding the fur-
naces with the long dried fish was re-
sorted to. After the fish had been placed 
on the boilers to make them thoroughly 
dry, they were saturated with paraffine 
and then thrust on the smouldering fires. 
In all, 95 barrels of fish were used, and 
the ship successfully weathered the 
storm. 
QUEER FISH 
The Surgeon or Razor Fish is a new 
one listed with the Smithsonian Institu-
tion's vast Philippine collection. On ead1 
side of its tail are sharp pieces of carti-
lage so keen that they arc veritable 
razors. I nstat1tly they can be made to 
stand out from the body for a ripping 
blow. A slight slap from the tail is said 
to be sufficient to cut a man's hand to 
the bone. It is also said that many of 
the lances arc poisoned. This fish is 
confined to the tropical portions of the 
Pacific and Indian oceans. 
BOILING EGGS IN ICE WATER 
Artificial pressure of 600,000 pounds to 
the square inch, the highest so far pro-
duced. has been attained by Prof. Percy 
\V. Bridgman, of Harvard University, 
with an apparatus of his own invention. 
Thi~ pressure corresponds to what woulcl 
be found at the bottom of an ocean 250 
miles deep. Under its force, steel tends 
to spread, paraffin becomes harder than 
machine steel and rubber turns so hard 
that it can be used as a die to cut steel. 
1\'lercury froze at room temperature un-
der a l?ressure of 200,000 pounds, al-
though 1t normally freezes at forty de-
grees below zero or lower. In one test, 
eggs taken out of ice water that bad 
b:en heated by subjecting it to a pressure 
or 100,000 pounds were found to he hard-
boiled. 
1929 THE 
BIG SHIPMENT OF TIN ARRIVES 
FOR MONTEREY FACTORY 
By Staff Correspondent 
Monterey, Cal.-The first shipment of 
tin plate for the American can compa!IY 
factory at Pacific Grove to b~ delivered 
~incc the end of last Sardine season, 
~cached 1·fontcrcy's municipal wharf on 
]\[a\' 18. "·hen the S.S. Henry S. Grm_'e, 
of-New York, nosed into the harbor. 
Eleven hundred tons of plate unloaded 
011 the dock represent by far the largest 
shipment of tin received in !vfontercy. 
It is stated that this one tin consign:-
ment \\·ill produce 2,329,552 one-pound 
ontl cans. \Vell over a million sheets of 
metal made up the shipment. 
The statistical genius responsible for 
the foregoing data may be the same en-
terprising fellow ·who reports that these 
2,.139.552 tins will cventualh- house l-J.,-
0Ji,312 I\{onterey Bay sardiii.es. 
Perhaps the efforts required to reach 
these figures were so great that there 
was no energy left to determine how far 
the tin would reach if each sheet \Yere 
placed end to end. At any rate this all-
important question has been '.left un-
solved. 
The first shipments of tin plate for the 
Monterey Sardine fishing industry \Yere 
received last year when the can company 
opened its new local plant. The vessels 
bring-ing the tin to the west coast through 
the canal arc the largest that ever docked 
at the municipal wharf in 1vionterey. The 
ships, among the finest in the American 
merchant lllarine, arc chartered lw the 
Isthmian Steamship Lines. -
SANTA CRUZ 
Staff Correspondent 
Dlack cod is still the leading catch. 
Rock cod arc not so plentiful. King Fish 
in quantity are being caught ·with -seines 
off Capitola. Heavv northwest winds the 
first part of the weCk prevented rock cod 
hoats from visiting the Big Reef. Mack-
erel irom 1Ionterey appears in the mar-
ket,;. V cry little fishing activity is ex-
pected during the month. It is always 
thus during the month preceding the 
opening of the Salmon season. Fisher~ 
men spend a great deal of time getting 
ready for a Salmon season that too often 
falls flat. '!'hey take a month and a half 
to overhaul boats, ·when a \veek would 
suffice if they "stepped on it.'' 
PUBLICITY FOR PREVENTION 
The Pacific Sportsman calls attention 
to the vast difference in the policies of 
t~1~ states with reference to giving puh-
hC!ty to prosecutions _for violation of the 
conservation laws. In some states details 
?f such prosecutions are published while 
!!1 others thev are carefullv concealed. 
There is a gr~wing belief that publicity ha~. a deterrent effect and that policy i;; 
raptd\y gaining ground. 
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DIVERSITY OF FISHERIES AN 
AID TO CONSERVATION 
California F'ish and Game 
By J, J. C. 
The Thirtieth Biennial Report of the 
division reveals that the commercial fish 
catch of 1927 exceeds that of any year 
in the history of California's fisheries. 
The total amount of fresh fish caught in 
slate waters, off the California coast and 
brought into the state during this year, 
\\,as 486,-~99,672 pounds. For the year 
1CJ2ti the total catch amounted to 394,i07,-
0 l 6 pounds. 
Such record catches as these are not 
ex:eeded by any other state. In fact, 
Alaska alone surpasses California in the 
volume of its catch. To offset any fear 
tlvt the state's fishery resources might be 
ii- danger of being overfished, it is \vell to 
notice that these splendid records are in 
pa.tt due to the great diversity of Cali-
fornia's fisheries. There are over sixty 
species of fish and shellfish of commercial 
importance in the state, thus allowing 
for a better balancing between compet-
ing species. 
"From the viewpoint of conservation, 
there is a great advantage in having di-
versified fisheries such as California's for 
the reason that the species of fish ·com-
pete with each other, either for food or 
by actually devouring each other. Under 
natural conditions there exists more or 
less of a balance between these species 
so that if man comes in and concentrates 
his fishing efforts on only a few of the 
species, the check is removed from the 
unutiliz<:!d varieties ·with the result that 
they will prosper at the expense of the 
kinds \\·hich arc heing fished for. In 
other words, the fisheries will stand the 
strain of fishing better if the commercial 
catch is made up of many species, instead 
of a few. 
.Another advantage our state derives 
from its diversified fisheries is the splen-
did assortment of fish and shellfish to be 
found in our markets at all seasons of 
the vear, One of the things which makes 
a J.isting impression on visitors to the 
state is the large number of sea food 
restaurants which serve such a variety of 
sea foods." 
JUST ANOTHER GAMBLE 
The Johanna Smith, which achieved 
considerable notoriety as a gilded gamhl-
ing frigate of the bounding billows, and 
·which met with an adverse run of luck 
and was sold under the sledge for 9,000 
one dollar bills, is undergoing paint, 
powder and lip stick treatment at the Los 
Angeles Shipbuilding and Drydock Cor-
poration and ·will be thus transformed into 
a fishing barge and ·will oper3.tc off 
Venice. It remains to he demonstrated 
'\Vhether she will be more lucky landing-
fish of the sea, than "seeing'' fish of the 
land. 
FORTY-THREE VARIETIES OF 
ROCK COD IN MON-
TEREY BAY 
Staff Correspondence 
Forty-three varieties of Rock Cod are 
found in Monterey Bay. Of these, the 
I3ocaccio, Chilipepper and Ye!lo,v-tail are 
best known and most numerous. Forty-
three varieties of Rock Cod alone, not 
to mention other sea food found in the 
same waters 1 Surely the public that imag-
ines there are but three kinds of fish-
Salmon, Halibut, Sole-needs to be ap-
prised of the fact that there is a differ-
ent kind of fish for every day in the 
year; and the best is the freshest, fre-
quently the cheapest (excepting the de-
lectable Pompd.no). A state-wide week of 
intensive advertising ought to go a long 
way toward telling the world about the 
cheapness and verSatility of our Califor-
nia sea harvest. 
The Italian people, particularly the 
Genoese, ·with whom the writer is most 
fam~liar, ha\:c gone to the sea for gcn-
eratwns. F1sh appears upon their tables 
every day in the week Thev know so 
many kinds of fish and methods of cook-
ing that the fare never becomes monot-
onous. Too, the Italian women are c\ev-
':r at pic_lding and salting and drying 
fish. Unhke Old :Mother Hubbard, their 
cupboards arc not empty. 
CAUSE OF DISCOLORATION IN 
HALIBUT 
F. C. Harrison and \V. Sadler of the 
Fisheries Experimental Station, Prince 
Rupert, E. C., have been carrying on in-
vestigations to determine the causes for 
the yellow or greenish yellow discolora-
tion of the white under surface of Halibut 
as landed by the fishing vessels. Results 
of these investigations were published as 
Bulletin XU hy the Biological Board of 
Canada, with the above title. 
The inYestigators found the organism 
to be a motile fluorescent bacillus living 
in fresh water, constantly found in waters 
of ponds, lakes and streams. This or-
ganism has the power of liquefying and 
digesting the 1nuscles of the fish. In time 
the organisms grow through the slime of 
the fish onto the skin and affects the 
keeping quality of the fish. If the slime 
is accidentally removed or fails to iorm, 
the yellow is more pronounced and de-
composition sets in more quickly, causing 
spoilage of the fish. The organism will 
grow comparatively rapidly at such low 
temperatures as 34 to 38 degs. F. \:Vhile 
natural ice may contain the- green organ-
ism, the bacteria seem to be squeezed out 
during the freezing. In refrigerator ice 
the bacteria are frozen tmcvenly in the 
block. Experiments by the innstigators 
disclosed that the bilge water of the fish-
ing vessels, bin hoards, floor of the hold, 
landing net, trestle table and gltwes \VOrn 
hy the fish handlers, were infected ·with 
this organism. 
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California Fish Distributor 
Announces New Policy 
:\n important development in the fish-
eries industrY of the countrv is seen in 
the contracttlral arrangement- entered into 
by the Van Camp Organization to deliver 
fresh fish direct to chain store retailers. 
Report that such connection had been 
made ·with the Safeway organization oper-
ating several hundred groceries in South-
ern California is verified by C. 1-1. Small, 
manager of Van Camp Organizations. 
Practically all the stores have been 
equipped with refrigeration to properly 
handle fish and they will be supplied by 
the Van Camp Organization, forwarding 
directly as fast as fish arrive and can be 
taken from the ship and packed for 
shipment. 
Il is the first time that a California 
chain store concern has handled fish in 
this way, according to 1Jr. Small. \Vhilc 
handling fresh fish- by the chain retailers 
is an innovation and may be considered 
something of an ex~;~eriment, this plan 
is right in line with the chain plan of 
operating. ·which is to buy in large qu~m­
titics and turn over quickly on a small 
margin. The Van Camp Organization, 
leading fresh and frozen fish distributor, 
believing that the Nordic fillet of Had-
dock is the best product of its kind e\'er 
produced, due to the Taylor process, has 
become the distrihutor of it for Southern 
California. 
Chain store managers are keen business 
men ·who, as a rule, are sure of their 
ground before venturing. \\lith their ad-
vantages they can no doubt increase the 
sale of fish in the communities in which 
they operate which milit:1tes to the ad-
vantage of the fisherman. 
Advantage to All Concerned 
C. ?.,.[. Small, manager of the Van Calllp 
Organizations, expresses himself as con-
fident that the direct service will work 
out to the distinct advantage of all con-
cerned. 
Gilbert C. Van Camp, president of Van 
Camp organizations, has been identified 
with the fishing industry of Southern 
California for the past fifteen years., and 
with the fresh fish division for some six 
or seven years. Recent developments 
have been working to change· the old sys-
tem of distribution. The frozen filJet, par-
ticularly of Haddock, has found new 
channels, and they will carry with them 
the fresh product where conditions and 
circumstances permit. It is possible only 
such a concern as Van Camp Organiza-
tions could supply the chain store demand, 
heing producers as well as ·wholesalers 
with ample equipment for quick hand-
ling. However, it appears reasonably 
certain that the chain store retailer will 
be in a position to give the consumer the 
advantage of extra-freshness if not a ma-
terial reduction in the price. 
The Producing Shipper's Advantage 
\Vhile the advantnges of higher quality 
and lower price have been carried through 
to the consumer by this system, the pro-
ducing shipper is not without very dis-
tinct and material advantages. 
1. The credit risk is eliminated. 
2. The sales expense is eliminated. 
3. The packing expen~.e reduced to the 
minimtml. 
-L The volume handled is stabilized, 
climinnting the rush and slack periods. 
both of which are wasteful. 
There are a number• of minor factors 
which might. be mentiotted but the a hove 
arc the salient points and any whole-
saler will bear· testimony to the fact that 
the four mentioned arc important factors, 
the combined significance of which con-
stitutes a fair percentage of profit. 
Who Started the Ball? 
The Atlantic Coast Fishcrie~ Com-
pany may be named as one of the fac-
tors responsible for bringing about the 
shift in distribution. In the ittlroduction 
of their ordic Fillet of l-Iaddock they in-
terested new avenues of distribution 
throughout the country. In California 
M. Austin 1\L Bentle\' and his Nordic 
Sales Company is ope~1ing new channels 
of distribution and nmking good he~tdway. 
Con::.umers in this state, as elsewhere. are 
interested in buying food commodities 
which may he conveniently prepared in 
jig-time. Retnil fish is being moved from 
the alley dump (or \vas it joint?) to the 
front in high-class markets. Naturally 
there must be readjustments all along the 
line. 
The Time To Get in Line 
Under the management oi C. :.L Small 
Van Camp Organizations haYe advanced 
steadily for the past year. ~lany im-
provenents have been made in the plant 
and equipment and this concern is gener-
ally recognized a5 the leader in fish dis-
tribution in Southern California. It1 con-
versation wi1h a \VCF representative, 
?vfanager Small recently expressed the 
belief that the time is at hand for the 
fresh fish business of the Pacific Coast to 
shift to a sounder economic and more 
profitable basis. Likewise the time is at 
hand for producer::, and distributors to 
make adjustments and get in line. 
OUR RETAILERS' SECTION 
For more than three months \VCF 
has been urged to add a retailers' section 
hecausc there is no publication for retail 
fish dealers published in the country, \Vc 
have been so husy trying to bring other: 
sections of the journal up to a stat1dard 
of respectability that the department for 
retail dealers simply has had to wait. One 
department store executive writes: "Put 
i11 a retailers' section and we will sub-
scribe for every one of our stores." 
Fair enough, so here goes ior a start! 
"'In order to have a department of in-
terest and value it is necessary to have the 
retailer co-operate. l\:fake usc of the 
medium for telling the world in the fish 
business your troubles and help will be 
found 1o iron them out. Grouches and 
grudges don't count. Just clean, straight 
problems that need solution, together 
with constructin ideas. 
Mr. Retailer, let us hear from you. 
Huw arc you getting along and what 
would help you to get along better? How 
is trade and ho\v is the call running? 
How is the new frozen fillet going in 
your neighborhood? If in the hands of 
a c.mnpetitor, how is it· affecting your 
busmess? Is the call for fish increasing 
or diminishing? These are merly sug-
gestions to direct your mind to conm1oll 
problems of the trade. 
For the first time in your life you have 
free access to a journal published for the 
betterment of conditions in the industry 
with ·which you arc identified and con-
nected, and which viclds you a livelihood. 
It is the part of -wisdoin to make the 
most of it. 
GROWTH OF FILLET BUSINESS 
IN ENGLAND 
The Annual RcviCiV of Commerce and 
Industries, Hull, England, the world's 
second largest fish receiving port, states 
that the growth of the fille-ting business 
has been a feature of the year's business. 
Perhaps this has been a factor in the 
increased values, although the total catch 
fell below that of 1927. Filleting is dis-
tinctly becoming more popular, fish in-
stead of being despatched whole is now 
filleted and packed in icc iu the ordinary 
way for shipping to interior points, nnd 
incidentally this method produces a sa\'-
ing in rail costs. Filleted fish is particu.:.. 
larly desired by fryers. 
CHAIN OF NEW FISH MARKETS 
It is reported from \\lalla Vilalla, \Vash-
ington, that J_, B. McDonald and B. P •• 
GraYes, of St. Helens, Oregon, will estab":' 
lish a chain of ten fish markets behveen 
\Valla \iValln and Boise, Idaho, ·,vith 
headquarters of the chain in Walla \Valla. 
1929 THE 
DEALERS, FISHERMEN FAIL 
TO AGREE AT EUREKA 
In Eureka the San Francisco whole-
.;alers who operate there were apparently 
~mabie to arrive at any agreement ·with 
the Eureka Fishermen's Protective asso-
ciation, with the result that lvir. Collier 
Buffington of the Gold Beach Packing 
company, Gold Beach, Ore., has come 
down to Eureka to open up a place to 
receive fish. 
It is understood that Buffington is pay-
ing the fishermen on silY._ers five to 11 
pounds, 6 cents, over 11 pounds, 9 cents. 
The San Francisco dealers offered the 
:E:urcka fishermen 7 cents for all small 
fish under 16 pounds, whether silvers 
or chinoocks and 13 cents for all fish over 
16 pounds, but since the seaso·n opened 
June 1 the San Francisco dealers who 
maintain branches in Eureka have not 
received any fish. 
-----
SALMON FISIDNG DELAYED 
Salmon fishermen, due to a failure to 
agree with the fish buyers at Port Bragg, 
·did not go out the opening of the sea-
son, ·which was June 1. After a confer-
ence with the dealers, the fishermcn'went 
out on a price of 8 cents for fish under 
16 pounds and 14 cents for fi_sh over 16 
pounds. This is not a contract price for 
the season, but was offered by the deal-
ers with the understan.ding that this 
would be the price paid by them until 
further notice. 
SAN FRANCISCO MARKETS 
WELL SUPPLffiD 
Fresh fish markets in San Francisco 
and vicinity are well supplied with flat 
fish, Soles, Sand Dabs, Flounders and 
similar fish, as the i-esult of good catches 
brou~tht in for the last two weeks by 
trawlers operating out of San Francisco 
for these fish. 
The Salmon production from Fort 
Bragg, San Francisco, Point Reyes and 
vicinity to date has been very light. 
Only a few tierces have been mild cured. 
On the Sacramento river there is no 
activity inasmuch as the_ season is closed 
on alf commercial fishing. 
FISH INSPECTOR GOES 
UP IN AIR 
'1'!~<! new inspector in charge of the 
Jl.fextcan fish commission at San Pedro, 
· Aguilar Robles, was a passenger on 
the nun-stop flight of the big trimotor 
J
plane Albatross \vhich left l,os Angeles 
Une 24,, for Guatemala City. The plane 
and five smaller o.nCs was sold by the 
knternational Holding company, of which 
!\.~blc.s is a director, to the Guatemala 
• 
1f Service. Robles was promoted re-
c)cntJy to the fish commission at San ~edro, succeeding" L. R. Paclilla, who was 
ransferred to Mexico. 
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IDGASHI TAKES OVER STAN-
DARD MONTEREY BRANCH 
U. HIGASHI 
The Monterev branch of the Standard 
Fisheries of S3.n Francisco, -..vas taken 
over by Mr. U. Higashi on 1-Iay 29 and 
the Higashi Fish Company beg"an busi-
ness June 1, at the old stand On the City 
wharf. 
rvt:r. Higashi is not new to the trade nf 
Southern California, having been active-
ly engaged in the fish business in :Mon-
terey for the past t-..venty years. For ten 
years he operated under the firm name 
and style of the Hagashi Fish Company. 
He then became interested in the Paci-
fic Mutual Fish Company of Monterey, 
which triangular partnership continued 
up to the time of his making lhe deal 
for the Standard branch. 
Mr. Hagashi is one of the live men 
of the business and will inaugurate a 
campaign to bring him the volume of dis-
tribution he desires. He will ship as far 
cast as the Mississippi river, and ex-
pects to renew relation with some nf 
the old patrons of the old Higashi Fish 
Company. 
EXPECT SALMON SCHOOLS 
AT SHELTER COVE 
Scarcity of Salmon at Port Bragg. 
Calif., is reported by F. J. Hyman of the 
United Fish company. The largest 
catch so far this season was 300 pounds. 
\\leather conditions have been excellent 
and Salmon is expected to show up in 
large schools at any time now. 
The United Fish barge has been sent 
to Shelter Cov<: to be used as a branch 
receiving station. A large fleet is ex-
pecte,d to make the cove its fishing 
ground fnr the season. 
MOVING TOWARD HIGHER 
STANDARDS AND CLOSER 
CO-OPERATION 
By George F. Kaylor 
lt is a peculiar thing, but if you are, 
or have been, a fish dealer, that, in itself, 
is your membership card to the Fish 
Dealers Fraternity. You may travel the 
Pacific Coast from end to end, calling 011 
the dealers and you will always be ac· 
corded the warmest hospitality and, be-
lieve me, hospitality in the fish business 
means something. Yet, notwithstanding 
the fact that we ar<: all so closely frater-
nized, I know of no other business 'vhere 
competition is more keen. In spite of 
the desire on the part of everyone to co-
( Continued on Page 32) 
Oakland Fish Company 
WHOLESALE 
Fresh, Salt, Dried 
Note: 'Ve buy Dnrrncudn, Yellowtnil, Sen 
Buss, Bonito, J ewfish for snit. Producers 
IIUUte us prices per tun. 









Not the largest, but the best 
In business to satisfy your 
every fresh fish requirement 
Municipal Fish Wharf 
San Pedro, California 
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Varied Selections Contribute to 
Increased Consumption 
1\fr. T. ]. Nl:cKey, salcsmanager of the 
Leonard Fisheries, Ltd., 1\Iontreal, Can-
ada, in a letter to \V"C F expresses a clear 
understanding of conditions and shD\\'S an 
admirable spirit of co-operation in solv-
ing- problems of the trade. He savs: 
''\Ve have more than just a sym{lathe-
tic interest in the problems of the Pacific 
Coast producer and distributor. Their 
problems at least in a degree are our 
problems. 
"There is a tremendous sale of Pacific 
fish in the East and a smaller but highly 
important sale of Atlantic fish in the 
\Vest each contributing to the increased 
consumption of fish by making a more 
varied and more attractive selection avail-
able to the consumer. 
"\Ve know from our fifty years of con-
tinuous experience, both as distributors 
and producers, something of the progress 
effected and the higher standard required 
if prestige and volume is to be main-
tained. 
"Just as your better class producer on 
the Pacific has found, so we also have 
learned that eternal vigilance is neces-
sary to continued success. \Ve have 
guarded most jealously our Supreme and 
Leonard Brands of Smoked Finnan 
GOLD BEACH OPENS AT 
EUREKA 
The Gold Beach Packing Co. has es-
tablished a branch at Eureka and pro-
poses to start a shipping business from 
that point. General headquarters of the 
company arc at Gold Beach, Ore., under 
the management of C. N. Buffington. 
In opening a branch at Etircka, it is 
believed that the compam" ·will be in a 
hetter position to take carl: of the South-
ern California trade because the exprc.Ss 
rate from Eureka to Southern California 
is materially lower than from Oregon 
and coast points and ddiYery }Jy express 
is on a faster schedule. It will be pos-
sible to ship from Eureka fresh Salmon, 
Halihut. Rock Cod, Black Cod, Lcng and 
Smelt. The company has been in busi-
ness several years and is recognized as 
one of the outstanding shippers in Ore-
gon. 
FISH SHIPPED FROM DESERT 
Fresh sea fish is shipped frqn Tucson, 
Ariz., to markets throughout the south-
west! And Tucson is an inland town. 
How this unusual procedure comes about 
is explained by J. F. Sanderson, vice-
president of the California Gulf Sea-
Foods, Inc. 
The fish is hauler! two hundred and 
ten miles by refrigerated trucks. On ar-
rival in Tucson it is immediately unload-
ed and re-iced and then, shipped to Los 
Angeles and San Francisco, as ·well as 
to points in Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, 
Texas, Arizona and even hack into Mex-
ico. Mexican oysters and lobsters ~lre 
handled in similar fashion b,r Tucson 
shippers. The season will lasf until the 
latter part of Jnly. Preparations are being 
made to handle still greater rJUantities 
of sea foods through Tucson beginning 
in September. 
Haddic, Fillets and Kippers, sacrificing 
all profit at times in order to maintain 
the standard. \Ve have been amply re-
·wardcd. Time and again some of your 
own best and largest distributors have 
voluntarily expressed their esteem for our 
brands and \vhat they have helped them 
to do tmvard increased volume. 
"\Ve arc heavy lwyers of your Pacific 
fish, particularly Halibut and Salmon, 
recognizing your advantage in these va-
rieties. \V c arc also large producers of 
varieties of Atlantic fish some of which 
are peculiar to our ·waters, notably Had-
dock, of which we ship many cars to your 
beautiful \Vest from our Port Hawkes-
bury, Nova Scotia. plant, the largest and 
best equipped, exclusively fish cold stor-
age plant on the Canadian Atlantic Coast. 
This reciprocity of products should be a 
strong link in the chain of cotmnon in-
terests. 
"The consumption of our varieties is 
showing flattering increases, which 
demonstrates that the intelligence of the 
consuming public can be relied upot1 for 
selection if proper opportunity is af-
forded in the proper display of Yarieties 
produced to a standard rather than to a 
price. 
BACK IN SUNSET FISH 
COMPANY 
By H. W. KLEIN 
Vn-IEELER, Oregon-Bill Snyder and 
Dave Harrison who haye taken the man-
agement of the Sunset Fish company, 
arc getting in shap for the opening o( the 
season. Both have been connected with 
the company before so they are just 
getting hack into old harness, so to speak. 
And they know how to pull to make it 
go. 
The Nehalem Bay season does not 
open until August 1. As very attractive 
prices are offered by near-by distributors 
and packers for the choice Salmon very 
little will go to distant markets. July 
is the lull hcfore our busy season begins. 
\Ve \Yish to express our appreciation 
of \Vest Coast Fisheries and sit1cerc 
\Yishes fur its success. Evervonc remarks 
regarding the wonderful strides the jour-
nal has made, and that it is really a 
medium of intelligence for the entire Pa-
cific coast. 'rhe change in name is com-
mendable, for in evefv \V<lY it serves to 
snecify the section of -the cOuntry it coy-
ers and represents, in which it is striy-
ing to improve conditions. CO-operation 
-if there were only more of that won-
derful policy in operation every firm on 
the coast would reap greater profits, not 
only in dollars, hut from the pure joy 
which harmotw broadcasts and the :-at-
isfaction that -may be drawn from mu-
tual assistance. 
A BOUQUET FROM THE ROSE CITY 
1Tr. J. E. Lawrence, oi J. E. Lawrence 
& Co., Portlanrl, Oregon, merchandise 
brokers. writes under date of 1viav 8: 
"\,Ve rejoice with you in the phcnonlcnal 
gro\\·th of Your fine nuhlication. and be-
lieve that t-he new title is a big impron:-
tnent." 
MOVING TOWARD HIGHER 
STANDARDS 
(Continued from Page 31) 
operate, we arc continually on the outs 
and fighting for busiucss when there is 
enough and some to spare. Not only is 
there a fight for business, but there is a 
distinct feeling of antagonism on the part 
of dealers of one locality towards those 
of another caused by the selling competi-
tion of the one group with the other. 
The dealers seem to feel that even 
though they are responsible for under~ 
quoting that the buyer is to blame for 
the lowering of price, but in the back of 
their heads they know differently. The 
principal reason that brings about this 
condition is promiscuous selling_ It 
seems that some dealers are willing to 
sell to anyone who ·will buy, whether the. 
buyer is a retailer or wholesaler, legiti-
mate or otherwise, at the same price, 
This alone tends toward making poor 
markel conditions and if the shippers 
·would establish a definite policy to sell 
only to legitimate wholesale dealers they 
will better their market and stabilize the 
business of their customers. This all 
comes under the hea.ding of co-operation, 
and I am sure we all will be glad to do 
anything that ·would bring about better 
conditions. 
The conditions in the fish business are 
identical with conditions in some other" 
lines, and I believe that the next few 
years wi11 bring about a change that will 
remedy the difficulties we arc at the pres~ 
ent encountering. A buyer in another 
line of business "\\'as telling me of the 
troubles they were having and said: "All 
of the money we arc able to make must 
be made in this office on the buying, for 
our competition is such that our sale:; 
can show no profit." In fe,ver words, 
this buyer was making the profit from 
the manufacturers that sold him. It 
seems to me that this is putting the cart 
before the horse and I told the gentle-
man as much. His reply was: "\Vel\, 
these manufacturers have brought it ali 
upon themselves by their unethical pol-
icy of indiscriminate selling and their 
failure to give the legitimate jobbers pro-
tection from a lot of irresponsible deal-
ers >Yhose oflices are on the curb and in 
their pockets. How can we pay the over-
head necessary to sound operation and 
compete with irrcsponsibles that haYe no 
overhead?" I think that that sums tt[J 
the fish business pretty well, too. But I 
feel as this man did when he said, "I 
am confident that the tendency- of all 
business toward a closer understanding 
of their problems, together \vith the de-
sire for cowoperation brought about by-
the present conditions, will result in the 
establishment of policies to protect buSi::-~ 
ness and insure legitimate dealers of a 
profit on their sales. 
The \Vest Coast Fisheries is a medium 
through which all of us in the fish busi-
ness "can express our thoughts and 
ideas, and discuss the ideas of others, and 
I belieYe it will proye to be the greatest 
single benefit the fish business has had! 
providing of course, we take advantage ot 
the privilege to express ourselves. This 
will bring about closer harmony and co~ 
operation beneficial to all concerned. 
Just Another One 
The absent-minded professor has noth-
ing on the absent-minded business mall 
who kisses his wife an-d then starts to 
dictate a letter. 
!929 THE 
FROZEN AND CURED FISH 
STOCKS 
United States 
According to statistics collected by the 
Ih~rcau of Agricultural Economics and 
111blished by the Bureau of Fisheries, the ~old storage, holdings of frozen fish on 
:,\Jarch 15, 1~29, totaled 37,706,929 pounds, 
compared w1th 34,528,430 pounds on the 
~.,rue date a year ago, and the five-year 
;~~erage of _30,750,000 pounds for 1Jarch. 
This is an mcrease over a year ago of 9 
per cent, and an increase over the five-
vcar average of 23 per cent. The quan-
litv of fish frozen during the month ended 
?lfiirch 15, amounted to 3,301,505 pounds. 
~ Comparison with normal holdings (five-
rear average) of the more important spe-
Cies, shows the followng increases and 
decreases in percentage: 
Increases 
Bluefish ... · · .... · · ................ 74 
Butterflsh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Cod, Haddock, Hake, Pollock ....... 43 
Flounders ......................... 53 
Lake Trout ...................... ,'. 1 
?lfackerel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99 
Shellfish ........................... 122 
Sn1clts ...............•... ·:· ....... 13 
Squid .............................. 191 
Sturgeon and Spoonbill Cat ........ 140 
\Veakfish .......................... 412 
\Vhitefish .......................... 15 
\Vhiting ........................... 97 
Decreases 
Cisco (tullibec) ... ; ................. 41 
Croaker ........................... 12 
Halibut ............................ 33 
Herring. sea ......... ; ............. 23 
Pike (including Pickerel, Jacks and 
Yellow Jack) .... , ............... 60 
Sablefish ........................... 10 
Shad and Shad roe .................. 15 
Stocks of cured Herring in cold storage 
on :!l.farch 15, 1929, amounted to 19,080,-
207 pounds, compared with 12,857,370 
pounds for the same date a year ago, and 
represents an increase of 48 ·per cent. 
Stocks of mild cured Salmon amounted 
to 2,313,291 pounds, compared with 3-
050,905 pounds for the same date a ye~{r 
ago and represents a decrease of 37 per 
cent. 
Canada.-The report of the Canadian 
Department of Trade and Commerce 
~hows that on March 1, fish stocks in 
~<marla totaled 14,614,271 pounds of fresh 
!rozen and 4,730,479 pounds of other fish 
m cold storage. Compared with the 
~olding on March 1, last year, the hold-
lllgs of fresh frozen fish decreased 2 per 
cent, and when compared ,vith the hold-
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ings on February 1, 1929, they increased 
7 per cent. Other fish in cold storage 
increased 15 per cent over the same 
month last year, hut decreased 28 per 
cent when compared with last month. 
Stocks in cold storage consisted of 7,-
271,194 pounds of Herring, 1,123,880 
pounds of Halibut, 1,027,151 pounds of 
Cod, 3,i74,149 pounds of Salmon, 703,644 
pounds of Haddock, 689,690 pounds of 
\Vhitefish, 373,762 pounds of 1\hckerel, 
and 4,381,280 pounds of all other vari-
eties. 
During the month of February 3,290,-
735 pounds of fish ·were frozen, as com-
pared with 1,680,264 pounds frozen dur-
ing the month of January. 
FROZEN AND CURED STOCKS 
1\L.\ Y, 1929 
Fishery Science and Trade Statistics 
show the cold storage holdings of frozen 
fish on }.'fay 15, 1929, totaled 30,119,002 
pounds, compared 'vith 26,512,846 pounds 
on the same data a year ago and the 
five-year average of 24,684,000 pounds for 
May. This is an increase over a year 
ago of 14 per cent and an increase over 
the five-year average of 22 per cent. The 
quantity of fish frozen during the month 
ended 1-lay 15 amounted to 6,993,770 
pounds. 
Comparison ,vith normal holdings 
(five-year average) of the more import-
ant species shows the follo,vin·g increase-
es and decreases in percentage: 
Increa'ses 
Bluefish ........................ . 
Butterfish , ...................... . 
Cod, Haddock, Hake, etc ......... . 
Flounders . • ...................... . 
Lake Trout , , ................... . 
1Iackerel ........................ . 
Scup ............................ . 
Shell fish ........................ . 
Smelts .......................... . 
Squid ........................... . 
Sturgeon and Spoonbill Cat. ... , .. . 
\Veakfish ........................ . 
\Vhitefish ....................... . 

















Codfish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 
Cisco ( tulliboo) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
Croakers ... , ...... , ........... , . 40 
Halibut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Herring, Sea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Pike (including Pickerel, Jacks and 
Yellow Jack) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
Sahel fish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Shad and Shad roe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 
CANADIAN FISHERIES HAVE 
A PROFITABLE YEAR 
The Royal Bank of Canada in its mon-
thly letter slates that Canadian fisheries, 
which for some time past have been 
unprofitable, are entering an epoch of 
prosperity. 
Good weather, heavy rains, profitable 
marketing conditions due to short catches 
else,vhere, made 1928, with a tot~tl yield 
of $50,000,000, a sum equal to t h e 
entire capital invested, the most profitable 
year since the war. 
Some 80,000 workers are directly em-
ployed, apart from the subsidiary indus-
tries of boat-building, ropemaking and 
the like. 
The Atlantic catch exceeds that of 1927 
by at least £200,000, states the bank. The 
dried fish trade also enjoyed a particularly 
successful season. 
A HALIFAX FISH-FREEZING 
PLANT 
A large cold-storage establishment is 
nearing completion at Halifax, N. S., for 
the Nova Scotia Cold Storage Terminals, 
Ltd. It will have many departments, but 
its largest unit is the fish processing and 
storage building. The ground floor is for 
shipping and general purposes. The first 
floor is given over to the storage cham-
ber for the receiving of fish pending 
processing. This process includes v .. ·ash-
ing, filleting, panning, packaging, ;mel 
other services. On this floor will be in-
stalled the Birdseye system of rapid 
freezing, for which the company has the 
licensed rights for the Provinces of Que-
bec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and 
Prince Edward Island. The floors ,above 
are equipped for the storage and carrying 
of frozen fish products. 
NEW METHOD OF PRESERVING 
FISH 
A new method of preserving fish is re-
ported by H. H. Lund, commercial at-
tache of the Department of Commerce at 
Oslo, Norway. 
The process is based on chemical 
treatment, which it is affirmed, will neu-
tralize the effects of varying temperatures 
and decomposition generally. If this new 
process proves as practical as is indicated 
by trials, fi.sh may be kept fresh for ap-
proximately one month. The method it-
self is reported very simple and inexpen-
sive. 
An Exporter Now 
Lady: An exporter, are you? \Vhat ex-
actly do you mean? 
Mendicant: The raihvay fired me, maam. 
Gold Beach Packing Company 
I 
ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF A BRANCH AT EUREKA, CALIFORNIA 
Telephone 612 
Express rates from Eureka to California points are materially lower than rates from Oregon 
Coast points and delivery by express is on a faster schedule. 
We solicit f~r shipment 
Cod, Black Cod and Smelts. 
from Eureka orders for Fresh Salmon, Halibut, Ling 
Wire Orders to Eureka, California 
=-------
Cod~ook-
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Fillet Future Held to be Bright, 
Convention Delegates Told 
Great pos:;ihilities for the future of 
the fillet business as a means of increas-
ing the consumption nf sea food were 
outlined and the proble111s of production 
and distribution discussed at the first 
annual com·ention of Nordic fillet distribu-
tors for the United States, held at Groton, 
Conn., Jun.:: U, J.1. and l-1, according to 
R. 1L ClntfcltL'r , Southern California 
delegate. 
}!r. Clotfl'lh'r returned to San Pedro 
during the last week in June to take 
charge of sales and distribution of Nordic 
fillets fur the Van Ca111p Organ-
ization, which recently was appointed 
Southern California clistrihutur for the 
product. 
The convention, held at the Griswold 
Hotel. was a success in every way, 
according to the San Pedro delegate. 
:\pproximately 2(10 delegates were present 
from every part of the United States and 
were the guests of the Atlantic Coast 
J7ishcries, which took them hy boat from 
Xew York to New London and thencl' 
by automobile to Groton, where they 
\vere pri-.,ileged to inspect the Nordic 
fillet plant. Prominent figures at the 
co1wention \\·tre F.\V. Bryce, president of 
the Atlantic Coa:;t l<isheries; Hanten 17. 
Taylor, vice president and ~vir. [."lint, 
~ales manager and former sales manager 
for the Shredded \\Theat Company. 
To Meet Refrigeration Need 
ilfeans of solving present problems nf 
refrigeration fnr fillet dealers jg under 
tvay and should be solved soon. it was 
declared at the convention. The Nordic 
fillets require a colder tetuperaturc than 
ordinary foodstuffs and in order to supply 
this a cheap refrigerator must be devised, 
it was said. Experiments are being made 
with mechanical refrigerators, cold can 
and thermo-can. Regarding the keeping 
qualities of the fillets, it was explained 
that they can be kept for three or four 
davs with normal refrigeration. 
Fillet Production Told 
Delegates at the convention were 
shown - in detail the processes which 
result in the fillets sold over counters 
tndav. The Haddock i:; taken from the 
holdS of fishing Loats in canvas buckets, 
automatically weighed in steel hoppers, 
iced and carried by conveyors to the 
receiving bins. It is then dropped to a 
belt, head removed and forwarded to the 
filleters, from ·where it goes to the cooling 
room and then through the Taylor pro-
cess. Placed on aluminum plate:;, it 
passes over calcium chloride brine and 
is frozen in 40 minutes. Skin is removed 
by automatic planing devices, the fillets 
are weighed and the pick of the catch 
sent to the automatic wrapping machines, 
after which it is packed in 15-pound 
asphaltum-lined cases with thermo-static 
qualities and held in storage for 
.f8 hours at zero degree before being 
loaded into silico-gell refrigeration cars 
for shipment to any part of the country. 
The Atlantic Coast Fisheries has the 
exclusi\·e u;;e ni these cars for shipping 
fish. 
""~ 
Is First Big Step 
. The Nordic ~lie~ is. the first b!g step 
m a means of dtstnbutmg fish wh1ch has 
unlimited possibilities, experts at the c:01J. 
vcntion declared. They asserted that it 
was the only sound economical way 'of 
flistributing fish because of the elimina. 
tion of wasle at the Point of Production 
and the delivery of the finished product 
in a sanitary package with convettience 
to consumers. Grocery stores, meat mar. 
kets, delicatessens and even icc plants are 
the principal distributors of the fillet, it 
was said. \Vherever introduced, the fillet 
has increased the per capita consuntptiou 
of fish rather than to dispose other forn 15 
of sea food, figures cited showed. 
A considerable portion of the conven-
tion was given over to discussion of 
methods of ;;ales promotion, One systeu1 
which caught the interest of all was tele-
phone selling ·whereby a cre·w of girls at 
telephones made calls, took orders and 
informed the public about fillets. Circu-
larization of the public with coupottst on 
which a ten-cent discount was given-
live .cents being stood by the dealer ami 
five cents by the wholesaler-also proved 
successful, according to reports made. 
That the production department of the 
Atlantic Coast Fisheries superintends the 
entire business, from arrival of the fish. 
on hoats, to handing it over the counter 
to the consumer, aiding the dealer in 
every possible way in order that the fillet 
may be sold in prime condition, was ex· 
plained to the delegates. 
Between business sessions anJ excel!eul 
program of entertainment was provided, 
including a 11ow-famous ''pirate party" in 
Groton, dinner and theatrC party in New 
York, informal parties and a trip to the" 






c-r' HERE is no choice. Fillets and steaks this 
.L_ .year to meet the demands of a quality-wise 
trade must be the best-they should be 
frozen in less than one hour's time. New methods 
are now available to produce individual and rapid-
ly frozen fish at little additional cost. Do not over-
look this product. 
Any dealer can pack this modern product. 
Correspondence is welcomed from anY producer, 
distributor, or enthusiast. Ask us about our 
"FLOA T!NG PAN" continuous, low cost, indi-
vidual fillet freezer and our "DIVING BELL" pan 
or block freezing system. 
~ality-Capacity-Economy 
KOLBE "INSTANT" FREEZING 
SYSTEMS 
12T Wharf BOSTON, !\'lASS. 




We are equipped with special facilities for 
handling, freezing and storing of fish. 
Conveniently Located 
\V e are operating the only fish storage plant 
m the downtown district of Los Angeles. 
Experience 
Our executives are thomug'hly experienced in the Cold 
Storage Warehouse business and our staff of clerks and 
warehousemen are trained to th~ full meaning of lhe words 
"Courtesy and Service," 
We believe that when we give our patrons the best, we 
have, the best ·will come back to us. 
We are at your service 
Los Angeles lee & Cold Storage Company 
of 
California Consumers Co. 
Cold Storage Office, 715 East 4th Street, Los Angeles 
Telephone: TRinity 1861 
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Rapid Progress 
Preservation 
Being Made In 
of Fish 
Dc\·e\opments in the science of rcfrig~ 
eration, pins human ingenuity and a will-
ingness to take a chance in following 
.111 idea through, haYe within a period 
' f three years served to develop the ~usiness tha,t is re;:u.:hi~g to all_ parts of 
the United Stales and mto foretgn coun-
tries. 
Furthermore, this development has 
eliminat_ed many of the hazards, of their 
occupation for the men who devote their 
energies to the taking of Shr_it.DP from 
the waters of the gulf and bays adjacent 
to Galveston. 
As happened to be the case with the 
Shrimpcr!'i before the new methods came 
into play the chief hazard was the price 
th;tt could be secured for their catch. 
When Shrimp were scarce or almost im-
possible to get the price was good. \,Vhen 
thCre was an abundant supply, which by 
the way comes nbout approximately 
twice a month, the price went down. 
Then, ::~bout three years ago, came the 
dc\'tdopment of the theory that Shrimp 
could be frozen, kept in storage in that 
condition, delivered to distant markets 
in the same way and thus the market 
widened and stabilized for one of the 
most highly prized delicacies that come 
from the sea. 
Putting Theory Into Practice 
Putting of that theory into operation 
has brought about the establishment of 
nn extensive business conducted by the 
Bay Fisheries Company of Texas. It has 
enabled the men engaged in the taking 
of Shrimp to be certain of a stable price 
for their catch. It has made it possible 
ior consumers in all parts of the coun-
try to receive this delicacy in prime con-
dition and enjoy it in as good condition 
as if theY had heen nt the seashore when 
the catc-h was made. 
During this tim\: hundreds of tons 
of this product have been shipped from 
Galveston to Japan on the vessels nf the 
Osaka Shosen Kaisha line, on which 
there are refrigerated storage plants. Re-
sults haYe been entirely satisfactory and 
prospects for business in this direction 
are improving steadily. 
The Process 
. Processes by which these results are 
obtained are interesting and have been 
developed into a high state of efficiency. 
As the. boats arrive each takes its place 
at the unloading- hopper, the "Shrimp are 
shoveled into baskets, clumped into the 
!topper and go to the cleaning and sort-
Ing tables by means of electrically driven 
conveyors. Distribution of the Shrimp 
to the various sorting tables is easily con-
trolled by the men in charge of the con-
veyors. 
At the sorting tables the Shrimp are 
beheaded and graded by the wOrkers, 
o
1
nly the edible portion of the Shrimp and 
t te shell going into the final packages. 
As .each \YOrker takes a keg of beheaded 
Shnm11 to the \Ycighcr the poundage is 
r~corded by machinery and the ticket 
Rlven the person hearing that particular 
\!'orker's number. The ·shrimp are then 
< ttmped into a vat for ·washing and re-
tnoving for packing. · 
1 From this stage two processes are fol-5ow~rl. One calls for the packing of the 
• hrnnp into cartons at the pier and trans-
bOrting the packages to the plant of the 
•<tl\'eHnn. lee and Cold Storage o com-
pany. Here the cartons are taken to one 
of the cold storage rooms, placed oll 
racks which rest un the freezing coil::i 
and pt.Tmitted to remain until they arc 
frozen. 'l'he cartons arc then packed in 
the shipping cases and stored in another 
room, where the temperature is main-
tained at live degrees bot:low zero or 
lower until time for shipment arrives. 
\\Then the other process is employed 
the cleaned Shrimp arc taken to the plant 
nf the .\J agnolia Ice and Cold Storage 
company, where the Bay Fisheries com-
pany also has assigned to it a section of 
the rdrigcrate~l space. 
Here is found specially designed equip-
ment fur the quick freezing, packing and 
storage of the Shrimp. After arriving in 
the refrigerated work room the Shrimp 
arc put through the Kolbe process in 
which they arc frozen to a temperature 
of 251 degress Lelow zero in a few min-
utes. 
This device consists of a channel about 
1-1-U feet long, through which the freezing 
sulution flows. The Shrimp arc placed 
in galvanized pans which are set afloat 
on this solution from the ·work room. On 
the return of each pan to the work room, 
the time required for the trip being from 
:->ix to eight minutes, the frozen Shrimp 
arc packed in to cartons and transferred 
to th<.; storage room \vhcre constant tem-
perature well below zero is maintained. 
In all cases when a carton is packed 
there also goes into it a slip on which 
is stamped the date of the packing and 
the number of the packer. 
Cartons used for the trade in Japan 
are made of hcavv cardboard. Each car-
ton holds 4.15 pOunds. of Shrimp, and 
these cartons are packed 12 to the case 
for shipment. Both the small cartons 
and the packing cases are stamped show-
ing the net content of Shrimp. 
Three grades have become standard 
in the trade. 'f'hey arc fancy, choice and 
standard b)-~ name and are based on the 
size of the Shrimp used in the packing of 
each grade. The choice grade contains 29 
or less Shrimp to the pound, fancy 30 to 
.19 to the pound upward and standard 
from -10 to the pound upward. Shrimp 
less than four inches long when taken 
are not marketed. 
Experience has shown that shipments 
of frozen Shrimp which have been packed 
in the manner described can be delivered 
to distances \vithin 20 hours of, the dis-
trihuting point without icing and arrive 
in perfect condition. 
In long distance carload shipments, re-
frigerator cars arc re-ice.d in transit so 
that the car product reaches destination 
in perfect condition. 
Besides the shipments to the Far East. 
shipments of frozen Shrimp arc made to 
:111 sections of the United States includ-
ing New York. Chicago, St. Louis, Port-
J:,nd, Seattle, San Francisco and others. 
1vfany cities of Texas also receive the 
11rodi.tct in this form. 
For the Domestic Market 
Packing of Shrimp for the domestic 
111arket is also sometimes done in 10-
pound packages and for certain classes 
of trade barrels arc used. 
1v[echanical Devices employed in the 
handling of the Shrimp from the boats 
to the cleaning and soY:.ting tables were 
specially designed after it developed that 
the business woulrf g-n :->atisfactorilv on 
the basis in the Illinds of thu;:;c wh1J un-
dertook it. 
Holds Up Well in Storage 
Frozen Shrimp remain in storage f(Jr 
long periods and arc in perfect condition 
for con;:;umption. lt is thi;; phase of the 
business that has been valuable to :111 
concerned as it made pos:;ihle an even 
distribution of the product as against a 
fluctuatiug supply. · 
Hmv much the supply ui Shrimp may 
vary is shO\nl by the records of the 
catches made by the trawlers. Sometimes 
a day's catch will be nothing at all. At 
other times it will be from -250 to 300 
pounds and then when the Shrimp art; 
running strong a catch by one boat may 
he as high as 2000 pounds. The further 
fact is tliat \vhen one or the Shrimper" 
gets good catches all of them are likClY 
to do so and it works the othCr \Vay, toO. 
\Vhen it come;:; to the takmg of ::,hrim1j 
either in the open Gulf or in the bavs, 
that is another case of the men engaiert 
knowing their business. First of all lhC\· 
must know how to locate the place.:=; 
where Shrimp arc likelv to be found. In-
to this task goes a nuinber of elements, 
includiru:r the season, the phases of the 
moon, the weather, condition of water 
and numerous other things \vhich the 
(Continued on Page 39) 
SHRIMP SHIPPERS 
"Exclusive U. S. territory avail-
able to reputable old established 
dealers. Cable address, 'Bayfish,' 
• 
A. B. C., 6th Ed. Code." 
Company 
Arcadian Sea2ood 
FISH, SHRIMP, OYSTERS, 
CRABS, TURTLE, ETC. 
501~527 Napoleon Avenue 
New Orleans, La. 





(Fresh or Dried} 
SAN QUENTIN POINT, 
MARIN COUNTY 
When motoring drop in and try our 
Famous Shellfish Cocktail 
Catering to export trade on 
dehydrated stock 
HENRY DOWDEN CO. 
San Francisco Exclusive Selling Agents I 





As Sole Distributor of 
the Popular Nordic Fillet 
of Haddock for South~ 
• 
ern California. ~ ~ ~ ~ 














your Fish Sales. Handle fish the new -...:==;;;__ 
way. Elaborate dealer helps are fur-
nished. Call or write Van Camp Organi-
zations, San Pedro; A. Paladini, Inc., San 
Fran cisco; San Juan Fishing and Packing 
Co., Seattle, Wash.; Superior Egg and 
Poultry Co., Spokane, Wash. 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
~ ~ .. Consistent 
Progressiveness/ 
MERCHANDISING 
HAS ENTERED THE FISH BUSINESS 
And with it a new genuine 
fresh fish product that has all 
the finest staple qualities. 
-insuring finest quality-
Faith of its distributors the 
guarantee of consumer de-
mand. The integrity of its producers 
The Van Camp Organizations 
TAKE PRIDE 
IN ANNOUNCING THEIR EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORSHIP OF SO. CALIF. FOR 
NORDIC FILLET OF HADDOCK 
San Pedro 
Phone 2680 
As always, bringing the finest products in the fishing line to the retail 
trade. 
Our first car is here. Be the first in your community to handle fish 
this new way. Dealer helps are at your disposal. 
Call or Write 







SAN PEDRO MARKET REPORT 
By GEO. T. OTA 
For the first part of June the weather 
was rather cold for this ti111c of the sea-
:'"on and local fishing -..vas very poor but 
from middle of the lllnnlh very hot 
\\'Cather came and local Tuna, Seabass, 
Barracuda, Bonita and other fish were 
being caught regularly forcing prices 
down to create more sales. 
Fish landed in San Pedro 1b.rket for 
the month of 1\..[ay were as follows: 
Barracuda ...... , ... , ... 709,533 lhs. 
Anchovies ....... , . . . . . . 4,265 lbs. 
Blackbass ..... , ... , . . . . 200 lbs. 
Blue hass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210 lbs. 
Bonito ........... , ..... 19,917 lbs. 
Flying fish ............. 12,660 lhs. 
Halibut ................. ..J-5,266 lbs. 
J ewfish ..... , .. , . . . . . . . . 492 lhs. 
Kingfish ................ 52,919 lbs. 
Am. 1-fackerel .......... 273,410 lhs. 
Sp. 1vlackercl . . . . . . . . . . . 5,15R lbs. 
1Iullet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,095 lbs. 
Perch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179 lhs. 
Rockbass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,317 lhs. 
Rockcod ................ 81,.115 lhs--
Sardincs ....... , ........ 1-l-,fiOO lhs. 
Sculpin ................. 11,2()2 lhs. 
Seabass ................. 39,563 lbs. 
Sea trout . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S.7ri7 !bs. 
Shark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,055 lbs. 
Shecphead . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,72-l- lbs. 
Skate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 505 lbs. 
Smelts ................. 30,352 lbs. 
Soles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,108 lbs. 
Swordfish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 710 lbs. 
Tuna ................... ()1,3-l-2 lbs. 
\Vhitefi~h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -l-.682 lbs. 
Yellmvt<~.il ......... , .... 83,858 lbs. 
This report made hy State Fish Ex-
change. 
STEELHEAD IN HAW All STREAM 
By Geo. Ronitz 
Another attempt is being made to stock 
the streams of three of the Hawaiian [s-
lands. 
A shipment of 40,000 steelhead trout 
eg-gs, which arriYed recently from :Birds-
\'iew, \VashinP"ton, has been planted by 
the fish and game division of lhe terri-
torial board of agriculture and forestrY 
in streams of three isl<J.nds, Hawaii, Matii 
and Oahu. The forestry diYision cooper-
·atcd by planting steclhead trout eggs in 
three_ Oahu streams: \Valahole, Kahana 
ami Punaluu, all on the ·windward side 
of the island. 
According to the Pacific Commercial 
Advertiser, this planting continues at-
temptS of the fish and li-ame division tn 
introduce irour into Hawaii streams, 
which were begun some years ago. In ad-
dition to the problems of shipment, the 
attempt is difficult because the topog-
l·aphy of the islands is such that streams 
arc fe-..v and short. Kauai, the wettest of 
the islands, has seemed the most prom-
ising field, and the \Vainiha stream and 
several of those in the Kokee region have 
heen stocked for a number of years. 
TO HANDLE FROZEN FILLET 
Speci<~.l preparations for the handling of 
frozen fillet, in anticipation of an infl~x 
of this type of seafood to Southern Cali-
fornia, are being made hy the Los An-
_!!eles Ice Company. it is announced. 
The plant will he the only one in Los An-
geles able to h::ndle the fish. 
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CLEAR RIVER OF SNAGS 
The Hchalen Bav Snagging associa-
tion of \Vheeler, Ore., organized last 
fall, has purchased a diver's suit and 
already a crew is at work cleaning out 
the debris ·from the river, making it pas-
siblc when the season opens August I 
for the fishermen to fish without the 
usual troubles of snags, 1vhich cause so 
much havoc with nets and dispositions. 
Dave Chambers is president of the 
association and Herman Burmester has 
charge of the sna,(..fging operations . ..Indi-
cations arc for a good season with the 
usual fishermen making ready. 
BROKERS NOT UNNECESSARY 
EVIL 
Brokers are not an unnecessary evil, 
as many seem to Lelieve, according to 
Fletcher \Veiss, who announces an amal-
gamation on June 1 of his interests with 
• \. K. Koulouris. They will specialize 
in car lots. 
Champions of brokers ~ay that the 
broker performs a necessary service in 
the schelllc of things. Buyers must COll-
sult the hroker in order to get the best 
information on the market and for this 
reason the brokers must constantly feel 
out the condition of market;; for their 
clients. All brokers arc organized for 
this purpose. Mr. \:Veiss is a member of 
the National Brokers' Association. 1vlr. 
Koulouris has been in business over 20 
years, gaining much practic;:;l experience 
both in the East nnd the \V e::.t and i:=; 
well knmvn in the business. 
FISH IS FOOD OF GREAT 
VARIETY 
Fish has been called "the food of in-
finite variety." And for those fortunate 
persons who may have the fresh catches 
of the waters adjacent to the Louisiana 
and 1vfississippi territory as an all-year 
table delicacy, there has been developed 
diversity of serving that is indeed of 
seemingly limitless variety. 
Besides the great variety of the fish 
product, there arc the countless ways of 
cooking that have gradually developed 
into an art recognized as peculiarly sec-
tional with reference to some of the most 
popular fish from the Gulf waters, ar;d 
:tvfississippi Sound, Lake Pontchartnun 
and the },fississippi river, and the fresh 
fish of the bayous and small streams 
while the old-time methods in the Creole 
kitchens for the baking and boiling of 
fish with their special recipes are declared 
by gour111ets neYer to have been excell-
ed elsewhere. 
Their world ian1ous "courtbot1illon." 
"bouillahaisc,'' and those favorites of the 
French table, the red fish, red snapper 
and sheepshcad, the delicious soft .shell 
crabs, flounder a la Nouvelle Orleans, 
stuffed hard shell crabs, with a number 
of other choice dishes, arc the marvel 
of those whn refuse other special deli-
cacies offered when visiting N cw Or-
leans, so that they may the better en-
joy "the delicious seafoods as they arl' 
found nowhere else." 
ALASKA SHRIMPS 
A favorable shrimp season is reported 
hy the Alaska Glacier Sea Food Company 
at Petersburg, Alaska. Between 3000 and 
4000 boxes of shrimp were received fro111 
trawlers up to April 1st. 
SALMON SCARCE AT 
SACRAMENTO 
According to a report by Azzie Mere~ 
dith, secretary of the Meredith Fish con-i-
pany, one of the leading wholesalers in 
Sacramento. Calif., the Salmon run has 
practically been a failure. There has not 
been over 1500 pgunds of fish off the 
~"Jacramento river this spring and the 
season closed June 15. 
The lack of fish is attributed to the 
outside trolling and river fishermen be-
lieve . that they will not get fish untiJ 
that is stopped, because it is claimed 
that young and immature fish are caught 
and the Salmon do not have a chance 
to get into the river to spawn. 
OYSTER CONSERVATION 
IN MARYLAND 
The Man·land law requiring all who 
buy oysters. and prepare them for mar-
ket at a fixed place of business to take 
out a license, has been upheld by the 
Federal supreme court. This license 'is in 
the form of a contract with the state 
providing for the payment not only of a 
license fee of $25, but also providing that 
the licensee must turn over to the State 
oi Maryland at least 10 per cent of the 
shells from the ovsters shucked in. his 
establishment or, a"t the discretion of the 
Conservation Department to pay their 
equivalent in money. 
DEVELOPMENT OF LOUISIANA 
OYSTER BEDS 
U ndcr the order issued hv the conser-
vation department, of the Sfate of Louis-
iana requiring oystermen to return to 
waters 10 per cent of the shells in pro-
portion to the number of oysters re-
moved, it is reported 60,000 barrels oi 
shells will be planted this year. 
This development program is exnected 
to place Lottisiana at the head of the 
oyster-producing states of the country. 
The state's oyster territory, covering 
500,000 acrl's, is greater than the avail-
able bottoms of all other states com-
bined, according to James N. McConnell, 
engineer and director or the oyster rli-
vision of the conservation department. 
New oyster beds have been started be-
tween Turkey Bayou and Petit Pass in 
the Mississipni sound, in which Missis-
sippi as well as l,ouisiana oystermen are 
interested, 
NEW ORLEANS SHIPS SEAFOODS 
The Arcadian Sea Food company is 
contributing in a large way to spread be-
fore the countrv the fact that New Or-
leans is <1 seafOod market. Fish, shrimp, 
oysters. crabs and turtles are packed in 
ice anrl shipped in fast express cars to 
virtuallv every state by the Arcadian Sea 
Food cOmpatiy, -..vhose' offices are at 501-
527 Napoleon avenue. 
Seafood is shipped from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific and to virtually all the 
population centers between these ex-
treme points. Cities along the Great 
Lakes buy large quantities of seafood 
from this house. and its products fin~! 
their way into the rolling lands of Ilh-
nois, 1viissouri, Kansas and the heights 
of the Rockies. 
Production of Shrimp, ircsh as well as 
drit>d, by the Spenger Brothers, San Ra· 
fael. has hccn very light with a strong 
market on dried, according- to a report 
by the Henry Dowden company. Dowdell 
has booked dried shrimp orders for fn-
ture deliveries which will last well 
through 1929 at a nry satisfactory price. 
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OCEAN GOLD 
Story hy H. Dunkinlicld Dialogue by Catherine Rogers 
fi'TTiiiUiiil&iiillliYiliiiiMiiiiilliliiiiiiilliliiliilli&iiliiiiiiiUiiliilliililliiJ 
sYN'OPSlS of prccedit1g- chaptt!rs: Joe Cavanest! but not before then," and he turned on 
1 ?o[anud Sorcnito, friend~ since boyhood, each his heel and walked on. - · on~ til;r; up ·cx.pcnsive a~1d fi.!Odet n typ~ fishing J.luat 
alii ·d Kwgfisher and Sea Gull n~5pccttvt:ly, declflcd That evening, as :Manuel entered his naul~ce their ships, much to the dism:ty of Joe's garden, he heard voices aud he stOj)ped 
!0 r p;1u! who is in lovt: with :.\Ianud's daughter 
,anrie Slim llularis, <~iso in love with :Marie, i~ abruptly and listened. By nature he was 
.
1
)!\ first mate. After the race hml heen arrange!!, not an eavesdropper, but something n1ade 
(JC callctl his crew t0(5cther ;1nd told them of it 1 · t d 1 t 1 t"ll AI ·t Jo1 a;ldcd that if the l\ .. Jng!isher won each member 11111 S op an lC S 00{ S 1 · 1, I \\'a:; 
1j1\ 1;e!ll would recci~·e a crisp :;;so.oo hill. '!'he t1jght 1-farie's voice he heard, but '\\"hat wa::> she 
·' eccdin!{ the starting" of the race a mystcnou;; doing out here, he asked himseli; and 
l!r urc uught have been seen to stealthily slip over there was a man with her; it was Paul. ~lie side of the Sea Gull and a little later return. 
\ 111 ·a cleat had hcen attached tn the Sea Gull's Neither seemed conscious of the chilly ltJd~r !JClow the water line to cause a water drag. evening air, so absorbed were they in ~~~i- ohstrustion did it's work and the Kingfisher each other. 
·rJ!; the race easily. Joe was ]lair! his $lUUO.OU 1~.1ke bur :Manl!el was convinced that something Marie \\"as saying, with her head on 1 .~- ~~Tong with his ship anrl deternJineJ to tint\ out Paul's shoulder: "We'll be so happy, and 
::.j1;t it \\'a5. He eventually put the boat un the never quarrel. \Ve'll have! a little white wa)'s alHI then the cleat was tliSCO\'~reJ. Natur<l}IY 
lie hhunes Joe for the treachery. ~uw g"n on \nth house with the ruffied curtains and the 
tile sturr: rose garden." 
Chapter IV "Yes, my dading," said Paul, softly, 
).{anuel was as good as his word, and ''and when I come ashore you'll be there 
accosted Joe just as the latter was about in the doorway, and a steaming hot sup-
to go out tu his beloved Kingfisher, per on the table." 
Full of anger and hate, he blurted out: "Oh, yes," interrupted his sweetheart, 
''\Vait a minute, you blackguard, I have "and there must be a \'arc! where I can 
something to say to you.'' plant tulips and pansieS and S\Yect peas. 
As Joe turned to greet his friend the I love sweet peas; they're so fragrant." 
smile fairly froze on his face, for he could She didn't realize it, but at this mo-
~ce that the other was in deadly earnest, mcnt she loved everything and everybody 
and that his anger was at white heat. in this new found happiness. 
"\Vait a minute yourself," ventured Paul's eyes were shining as he said: 
Joe, "what's the trouble? You know r·m "Yes, and some day there must be a son 
willing tu help if I can.'' -a man child-to carry on my name, 
11 0h, yes," Manuel fairly spat back. that has his mother's eyes.'' l\hrie's eyes 
'~You'd help; you've done ali the helping \\·ere moist, as she buried her face in her 
\'ou're going to do; you just helped your- sweetheart's coat. 
Self to a thousand bucks of mine. Oh, It was at this holv minute that !vlarie's 
res I've had enough of your help," he father spoke. It wis sacrilege to burst in iYc~t on with bitter sarcasm. , upon them like this; hut he was cruel to-
~·Say, ~\fanucl, I deserve a break here; day, and he wanted to hurt everybody as 
control your temper long enough to ex- he had been hurt. Nor did he stop to 
plain yourself; just what are you getting think about regrets or conscience; he just 
at? Don't talk in riddles, I never was wanted to satisfy his own selfishness and 
good at them, talk United States so I'll temper. 
understand," Joe answered, with a show After all, what a human trait that is! 
of impatience. But after we have appeased our selfish-
''\Vell, for the benefit of Nir. Inno- ness and had our reveng"e, it isn't Ycry 
renee," responded Manuel, "I've found satisfying, is it? But man in his ·weakness 
the cleat. All these weeks since that doesn't think till afterwards; sometimes 
race I've heen losing time and money- when it is too late! 
and I thought you my friend. All these When he spoke, it was: ''You insolent 
Weeks I've worried; couldn't get the young puppy, what are you doing here?" 
usual speed; and \Vhen we put her on the and before Paul had time to reply, he 
ways vour dirty \vorlc was brought to went on: "After what vou and your fath-
ligbt." · , er have done, you ha-\·e the audacity to 
1hnucl's recital somewhat cooled him come to mv house and insult mv daugh-
down, in spite of himself; but it was ob- tcr! No, -vou'll never marrv ·her; I'r\ 
vious that he was still full of bitterness. rather see her dead than vour· wife l" 
. Joe was completely bewildered. 'Be- "But, Dad,'' interrupted Marie, sud-
lore God, man, I don't know what you dcnly bursting into tears, "\\That's 
are getting at, or what you're accusing wrong?" 
lllc of. \Vhat's this about a cleat; tell "Go in the house, young lady; I'll ex-
tne?'' he said. plain to you later," he told her. 
1b.nuel sneered. "First time I ever Then he turned to Paul, a!:i ?viarie left; 
heard you were a sleep walker, but the but not before she had flashed her IoYer 
cleat was attached to· the rudder, making a look of faith and trust. 'And," con tin-
her drag water," he 'vent on, with an air ued N!anucl, "as for vou, l don't want 
!tlock superiority. you to come to my house again. I'm 
Joe understood no\v, and was justifi- t1lastcr here, and you and your scheming 
ably angry himself; but realizing that father are forbidden entrance!" 
\';'ords were useless, a waste of breath and Paul was as puzzled as his father harl 
tnue which at the moment were vain- heen at Manuel's sudden display of ani-
1 
able, he looked 1v!enuel squarely in the mosity. He could have easily defended 
eye and, said with deep sincerity: "You himself, but this was ?viarie's father, he 
know as \Veil as l do that I'm incapable kept repeating to himself, and I must re-
of the cowardlv thing vou're accusing me spect him. 
nf. I ought t-o beat )rou to a pulp, but So he answered: "If something has 
. ~or the sake of what's past and your girl come up between you and Dad, I'm sor·-
t Won't. Some day, when the truth comes ry; but whatever it is, I'm in no way to t the surface, and if you're man enough blame, and I don't intend to stop seeing 
h0, sa}· .so-;_tnd I ?till think you are:-I'll your daughter." 
e wdhng to agam call you my fnend; \Vhercupon Manuel doubled his first 
and struck the young man squarely on 
the chin. 
It was a hard blow, and he staggered 
a minute and then sa1d: "If you \Vere ten 
years ynnngcr, I'd give you plenty for 
that; but for 1tarie's sake, I'li hold my 
temper, even if you can't.'' 
(To be continued) 
(\Vhat does l'viarie: do when she hears 
her father's story? Be sure and read 
chapter V. in the next issue.) 
RAPID PROGRESS MADE IN 
FISH PRESERVATION 
(Continued from Page 35) 
men must know if they arc to have any 
sort of success. 
Otter Trawl Used 
For the quantity taking of Shrimp the 
Otter trawl is almost universallv em-
ployed. This trawl is a net with ·a lead 
line at the bottom. On each end of the 
net is attached a board and the.se boards 
are attached to lines operated by block 
and tackle gear from the stern of the 
boat. The boards and net arc su rigged 
that as the boat moves forward the net 
is stretched and carried to the bottom 
with the top of the net running several 
feet forward of the lead line. The length 
of line paid out to the trawl depends up-
on the depth of water in which operations 
are being carried on. 
Importance of the top of the net run-
ning ahead of the ground line lies in 
that the instant Shrimp, feeding on the 
bottom, are disturbed they start upward. 
Thus they arc caught in the net and 
hauled in. VVhen a drag is completed the 
trawl is drawn to the boat and the catch 
bailed out into the boat's boxes. 
Many of the boatsmen also usc a small 
trawl on the same design in making ex-
plorations of the bottom of the Gulf or 
ha\' for Shrimp. Since the stabilization 
uf the market through the new develop-
ment the equipment used in the taking 
of Shrimp has be~n improved and the 
number of boats also increased. All the 
boats arc equipped with auxiliary power 
and many of the skippers are good navi-
gators as well as knowing the things one 
has to know about locating the places 
where catches mav he made. 
The real name Of shrimp is prayn, hut 
the former has long been the name em-
ployed by the tnen engaged in the busi-
ness of taking them. Furthermore, the 
term shrimp is almost universally applied 
bv the consumers and the establishments 
\\;here they arc served. 
A NEW SOURCE OF OIL 
The Burhot is a fresh water relative 
of the Cod. It is found in the G-reat 
Lakes in considerable abundance and has 
been rcgnrded ·as a nui.sance by fisher-
men because of its destructive proclivities 
in two directions-tearing of nets and 
preying on young fry. - Investigators 
have found that Burhot liver oil com-
pares favorably with Cod liver oil in 
medicinal value. Medical authorities re-
port lhat "Cod-liver oil, Shark ail and 
Burhot-liver oil arc highly effective for 
curing xerophthalmia, for protecting the 
body against the effects of a deftciency 
nf calcium, and for the deposition of lime 
salts in rachitic bones." Xerophthalmia 
is an eye disease rcsultil)g from or accom-
panying a vitamin deficiency . 
The pre5ent catch being only about 
half a million pounds annually, this dis-
coven' will have little effect on the me-
r\icinil oil market, though the fisheries 
may develop a factor in thi:; fOnnection. 
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OREG 
CHAS. FELLER, INC. 
Wholesale Fish Dealer 
MARSHFIELD, OREGON 
Umpqua Fish, Storage 
and Supply Company 
Exclusive Producers of 
BRIGGS JERKED FISH 
SEAFOOD SUPREME 
Gardiner, Oregon 
Empire Cold Storage and 
Packing Company 
Mild Cured Salmon, Fresh Fish, Hard Salt 
Salmon, Halibut, Black Cod and Herring 
EMPIRE, OREGON 
In the Coos Bay District 
NEWPORT FISH COMPANY 
CRAD MEREDITH, Manager 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS 
Of Salmon, Halibut, Ling 
Cod and Snappers 
NEWPORT, OREGON 
Nehalem Bay Fish Co. 
H. W. KLEIN, Mgr. 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 
Chinooks, Steelheads, Silvers and Bright 
Fall Salmon 
Let us quote you. 
WHEELER, OREGON 
THE OREGON FISH CO. 
Columbia River Smelts 
Also \Vholesale Dealers and Shippers 
Fresh, Salt and Smoked Fish, Crabs, Clams, Oysters and 
Various Sea Foods 
Telephone Atwater 5 12 7 
143 Front Street Portland, Oregon 
TINT!S FISH MARKET 
Wholesale Distributors of 
Columbia River Salmon, Carp, Suckers and Smelts 
Also all kinds of Fresh, Salt, Smoked and Pickled Fish, 
Oysters, Clams, Crabs, etc. 
Telep·hone Atwater 35 I 1 I 
206 Yamhill Street Portland, Oregon 
Unexcelled Service 
COAST FISHERIES 
Wholesale Fish Dealers 
Sunset Fish Co. Specializing in Salmon, Crabs and Crab Meat Shad and Shad Roe 
Wholesale Distributors of 
Nehalem Bay Chinook, Silverside, Bright Flals. 
and Steelheads, 
Prices on Request 
WHEELER, OREGON 
We Own and Operate Our Own Fleet of 
Fishing Boats 
WIRE US FOR PRICES 
REEDSPORT, OREGON 
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Important Development In Refrigeration 
I:\CE the disco-nry that a fish can S be frozen so as to preserve it in a state of perfect freshness, systems 
f refrigeration have been developed with 
~uch :em~rkable r~pidity as to _create 
confuston m the nunds of many m the 
industry as \Veil as in the minds of the 
general public, reg~rding their relative 
111crit. All are destgned to present the product in a marketable condition as per-
fect as may be, but here at once enters 
the element of economy. 
The heavy refrigerating service neces-
~an' to obtain and maintain the extremely 
io\\: brine temperatures of ..J.O to 50 deg. 
fahr. below freezing, constitutes a fac-
tor toward the modific,ation of ·which ef-
forts are now being directed and systems 
advanced designed to give the same serv-
ice in higher temperatures. The latest 
effort which has come upon the market 
to provide a rapid freezing system at 
comparatively low cost is that \vhich is 
announced from Canada as having been 
perfected by the technical staff of the 
:Maritime Fish Corporation, Ltd., of Mon-
treal and Nova Scotia. 
A Radical Departure 
This system makes the radical depar-
ture of using no brine whatever, but in 
place of this, cold gas is injected directly 
into the freezing apparatus, or rather 
C02 liquid is forced from the compress-
ors into the machine. This machine con-
sists of two suitable size grids made up 
of sf}uare or half-round pipe. At each 
end of these grids, a header is connected 
by special nozzles or throats. Liquefied 
gas rushing into these throats is rapidly 
expanded a11d form C02 snow causing 
a blizzard of C02 sno\V to fo;m inside 
of each grid. The lower grid is station-
ary. It has a steel conveyor belt in di-
rect ron tact with the top surface on which 
is placed the product to be frozen. The 
hottom and sides of the grid are heavilv 
insulated. The top grid is movable. Th"C 
top and sides are heavilv insulated so that 
the botom face forms- the freezing sur-
face. V cry little heat can enter either of 
these grids except through the top of the 
lower, and the bottom of the top grid. 
One may imagine two boxes placed one 
above the other, the top one movable 
and both kept full of C02 snow. One 
now places fish or any other product on 
the top of the lower box (assumed that 
the face of these boxes are constructed 
of very thin metal) then lower the top 
box until its bottom face comes in di-
rect contact with the ·product. 
Double Contact Direct 
This gives a direct contact with nry 
" 
cold surfaces on both top and bottom of 
the product to be frozen; and it is ob-
vious by freezing from both ways the 
process wi11 be very rapid. This is 
roughly what happens when fish or other 
products are placed in this machine. The 
C02 blizzard is going on constantly in 
both grids. 
The Initial Cast 
The C02 snow is, of course, converted 
into gas by heat extracted from the fish, 
and the gas is conducted back to com-
pression apparatus for use again in the 
same way. It is stated that not only is 
the initial cost of this C02 snow machine 
much lower than that of low temperature 
brine freezing apparatus, but that its op-
erating charges are also cheaper on ac-
count of the great efficiency obtained by 
using the gas direct. 1-Ioreover, the lower 
temperatures obtainable arc claimed to 
result in an improved product, and, of 
course, there is the further advantage put 
forward that there is no brine permea-
tion of the fish. 
NEW DISCOVERIES GIVE 
SEAF.OODS GREATER 
IMPORTANCE 
Dr. Wm. Firth Wells, 
Formerly of the U. S. Health 
Department 
EACH year the discovery of new vital elements, extracted from 
the ocean reservoir of life sus-
taining substances, in readily assim-
ilable form, adds new scientific 
arguments for placing fish and 
shellF1sh ever higher on the list of 
protein foods. To those who have 
experienced the appeal of the sub-
tly delicate flavor of sc.a foods 
freshly taken from the water, such 
arguments are superfluous, and the 
physical satisfaction following fish-
cry diet is nature's testjmo-ny to 
the soundness of the doctor's 
recommendation to nourish with 
fish food a svstcm which meat will 
overload. fortunately technical 
methods for catching, dressing, and 
distributing fisheries products arc 
so improving the quality to the dis-
tant consumer, and so simplifying 
the cooking and serving, as to 
bring this boon from the seashore 
conveniently to every household. 
DENMARK'S FISHERIES 
The administration of the fisheries in 
Denmark is dependent on the Ministry of 
Agriculture. The Danish Government 
assists the fisheries by means of loans at 
very low interest, granted to the fishers 
individually, and to their Associations. 
The latest general review of the Dan-
ish fishing industry, shows that in 1926 
about 3000 small motor vessels, 2700 sail 
boats and 7500 rowing boats \Vcre em-
ployed in the coastal fishing. The deep 
sea fishing for haddocks, flounders and 
cud was prosecuted by vessels of larger 
tonnage and erJuippcd with both sail and 
motor. The quantity of fish during 1913, 
1918, 1923 and 1926 was 61, 65, 68 and 78 
million kilograms respectively. The fish 
caught chieHy were flounders, haddocks, 
cod, eels, herrings and mackerel. Small 
quantities of salmon, trout and pike were 
exported. North Sea cod, very large, are 
eviscerated and exported, packed in icc. 
North Sea haddock are also eviscerated 
and packed in ice. Efforts are being 
made to improve the quality of the ex-
ported article. 
NORWEGIAN FISHERIES 
Reports from Sta\'anger state that //,-
165 barrels of herrings were cured in 
Nonvay during the week to 1·'larch 2, 
!1laking a total of 783, 365 barrels for the 
season from January 1, as compared with 
529,2-lO barrels for the corresponding 
period last year The cure in each year 
represents one-fourth of the total catch, 
the balance having been mostly sent to 
the herring oil factories or iced for ex-
port. 
'fhe Norwegian cod fishery continues 
to he extraordinarily productive, especi-
a11y in Lofoten, the aggregate catch to 
1-Iarch 2 amounting to 20,860,000 fish, or 
1,201,000 cwts., while the quantity of 
medicinal oil produced was 634,600- gal-
lons, and 86,200 gallons of livers were left 
over for other oils. The totals at the 
C()rresponding date last year were 8,820.-





REEDSVILLE, Oregon.- A special 
electric refrigerating plant built for the 
Burt:att of Fisheries is being installed in 
the Bureau of Fisheries Laboratory to 
he used for conducting experiments in 
the storage of fish. It is intended prima-
rily to determine the value of fish stored 
for reduction purposes. 
J. E. Lawrence & Co. I I I Steve Duemovich, Owner and Manager THE WESTERN FISH COMPANY Wholesale Distributors MERCHANDISE BROKERS 
General Sea Foods and Fish Products 
242 Salmon Street Portland, Oregon 
I J. H. REEVES- BROKER- Established 1914 Sales Agent fer Firms from Seattle to San Diego 
! New Accounts Solicited Shipper of Salmon, Cod, Suckers, Etc. 
I 809 E. 76th St. N., Portland, Oregon 
~ 
I 
Columbia River Salmon and other Marine Products 
Branches: SPECIAUZING IN CRABS AND CRAB MEAT 
Bay Center, Wash., Walport, Ore. 124-126 First St. Portland, Ore. 
Telephone Broadway 3690 J. F. Meehan, Manager 
PORTLAND FISH COMPANY 
SALMON AND HAUBUT-Also Fresh, Smoked, Pickled 
Fish and Oysters 
.. ~ All Os!:r:t Filled at the Lowest Market Price L:;;;;;;;;;"";,;;F;,;;ro~nii,;,t;;;i= ·;:;: 
T 1-' E 
LANDINGS IN NORTHERN 
PORTS 
1-lureau uf Fisheries statistical reports 
state that during April. 1029, 2,293,000 
}Wtmds of fishery products, valued at 
$279,-l-61, ·were landed bv American fish-
ing vessels at Seattle, \·\rashington, com-
pared with 1,638,900 pounds. valued at 
S165,2Cll, for the same month a year ago. 
This is an in~rease of 40 per cent in 
amount and 69 per cent in value. Col-
h:cting vessels landed J2li,85.2 pounds of 
fishery produt:ts, \'aluetl at $03,280, a:-; 
compared with 382.400 pounds, valued 
at $29.430, for the sallle month a year 
ago. This is a decrease of 15 per cent in 
amnutlt and an increase of 115 per cent 
in value. 
Halibut landings at North Pacific 
}Jorts during April, 1929, amounted to 6.-
i73,126 pounds, as compared with 6,-
904,426 pounds for the same ll\Ollth a 
year ago, registering a decrease of 2 
per cent. Of the total, 5,595,445 pounds. 
nr 83 per cent; were landed by Ameri-
c:m vessels. and 1,177,681 pounds, or 17 
per cent, hy Canadian vessels. 
Landings of Halibut at Prince H.u-
Jlert, British Columbia, accounted for 3.-
-154.536 pounds, or 51 per cent of the 
total landings; Seattle, 2,02.1,100 poumls, 
(•- 30 per cenl; and ports in Alaska. 1,-
111, 680 pounds, or 16 per cent. The land-
ings at Vancouver and Victoria, British 
Columbia, amounted to .1 per cent. 
FILLET OUTPUT INCREASING 
IN NEW ENGLAND 
The output of package fish in the New 
England states continued to f.ncrease 
rapidly, the production in 1928 being" 
valued at over 9 million dollars, accord-
ing to Bureau of Fisheries reports. To 
supply the demand ior raw fish by the 
packers, more vessels fishing with outer 
trawls were acj.ded to the fleet, so that 
now 288 vessels of over five net tons are 
outfitted with this gear, and operated 
from the three principal ports. Landings 
of fish at these ports by all vessels were 
larger in 1928 than in any year for which 
there arc records, and also, the value 
was greater. The package fish trade is 
now on a sounder basis, and methods 
used at the packing plants arc being mod-
ernized. Larger quantities of package f1sh 
are being frozen, thereby making this 
product a more staple commodity of 
commerce. VVhilc Boston, Gloucester and 
Portland continue to receive the greater 
portion of the landings of lish by vc-:;-
sels, larger quantities are being landed 
at ·other Nen' England ports, especially 
at Vinal Haven, Me .. and Groton, Conn. 
Sardine canni11g in :.O{aine recovered from 
the slump of 1927 with a production 
valued at over eight million dollars. Much 
nf the package output is going to the in-
terior and even to the \\Test coast. 
CRAB COOKING SHED BURNS 
Reedsport, Oregon-The crab cooking-
shed of Pete ~vlorin, of \Vinchester Bav, 
was burned down this past week. He 
was using tar and gasoline in tarring 
some netting when it ignited and hurned 
thP huildinq down. 
The crah season is just starting here 
with indication::. of a good season. 
The cheapest. stupidest and easiest 
thing in the world to do ami therefore is 
the most common and customary is tn 
find fault. 
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Photo shows main plant of the Van Camp Organi~ations, at municipal fish 
wharf, San Pedro, Calif., upper left and upper right, Los -Angeles plant; 
belcw it is the General 1< i.sheries Corporation, where the Van Camp 
Organi~arions do their freezing; in left corner is the San Diego office of 
the Van Camp Organization; in center is C. M. Small, manager of the 
Oq:anization 
FREEZING THE LOBSTER 
Indications arc that freezing processes 
will bring about <1 change in the Lobster 
industry. For some time dealers on the 
Atlantic Coast Jnye been experimenting 
with Lobster-meat, rapid-frozen, and 
packed in cans or cartons. Newfoundland 
and Maritime Province packers see great 
possibilities in this new method of proc-
essing and believe it will revolutionize the 
industry. One prominent Lobster packer 
g-oes so far as to express the belief that 
it would eventually {lisplace canning. 
The freezing of Lobsters in the shell, 
fresh and boiled, has been tried, but the 
results have not been wholly favorab!C. 
Ho-wever, the freezing of whole Lobsters 
is still in the experimental stage, and it j5 
quite possible that some process may he 
devised by which Lobsters can b'e shipped 
frozen and defrosted in a first-class con-
dition. 
SALTED, SMOKED AND DRIED 
Specie~ of Size or Nor. Cal. I\-'Iontcn:y San Pedro San Diego 
Fish t;nantity District llietri~t Di:<tri::t. District Tutu! 
__ , ___
Anchovies 2~/2tb cans 
(12 to case) 32 32 
Anehodes, salted JO!b kits 05 95 
25lb ldts 13 13 
280lh bbls. 29 29 
Bismarck herrings IOfb pails 4li0 460 
Herrings, smoked Pounds 28110 28ll0 
rvlackerel, salted 10lh kits 3020 3020 
1v[ackerel, smoked Pounds 23192 23192 
rvlixed fish, dried Pounds 114459 114459 
Mixed fish, salted jlounds 258143 258143 
H.ollmops lOth ldts !ii5 675 
Sablefish, smoked Pounds 110193 110!93 
Salaechini 1 Olh eases 325 325 
50th eases 415fl 4155 
IOO!b cases flO 50 
Salmon, mild cured Tierees 18i4 1874 
Salmon, salted Pounds 4380 4380 
Salmon, smoked Pnunda 46125 46125 
Sardines, salted 251b kits 115G tl51l 
50lb bbls. iS iS 
HlOlh bbls. 43 43 
280ih bbls. 201 201 
Sardines, smoked Pounds 20202 20202 
Sardines, sirloins 8 oz. jars 
98 (24 to case) HS 
Shad, mild cured 'l'ierces HHi tO& 
Shad, smolnldQQ Pnunds 5000 5000 
Shrimps, dried Pounds 85918 85918 
Squid, dried Pounds 154ti00 !54600 
MISCELLANEOUS DATA 
525 Fish flour Tons 525 
Fish meal Tnns 220 12355 12923 2367 27865 
Fish oil Gallons 11847 2·144809 12ti8518 24068 3749302 
Estimated value of pack $i08415 $7712747 $1221i3151 $38!)4543 $24578S5!i 
Number of employees 432 1898 30!Hl 1289 67119 
Value of packing plants $1075420 $2309400 $4805891 $1117175 $9427886 
Number of plants 27 15 18 8 &S 





E. J. Whitman, President Est. 1892 
HAINES OYSTER CO. 
Largest shi.ppers of Shellfish 
on the Pacific Coast 
Pugel Sound Scallops, Shrimpmeat, Crabmeat, Olympia Oysters, 
Rock Point Oysters, Deep Sea Crabs, Clams and all other shellfish. 
-QUALITY ALWAYs-
Pier No. 12. Telephone Main 6800. Seattle, Washington 
HALL and OLSON 
PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS 
-OF-
Chinooks, Silvers, Steelheads and Bright Fall 
Salmon, also Sturgeon 
SOUTH BEND, WASHINGTON 
j West Coast fisheries 
· Serves the West Coast 
I 
Not only in name but 
IN FACT 
I Offices at Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif., and Representatives and Correspondents from San Diego to I Seattl .. :: Subscription, $3.50 per annum, 
WHEN YOU ARE IN DOUBT 
Get in touch with the 
WHIZ FISH CO. 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 
FRESH, SALT AND SMOKED FISH 
Always on the Job 
&tnblislwd l !:\93 
Whiz Dock, Seattle, Washington 
Wnshington Stnte Health 
Certificate No. 3 
J. J. BRENNER OYSTER CO. 
Growers and Wholesale Shippers of the 
FAMOUS FRESH OLYMPIA OYSTERS 
AND CLAMS 
502 Fourth Ave. West Olympia, Washington 
TACOMA FISH AND PACKING COMPANY 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS 
OF FRESH, FROZEN AND SMOKED FISH 
Specializing in Puget Sound Salmon 
ll07 Doclr Street Telephone Main 1061. Tacoma, Washington 
43 
San Juan Fishing 
& Packing Co .. , Inc. 
WHOLESALE DEALERS, PACKERS AND SHIPPERS OF 
Fresh, Frozen, Salt, Smoked 
and Canned Fish 
ALSO: Fresh prime chilled Salmon and Halibut 
Steaks wrapped in parchment paper bearing San 
Juan trade mark and packed in small, convenient 
size fiber packages. 
-BRANCHES-
Seward, Alaslra • Port Lawrence, Alaska - Ketchikan, 
Alaska - Uganik Bay, Alaska - Port San Juan, 
Alaska - Tutka ·Bay, Alaska - Pacific Fisheries Co., 
LTD., Prince Rupert, B. C. 
FOOT OF STACY ST. 
Seattle, Washington 
John Hannula Jr. Fish Company I 
Producers and Distributors 
Throughout the Year of 
Steelhead, Chinook Silver, and Salmon 
NO CLOSED SEASON 
Foot of D Street 
Telephone 530 I 
Aberdeen, Washington 
OLSEN FISH AND 
COLD STORAGE CO. 
Producers and Distributors 
FRESH, FROZEN, SALT AND 
SMOKED FISH 
No Order Too Small or Too Large for Presonal Attention 
Pier No, 12, Seattle, Washington 
IF IT'S SEAFOOD-SEE US 
RIPLEY FISH COMPANY, INC . 
DEPENDABLE QUALITY 
Pier No. 9 Seattle, Washington 
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Experiments in Frozen Food Shipments 
GRAPES SENT TO THE ORIENT TO TEST THE MARKET; BERRY SHIP/IJENTS TO ATLANTIC COAST 
INCREASING 
1\TPOH.TAN. 'J' experiments are being conducted in the shipment of frozen grapes and various varieties of berries from the Pacific coast to distant markets 
with fair promise of success. A short time ago a_ 
case of frozen grapes was shipped from San Francisco 
to the Orient to test the possibilities in that market. 
I~ is carried by the refrigerator ship Silverbelle con-
signed by the General Fruit Packing Corporation with 
the co-operation of the United States Department of 
Commerce. The grapes will be delivered to Depart-
ment of Commerce offices in Asiatic cities for inspec-
tion by prospective importers. The outcome of this 
experiment is awaited with keen interest by vineyard-
ists, for its significance is apparent to all. 
Berries to tire Atlantic. Coast 
In an arti'cle counseling care in the guardianship of 
frozen goods and particularly in relation to frozen ber-
ries, the current number of the Canning Age of New 
Y ark expresses the belief that the cold pack will as-
sume large enough proportions to make it worth while 
for dealers to purchase refrigerating units of this na-
ture, as the proper safeguarding of the cold pack 
fruit and vegetables becomes even more necessary with 
the present tendency toward the packing in small units 
of one or two pounds for direct sale to the individual 
co"'nsumer. As \Vas pointed out by James "E. McCon-
lde, in his address before the Nortlnvest Canners' As-
sociation at Portland, Oregon, in January, says the 
Age, '~the sale in the same package in which the fruit 
was originally packed and frozen has not exceeded a 
million pounds in any single year and only during the 
1928 season even approached that figure. Nevertheless 
there is positive indication that this pack will increase 
rapidly every season dnring the next three years. 
In a timely monitory article the Canning Age em-
phasizes the necessity of the greatest care all the way 
from the producer to the consumer, for on this rests 
the success or failure of this mode of marketing. It says: 
11 Follo\\' the course of a frozen berry on its 3,000 
odd mile journey across the country to its ultimate 
destination on the house"\vife's table -and see for your-
self what factor in the guardianship of frozen food ;1eeds 
the most attention and caution at this phase of the cold 
pack development. There are five stages of such a 
journey. ( 1) The packing factory in V.,i ashington or 
Oregon. (2) 'l'he 'J'ranscontinental railroad journey. 
(.1) The arrival at storage warehouse· on the Atlantic 
seaboard. (4) The trip by delivery truck from the 
warehouse to the merchant and (5) the transfer of the 
packing by the merchant to the housewife who makes 
the purchase. Chilled fruit is positively under ice 
C\'ery second of its journy throughout the first four 
stages enumerated above. The education that "\viii 
make or break the industry must be disseminated to 
the agency that presides over the ·fifth stage-in other 
words, the merchant. l:Te must be shown that his 
packages of frozen berries or vegetables must be kept 
in an ice box or a refrigerated show case. Strange as 
it may seem, the butcher and the ice cream dealer are 
the most ideally' ectuipped mechants to handle the. / 
frozen food. The butcher, it is true, Is not handling { 
the cold pack but fancy grocers, delicatessen stores, 1 
drug stores with sen•ing counters and dairy drug stores , 
are doing the real work. The chain stores already are 
commencing to put in new and larger refrigerators to 
encourage frigid foods. Frozen berries are packed at 
various canneries in the Northwest. A refrigerated 
warehouse stands adjacent to the packing department at 
the best of these. The food thus goes immediately un- ' 
der refrigeration. The containers are transferred by 
1
1 
three minute service into refrigerated raiload cars in r 
which state they are watched and checked contin~ ! 
uously in their travel across the continent. These cars }!1; 
are re-iced five times during the 3,000 mile journey. 
Plans are now being perfected \Vhereby a record of 
temperature prevailing during every minute of the car's 
journey will be available to the buyer of a carload of t 
frozen food by means of a special thermometer fur-
nished by a coast packer and enclosed in each car. The 
car arrives by consignment at a refrigerated warehouse 
such as the Seaboard Terminal \Varehot1ses or the _F. 
C. Linde storage plant, New York. Tracks at Linde's 
run directly to the unloading shelter of the warehouse 
and next to the entrance to the elevator which will 
convey the frozen packages directly to the refrigerated 
room. There they are stored in temperatures ranging 
from 15 to 20 degrees. The food is then taken de-
livery of by distributing jobbers who, in part, furnish 
refrigerated trucks for hauling and distribution to the. 
retailer. Still the package remains under refrigeration. 
But here the danger begins. The retailer must co.: 
operate. He must carry- on the protection furnished 
the frozen food by placing the package in his ice box: 
Only in that way will the menace to the success of cold 
packed food be eradicated." 
Fills Lo11g Felt Need 
The world has long felt the need of a low-tempera-
ture car for the transportation of frozen products, and 
the Automatic Iceless Refrigerator c~r has met that 
requirement and is the only car operated today ,that 
can be wholly depended upon to produce temperatures 
below 25° and hold them without variation. This has 
been "\vell demonstrated in the handling of nearly 7,-
000,000 pounds of frozen l:;'illet or Haddock during the 
past eight months, at temperatures below zoa F.-with~ 
out a single failure. ,_rhis Haddock was shipped frQnt 
the coast of New England to points in the far west, 
such as Pueblo, Denver, Albuquerque, Butte, San An~ 
tonio, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
Spokane, Seattle, and many other places. In many iw 
stances, the outside temperature through which ship~ 
ments passed ran up as high as 120° F., but the tctn~ 
perature of the lading was practically unchanged. 
The carriers, too, have manifested much interest in 
the development of ,this car on account of many of its 
superior features; like,vise, it has solved some of their 
most trying problems. 
1929 THE 
GREAT LAKES FISH SUPPLY 
MAY BE RESTORED 
Mr. S. L. Boutin, who has been in the 
fish business· at Bayfield, 'Wis., for a 
quarter century or so, and who has been 
coming out to California to winter for 
several seasons. becau.se the fish busin~ss 
there in the wmter 1s pretty much hke 
the run of molasses, and because he does 
not get so much of a kick out of zero 
weather as in former years. Mr. Boutin 
!eft home on the 12th of January. by auto-
mobile and came very near gettmg stuck 
in the snow before he reached the limits 
of his home town. He managed to con-
tinue on, ho>vcver, and the continuance 
is considerable when you circle around by 
way of Texas, which, of course, was the 
only route open. VVhile here he was the 
guest of his old friend, B. 1L Wiest of 
Fletcher, Wiest & Co. Before starting 
tin his return trip on the 15th of April 
he paid a pleasant visit to the WCF of-
fice. 1vir. Boutin said his firm had never 
done any business on tt1is coast, but may 
try it out next fall, as the demand for 
fresh water fish is considerable. Lake 
Trout, \Vhite Fish and Pike are varieties 
that are favorably received wherever they 
can be marketed. 
!v[r. Boutin reported the falling off in 
the catch in the Great Lakes to be tre-
mendous. Twenty years ago it was 
thought impossible to reduce the Herring 
horde in Lake Michigan, but today finds 
it pretty well skinned out. _Wher'e Mr. 
Boutin's firm in former years handled 
.1,000 to 1,500 tons during the season, the 
\'Olume is now 200 to 300 tons. 1vir. 
Boutin has been very active for a num-
ber of years in efforts to apply conserva-
tion measures, and now some very dras-
tic legislation is being exacted and more 
considered, hut the efforts arc very much 
belated. 
The Bureau of Fisheries, however, is 
now taking a hand in the Lakes situation. 
A censns is already under way by a staff 
from the bureau ill co-operation with ex-
perts from Ontario, Ohio, New York and 
Pe11nsylvania operating on Lake Eric. 
As each year's figures are tabulated, 
they will he compared with those of other 
years and a mortality table, much like 
that drawn up for hm11an beings by in-
surance companies, will be devised to 
show where legislation should be pointed 
to maintain an abundance of fish life. 
The census is the most important step 
hei1tg" taken to cnlllbat the extermination 
of StLJrgeon in all the lakes, Bluefin in 
Lake Superior. Blackfin in Lake )i!ichi-
gan, Hloater in Lake Ontario, and the 
~eductinn of \Vhitefish from first place 
1!1 11:\00 tn f:fth place in 1927. 
Blame for the wholes<J.le destruction of 
fishery re;;n11rces already ha;:; been placed 
OH too intcnsi~:e fishing. 
The yields in the Great Lakes have de-
clined 1{i.2 per cent in the seven-year 
I1eriod of 1921-.1927, as compared with 
the jJerinrl of 1914-1920. 
l11 take 2vfichigau the decline has been 
.1.1 per cent, 19.5 per cent in Lake Eric, 
51X Pl'r cent in Lake Huron, and three 
Per cent in Lake of the VVoods, Nama-1~<111, and Rainy lakes. 
TO PACK CORDOVA CRABS 
.A well equipped moder11 packing plant 
W1t cold o;torage in connection is being 
_established at -Cordova, Alaska bv the 
Northern Sea Food Company, a sUbsidi-
ary of the Alaskan Glacier Sea Food 
Conlpany. The concern began operations 
April 1st. 
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LESS ALASKA HERRING 
PICKLED, MORE USED 
FOR OIL 
The use of herring for oil and 
meal or fertilizer in southeastern 
Alaska and PrinCe WilHam Sound 
has developed so rapidly; in recent 
years that it is assuming alarming 
proportions. In 1926, according to 
official reports, these two districts 
produced over six times as much 
herring oil as in 1922, but the yield 
of pickled herring, in spite of good 
prices for the product, amounted to 
only one-eighth that in .the earlier 
year. The manufacture of these 
by-products, at first a side line to 
utilize the >vastage of the saltcries, 
has now become the chief object 
of the fishery in these districts. 
These facts, together with a decline 
in abundance of herring in certain 
regions, have aroused the fear of 
depletion in the minds of 'the her-
ring fishermen themselves as \vel\ 
as in the salmon and halibut fisher-
men, who are indi rcctly depcnden t 
upon the herring supply. 
Investigations of the herring fish-
ery, begun 1925 by George A. Roun-
sefell, have been continued. Most 
of the work has been done in cen-
tral Alaska, where conditions are 
most favorable for studying the life 
history of the hCrring. Of direct 
Learing upon the problem of deple-
tion is the discovery of natural 
variations in abundance due to vary-
ing success of spawning, and the ex-
istence or nonexistence of dominant 
age herring, and which cause enor-
mous fluctuations in abundance, 
have been studied. Although mon: 
information on this point is re-
quired and is bcir1g collected, pres-
ent studies show conclusively that 
this phenomenon docs occur. To 
discover the effect of such domi-
nant age· groups on the commercial 
catch, detailed statistic showing the 
time and place of each catch and 
the amount of gear required are be-
ing collected for later analysis. 
LOOKOUT ON TOWER FISHES 
WITH TELEPHONE 
Ncar a Sl11all village on the 1{cditerra-
n<.:an coast, where fishing is the principal 
industrv, is an odd-looking steel frame-
work, Supported by braces and leaning 
far out over the water. At the upper end, 
in a small cage, stands a man with a tele-
phone at his side. He is a watcher, on the 
alert for schools of fish that can be seen 
at snme distance from his lofty elevation. 
\Vhcn a school of fish is sighted, he tcle-
phnnes to the village and the men hurry 
to their nets and boats. 
In Nt~ed of Protection 
"Heaven will protect the poor working 
girl," the old song says, but what we 
want to know is who is going to protect 
the [Joor fish the working girl is work-
ing. 
The Colored Plumber 
"No, suh, Rastus, Ah could never marry 
a careless man." 
"\Vhat yo' means, careless?" 
"Why, bringing me 'way out heah in 
yuh car and den running out of gas." 
"Mandy, dat ain't carclcssness-dat'.s 
foresight.'' 
CASTING ABOUT 
Hold tile World',, Tuna Supply 
BUT speaking of running up the price of fish, the Tuna packers of South-
ern California virtually have had .a 
monopoly of this product since it was 
brought on the market, because prac-
tically the entire Tuna supply of the 
world is packed in San Diego and around 
Los Angeles Harbor. Has the cost to 
consumer been raised to prohibitive 
prices? VVell, hardly. That prohibitive 
price is what the packer very cautiously 
shears a>vay from. He has pretty clear 
ideas regarding the price at which stock 
will move and at which it will not move. 
The packer cannot sit dovm and devour 
his stock, nor can he put it in a mu-
seum where some newspaper freaks ought 
to be. He has to sell it in order to keep 
on canning and it can be sold only at a 
price the public will voluntarily pay, 
which has its limits, and it is not the sky 
by a long, long shot. With the great 
overwhelming majority it is what they 
can afford to pay! Stick a hook there! 
* * ' The Research Department of the Los 
Angeles Chamber of Commerce has is-
sued a vest pocket booklet· of economic 
statistics of Los Angeles city and conn-
tv in which are presented resources, ad-
Vantages and attractions. Amongst the 
inviting features discovered by the Re-
search Department are Climate, Temper-
ature, Rainfall, Telephones, Automobiles, 
Stock Exchange Transactions, Agricul-
tural values, Commerce, Manufacturers, 
Bank Clearings, Population, etc., but the 
fact that Los Angeles Harbor is the larg-
est fish receiving port on the Pacific 
Coast, the second largest in the United 
States and the fourth largest in the 
,,·orld has apparently escaped detection, 
or possibly the fishing industry is not 
regarded as a resource, advantage or at-
traction, so the Research Department is 
not searching for anything of interest 
connected therewith. There are a few 
million dollars invested in the industrv in 
one way and another, but that, of coUrse, 
is a mere bag-o'-shclls compared with the 
Stock Exchange as a res our c c or 
attraction. 
* * * 
Corrolwruting Testinwny 
f.,{r, Tregarthen is not alone in cDn-
clu;;ions regardi,ng Scalions. He has 
Curator, C. G-. Boulenger, of the London 
Zoological Gardens on his side. The re-
port Of the Society just issued, gives a 
detailed accotmt of the amount of food 
consumer! during the past year hy the 
inhabitants of the Gardens. "The menu 
supplied for the vcar cost .ps,·ooo, and by 
far the most exiJensive boarders are the 
fish-eaters," stales the curator. The pop-
ulatiun of the seas, as represented in the 
aquarium, are cheaply catered. Not so, 
hnwever, the aquatic mammals which cat 
enormously, A sea lion must have 40 
pounds o(fish a day. The Zoo is spared 
having to cater for an elephant seal. A 
specimen of this animal measuring 
eighteen feet in length, weighing 5,000 
pounds is living at present in Hagen back's 
Animal Park, at Stellingen, near Ham-
burg, Germany, and is the world's most 
expensive pet, costing its owners $150.00 a 
week in food. Over 400 pounds a fresh fish 
is daily required to satisfy its appetite. So 
it is quite reasonable to conclude that 
sume Seals and some Sealions eat fish 
quite regularly. 
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Distributors of Fresh, Frozen Cured, Salted and Smoked Fish 
~ Teleph;:~""vAn·d;k:, 3067 ~ . 
604 East Fourth Street Los Angeles, California 
-Fir~ns advertising on tltis par~e ure exclusively represented in SoutJtern California by KOULOURIS & WIEST ~ 
! STARFISH COMPANY I i 
SHIPPERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS 
I -OF-
Fresh Chinook, Silverside, Bright Fall and i 
. Steelhead Salmon in Season 
MAIN OFFICE, WHEELER, OREGON 
i BRANCH OFFICE, BAY CITY, OREGON 
.;,:innll:,...,., ..• -
THE MEREDITff FISH COMPANY 
Wholesalers of Sacramento River Salmon, 
Catfi~h. Striped Bass and Shad i LARGEST SHIPPERS IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
P. 0. Box No. 954 Tel. Main 545 ! 




Sanitary Oyster Co. I 
Planters and Packers of Delaware Bay Oysters 
I 
Quality and Service Guaranteed 
I 
PORT NORRIS, NEW JERSEY 
----
.. 
J. W. ANDERSON, Mgr. 
Warrenton Fisheries Co. 
I 
I~· 
Crabs and Crab Meat 
Oldest Crab Shippers in Warrenton 
WARRENTON, OREGON 
Washington Fish & Oyster Co., !;;-~~--·-, 
Producers and Distributors 
FRESH, FROZEN, SALT AND SMOKED FISH 
Also All Kinds of SHELL FISH 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
CODFISH 
DEEP SEA BRAND COD STRIPS 
DEEP SEA BRAND 2~LB. COD BLOCKS 
BRISTOL BRAND 1-LB. COD TABLETS 
BRISTOL BRAND COD MIDDLES 
KOULOURIS eSc WIEST 
Las Angeles, California 
Agents 
The Bluefin Tuna season is in full swing along the Southem California coa3t, but are caught only by nets, thus the excitement is not as great as thiS 
spring when the above photographs were shot while the Ycllowfin Tuna season was at its height at Cape San Lucas, Lower California. Some rare actlcll 
pictures, one of them showing Tuna being hauled in, were taken 
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A PIONEER FISHING MAN 
One nf the pioneers nf the fishing 
indtt:'itry in California was Joseph 
Chapman, a Yankee who had been 
shanghaied at Honolulu by a Buenos 
Anes pirate craft raiding the Cali-
f(;rnia coast during the period when 
the Spanish colonies were all in re-
ndt incited by Napoleon. and the 
first boat was a schooner built on 
Lus Angeles .1--rarbor for the padres. 
Being built primarily for the pursuit 
of otter it may be said to h::nre been 
a fishing- craft. 
1'he interesting story, which con-
stitutes a chapter of early California 
historY. is related hv _Lawrence L. 
Hill i~1 La Reina-Cos Angeles In 
Three Centuries, published by the 
Security Trust & Savings Bank com-
memorating the fortieth anniversary 
of the founding of that institution. 
'Thi~ admirable volume of 208 pages 
cuntains. in addition to e\'entful and 
engaging sketches nf history. much 
\·;:duablc information regarding- the 
progre~s of El Pueblo de N tlestra 
Senora la Reina de Los Angeles, as 
the city was christened. 
WILMINGTON 
4 Fisheries 
Wholesale Distributors by Experience 
Producers Quote Us On All Kinds of Fresh Fish and 
Specialties 
224M6 W, Anaheim 
WILMINGTON, CALIFORNIA 
FORT BRAGG 
WHEN IN THE MARKET 
FOR NORTHERN CALIFORNIA SALMON 
Wire The 
UNITED FISH co. 
FORT BRAGG, CALIF. 
WHOLESALE.FISH DEALERS AND PACKERS 
OF SALMON 
rn communicating with advertisers kindly mention 





Los Angeles Harbor in the Early Days 
SACRAMENTO 
Telephone !I·Iain 4i5 EST. 1880 
TONG SUNG COMPANY 
Commission Merchants and oldest Fish Shippers in 
Northern Californa 
Branch: Reno, Nevada . , 916 Third St., Sacramento, Cal. 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
E'tabli'l"d 1918 Tolophono 864 -~ 
w~!~. ~~~~~ :r~~~. ~~~r~.~Y,,h I 
581 Dana Street P. 0. Box 305 San Luis Obispo, Calif. \ 
SANTA MONICA 
PALACE FISH COMPANY 
P, L. HINES, Owner 
Shippers, quote us-on Halibut, Salmon, Striped Bass, Roe, 
Shad, Catfish, Shrjmps and all ltinds of Specialties 
Established since 190'~ 1421 3d St., Santa Monica, Calif. 
EST. ,1920 JIM MATTHEWS, PROP. 
MATTHEWS FISH COMPANY 
Dealers in all kinds of fresh fishMShippers quute us on specialties 
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MONTEREY 
WE SHIP THE BEST AND FRESHEST 
U. HIGASHI, Proprietor 
The Higashi Fish Co .. 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 
-OF-
ALL KINDS FRESH FISH 
Telephone 857 29 City Wharf 
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 
I. Takigawa, Pres., Mgr. Est. Since 1902 
Pacific Mutual Fish Co., Inc. 
Producers and Distributors of 
FRESH FISH 
WE SHIP ANYWHERE 
Write us regarding SHELL and SLICED 
ABALONE, MILD-CURED SALMON, SAR-
DINES and ANCHOVIES in brine or dry salted. 
Telephone 368-P. 0. Box T 
Cable Address "'Pac-Mutual"" 
23-25-27 Municipal Wharf, Monterey, California 
SANTA BARBARA 
Wire for Our Quotations Established 1870 
S. LARCO FISH COMPANY 
We ship eveiywhere---all kinds of California Sea-Foods. 
Special attention given to standing orders 
SERVICE PAR-EXCELLENCE 
Specializing in Lobsters--Live and Cooked 
214 State Street Santa Barbara, California 
NEWPORT BEACH 
J. P. HORMAN FISH CO. 
WHOLESALING 
Halibut, Rock Cod, Rode Bass, Mackerel, Jewfish and Smelts 
Telephone 350-W Newport Beach, Calif. 
FRANK SUTTORA FISH CO. 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS 
Halibut, Rod[ Cod, Rock Bass, Madterel, Jewfish and Smelts 
269 or 134 Beach, Calif. 
SAN PEDRO 
PIONEER FISHERIES 
Wholesalers of nll kinds of Fresh Fish, Perch, Kingfish, Smelts, 
Mackerel, Lobsters, Etc. 
STANDING ORDER SPECIALISTS 
Telephone 10, Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
' 
SAN PEDRO 
Independent Fish Co. 
G. MINEGHINO, Mgr. 
Wholesale Distrilnttors of Sea Foocls 
"When Others Fail Try Us" 
Specializing in Standing Orders 
Phone 475 Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro 
We Handle Nothing But the Best 
At Lowest Prices. Good, Fresh Fish Products of all kinds, at all 
times. Send us your standing order 
"'If It Swims, We Have It'" 
PACIFIC COAST FISH CO. 
and NAKAHARA ·coMPANY 
Ship Chandlery and Supplies 
Phones: 907 and 908 P. 0. Box: 267 
Municipal Fish Whar£, San Pedro, Calif. 
SAN PEDRO FISH CO. 
Wholesale Dealers and Standing Order Shippers of all 
California Seafoods 
PROMPT and RELIABLE-"QUICK SERVICE,. 
Municipal Fish Wharf San Pedro, California 
Vincent Di Meglio 
Annie Di Meglio 
Jack Cuomo 
Est. 1897 
Ocean Fish Company 
DISTRIBUTORS 
All Kinds Fresh, Salted, Smoked and 
Fish Specialties 
Standing Order Given Special Attention 
WIRE FOR OUR 
QUOTATIONS 
TELEPHONES 
Market Phone 229 
Residence Phone 1596 I 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, Calif. I\ 
~====~I Established 1897 
W c ship standing 
orders all over Texas, 
California, ArizonRt 
Nevada, New Mexico, 
Etc. 
NOTE: We are large 
buyers of all kinds of 
Fresh Fish and Sp~ 
cialties. Please quote 
us on volume. 
Producers, Packers and Shippers of Ali Kinds. of 
FRESH, SAL TED and SMOKED FISH 
LOBSTERS, OYSTERS, CRAl:lS 
Standard Fisheries Company · 
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SAN PEDRO 
Cable Address, "Mutual" 
Bentley's Complete Phrase 
Mutual 
Fish Company 
Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
Wholesale Fresh Fish Dealers 
Import-Export-All kinds of marine products 
"IJ-.-IJ .. 
Packers of 
"Pampco" Brand Tempra Fish Cake 
"IJ-IJ" 
George T. Ota, Manager 
T clegraph "Mutual" for your fish requirements 
Established 1911 Telephones~ 333 and 334 
ZANKICH BROS. FISH CO. 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS WITH A REPUTATION 
Telephone 1474, Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
-
STAR FISHERIES 
Wholesale Distributorn of All Kinds of Southern Calif. Sea Foods 
If you crave Service place your requirements with us 
Telephone Main BIOS Telephone 2525 
P. 0. Box 985, San Diego, Calif. MunieiPnl Fish Whnrf, SM Pedro, cal. 
Y. KAMIYA, Mgr. E•t. 1910 
CENTRAL FISH COMPANY 
Shippers of all kinds of Southern California Fresh Fish. 
Depend on us to supply your wants regardless of the quantity 
MAINTAINING JAPANESE SHIPPING DEPARTMENT 
''Standing Orders" 
Tel. 834. Care Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
LOS ANGELES 
MARINE FISH COMPANY 
We nre Large Buyers of All Kinds of Seafoods. Quote us Volume. 
We opemte 13 Stock Trucks covering all of Los Angeles County. 
Telephone TRinity 5371. 1214 Produce St .. Los Angeles, Calif. 
CENTRAL FISH AND OYSTER CO . 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTICF.:-We buy all ldnda of Fish, espe~ 
dally Carp, Blaclt Cod, Mullet, White Fish, Rock Cod, Halibut 
Salmon and Specialties. 
Tel. VAndike 3740. 1012~14 So. Central Ave., Los Angeles, Calif 
LOS ANGELES 
Wreden Packing & Provision Co. 
Extensive Dealers in Fish Meat and Poultry in Los Angeles 
for the past 30 years. 
PRODUCERS AND SHIPPERS KINDLY QUOTE DIRECT 
Main Plant and Offices: 
129 South Main Street Los Angeles, California 
Phone MUtual 4351 
VINCENT N. VITALICH 
FISHERY PRODUCTS 
RELIABLE BROKER OF ALL KINDS OF SEA FOOD 
Fresh, Salt or Cured 
VAndylu!' 2927 1246 E. 6th St., Los Angeles, Calif. 
CALM EX 
BRAND MINCED ABALONE 
HENRY DOWDEN co. DISTRIBUTORS 
598 Clay Street San Francisco, Calif. 
Pacli:ed by MARINE PRODUCTS CO. 
Pa.dters of ABALONE, TUNA, LOBSTER a.nd other sea. foods 
~~._._._.;E~x~o~or~t-O~ffi~r~~~4~1~6-W~•~·t~Bt~h~S~t.,~L~o,~A~n~g~ol~••~---
.. 11!1111-
GEORGE F. NAYLOR 
General Sea Food Broker 
All Kinds Fresh, Frozen, Salt 
and Cured Fish 
Telephone TUcker 4293 
Room 204, 33 7 South Central A venue 
Los Angeles, California 
Los Angeles Fish and 
Oyster Company 
Producers and Distributors 
~ 
of 
Super-Quality Sea Foods 
Fresh, Frozen, Salt, Smoked Fish 
Specializing 
Enchanted Island Fillets 
Also 
Specialties in Season 
Home Office: 739 Kohler Street 
Telephone VAndike 2084 
Los Angeles, California 
Producing Branch-San Pedro-Telephone 520 
'i v' 
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LOS ANGELES SAN DIEGO 
Young's Market Company Van Camp Organizations 
Wholesale Fish Division Producers of Supreme Quality Sea Foods 
Los Angeles LIVE AND COOKED LOBSTERS 
Attention. Producers: Quote us fresh fish and Texas Shipments Made Direct from San Diego 
specialties WIRE FOR PRICES 
410 Towne Ave. Phone Metropolitan 6366 867 Harbor Street, San Diego, Calif. 
-
I Harbor Fish Company H. DAKIS, Proprietor Established 1914 I San Diego Fisheries Co. Wholesale Dealers 
Fresh, Salted, Smoked and Canned Sea Foods Direct Wholesale Dealer in Fresh Sea·F ood All varieties of Shell Fish and Specialties OUR SPECIALTY-LIVE AND COOKED LOBSTERS 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTE:-Quote u• on all kinds SHIPPED EVERYWHERE 
Fresh Fish and Specialties Wire Us for Quotation-We Respect Standing Ordera 
631-633 Centra] Ave., Los Angeles, California Telephone: Main 9698 
' Phones TR 6259, TR 6250 815 Harbor Street Box 77 San Diego, Calif. I 
I M. N. Blumenthal I If It Swims We Have It • • • 
' i The People's Fish Company WHOLESALE FISH BROKER I Producers and Dislliributors of 
Producers' Selling Agent ALL KINDS OF CALIFORNIA SE:A FOODS Special attention to Motels and Restaurants 
Fresh and Frozen Fish, Frog 'Legs, Shrimps, Especially LOBSTER5--Live and Coolted Fresh, Smoked, Shell and Fresh Water Fish in Season 
Crabs, Scallops, Red Cross Brand Oysters, TELEPHONES: Main 4158 and 4159 
Fillets 
869 H.,boc St. P. 0. Box 1205 San Diego, Calif. 
Quote Your Offerings Prompt and Hone!it Established 1908 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA Try THE UNION FISH COMPANY Direct Wholesale Dealers in Fresh and Salt Fish 
405 STANFORD AVENUE LOBSTER5--Live and Cooked 825 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
M. H. ISENBERG [ "ELLAR F~H COMPANY I IC. 0. SHIMA, Mnnllllllr 
FORMERLY ZAISER PRODUCB CO. Wholesale Fresh Fish and Lobslors SpoclaUzin111 to the Japanese Trade--fully understnnr.llnv quality or Fresh Fllh 
Wholesale Fish Dealers desired esponlo.lly Tuna, Yellowtail, Bo.rrncur.la, Mullot5, Scnbn.u, Etcr. 
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH WATER FISH 
825 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
We are the oldest firm in Las Angeles handling the SAN FRANCISCO 
FRESH WATER FISH TRADE 
Telephone WEstmore 3263 1 812 South Central Ave, 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA Henry Dowden Bryce Florence 
SAN DIEGO 
LAWRENCE OLIVER. Manager Established 1908 HENRY DOWDEN co. AMERICAN FISHERIES CO. 
Wholesale Dealers in and Shippers of 
SALTED, DRIED and PICKLED FISH Brokers Salted Barracuda, Yellowtail and Jewfisb 
Lobsters in Season~Live and Cooked 
WE SPECIALIZE IN Fish Fertilizer nnd Fish Oil Marine Products Get Our Prices in Car~lots Before Contracting Elsewhere WIRE FOR QUOTATIONS . 841 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
Telephone DA venport 6820 
Charles A. Landers 598 Clay Street San F rancicso, Calif. 
SEA FOOD BROKER 
Serving the San Diego Trade 
in Their Outside Fish Requirements COMPAGNO AND ASARO 
Producers Accounts Solicited FISH, OYSTERS, POULTRY AND GAME-Largest Retail Dealers 
Municipal Pier Bldg. San Diego, Calif. 
in San Francisco, Handling All Kinds of Seafood Specialties 
GRANT MARKET, 743 MARKET STREET 
San Francisco, Calif. Phone Kearney 5636 
....... 
